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Sen. Ford To
Dedicate Expo
Center Saturday

HONOR GRADS—Distinguished honor graduates of the 1977 senior class
of Calloway County High School who are completing four years of study
with a 95 point average or above are, left to right, front row, Kevin Bowen,
valedictorian, Patricia Melvin, salutatorian, Terri Morris, Linda McCuiston,

Margaret McCallon, Cindy Williams, Dan ‘Aatson, Susan Adams, Linda
Miller, Vanessa Stone, back row, Terri tryyin Regina Hopkins Jackson,
Sherry Thomas, Marilyn McKenzie, Renee Thompson. Renee Tobey, Jill
Falwell, Gail Smotherman, LaDonne Robert' and Shea Sykes.
Stall photo bv David Hill

185 CHS Seniors To Receive Diplomas Monday
One hundred and eighty-five seniors
at Calloway County High School will
receive their diplomas in commencement exercises to be held at the
Jeffrey gymnasium on Monday, May
23, at8:00 p.m.
The presentation of the diplomas will
be by br. Jack Rose, superintendent of
Calloway- County Schools, and Joe
Dyer, chairman of the Calloway Boasd
of Education. Ron McAlister, principal
of Calloway County High School, will
present the senior class.

Registration For
Walk-A-Thon Slated
Saturday At 8 a. m.
Registration for the "walk-a-thon for
cerebral palsy, scheduled for Saturday,
May
will get underway at 8 a. m. at
Hart Hall on the Murray State
University campus.
Information and entry sheets for the
C-P walk-a-thon are available at all
local schools and at McDonald's, according to Jennie B. Gordon and Rachel
Flora,local project coordinators.
The actual walk-a-thon, which will
cover a course of some 20 miles, will get
underway at 9 a. m. Disc jockeys from
WKYX radio, which is co-sponsoring
the event, are scheduled to participate
in the walk-aihon.

71,

The Valedictory Address will be by
Kevin Bowen, and the Salutatory
Address will be by Patricia Melvin.
Special music will be by the school
band, directed by Terry Goodwin, and
the school mixed chorus, directed by
Dan McDaniel.
Renee Tobey, president of the senior

Reeves Discusses Dismissal
In Press Conference Tuesday
Saying that at this time he would not
accept his reinstatement as Murray
High School principal if it were offered,
Dr. Ray Reeves told the news media
yesterday that he feels his purchase of
Trenholm's Restaurant here was the
"primary reason" that his contract as
principal at the school was not renewed
for next year.
Reeves said he called the press
conference to "clarify statements
regarding my dismissal as principal."
The press conference was attended
by representatives of area news media
as well as seventeen Murray High
faculty members who expressed their
support of Dr. Reeves.
' The Murray Board of Education

Inside today
The eating on Wells Boulevard around the homes of Ella
Mae Quertermous and Mary Nfoore Lassiter has been
outstanding for years. To find out more about these tt%
ladies' talents see Cooking Corner on page 15.

Clear and mild tonight. Mostly
clear and warm on Thursday
with a slight chance of afternoon
showers and thundershowers.
Lows tonight near 70. Highs
Thursday in the mid to upiter 80s.
Winds light southerly tonight:
Rain chances 20 per cent on
Thursday.

today's index
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports
Deaths & Funerals
Dear Abby
Horoscope
Crossword
Comics
Classifieds

voted 3-2 on April 25 in favor of a
recommendation by Supt. Fred Schultz
that Reeves'contract not be renewed. Reeves said yesterday that he had
asked for a hearing before the board
but that the hearing had been denied.
Reeves said that he had not yet decided
if he would hire an attorney and pursu,
the matterfurther.
He indicated that he is not seekin,
another job as principal and his preser:
plans are to remain in Murray and rif
his restaurant.
Reeves said the board's decision r
to renew his contract was not a sho; k
because had been "forewarned by Cn,
superintendent" of Schultz's plan:.,'
recommendation to the board.
"What came as a. shock was In,
reason (for not renewing -the
tract)." Reeves said.

Two Sections — 24 Pages

clear and mild

calaureate services to be held Sunday.
May L. at 8.00 p. m. at Jeffrey gym.
The invocation and benediction will be
Bro Kenneth Hoover, minister of the
University Church of Christ.
Angela Manning will play for the
The Rev. Lawson Williams, minister
processional and the recessional. The
of the Sinking Spring Baptist Church. Girls Chorus, directed by Dan
will be the speaker for the Bac-' McDaniel. will.sing "Seek Ye First."

class, will give the welcome; Jerry lion
.Morris, class vice-president, will give
the invocation and benediction; and
Terri Erwin, class: reporter, will give
•"Moments of Reflections."

2, 3
5
8,9
14
18
18
21
21
21, 22,23

Reeves said that he had never beerinformed by the superintendent of 'Ja.
school board of shortcomings in ht'
performance. He added that "tiLpt
Schultz told me one day that thr
possibility existed that he would r.,-..t
recommend reemployment because
my outside interests."
Some of the teachers present at :5'
conference discussed the situation after
Reeves had left. The teachers said
31 of the teachers at MHS had sigr•A
petition in support of Dr. Reeves arm:
reported that the senior class had
overwhelmingly in favor of asking DrReeves to speak at this year's
mencement exercises.
One of the teachers said "we fet

dairy day

consideration has been given to
es to prove himself."
ne teachers agreed that discipline at
school had improved under Dr
l'aeyes and that he "stood behind the
Jchers" when they were faced with a
d.-cipline problem with a student.

Two years, seven months and 26 days
after he turned the first spade of dirt for
construction of the huge facility, U. S.
Senator Wendell H. Ford ( D., Ky. will
return to -Murray Saturday night to
officially dedicate the 2.6 million dollar
.West Kentucky • Livestock and
Exposition Center on the Murray State
University agricultural laboratory
farm.
Senator Ford was the 49th governor
of Kentucky when construction was
started Aug. 26, 1974. on the Center,
which includes the only indoor horse
show arena in Kentucky west of
Louisville. Since it was opened 19
months later, more than 50,000 people
have attended events there.
Among these have been nine major
horse shows, three rodeos, nationallysanctioned motorcycle races, four
tractor pulls, a performance by the
Royal Lipizzan Stallions of Austria,
gospel singing, the-area's first Popcorn
Bonanza and concerts by Country
music star Jerry Reed and comedian
JRrry-Clower.
'
Its 2,7p-seat arena also is used extensively by the West Kentucky Horseman's Association and purebred
livestock organizations.
The dedication cereniony will be -a Saturday.evening highlight of the twoday, second annual Kentucky State

See HORSE SHOW
Page 14,Column 5

Middle School And Elementary
Schools Continue Accreditation
The Murray Public Schools have been
notified by Claude A. Taylor, Executive
Consultant for the Kentucky State
Elenientary Committee of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools,
that the Carter and Robertson
Elementary Schools will be re-

Hearing On Rezoning Old
Moose Lodge Site Is Held
A public bearing on a proposal to
rezone the old Moose Lodge property on
North 18th Street drew opposition at the
Murray Planning Commission .Meeting
last night.'
The proposal was submitted to the
commission requesting a zoning change
from the current R-4 zone to B-2
business zone, and the public hearing
was held on the matter last night.
A petition opposing the zoning
change, with about 100 names of area
residents, was submitted to the commission. Several residents of the area
attended the meeting, some of whom'
spoke against the proposal.
Don Tucker, who spoke on behalf of
the Moose Lodge request, said it is not
the -intent of the proposal to degrade the
neighborhood, and pointed out that the
location is not at all suitable for a highvolume, high traffic business. About 36
persons were at the publichearing.
The public hearing is the first step in
any proposed zoning change, and the

Charity Horse Show, to be held in the
Center this weekend under the sponsorship of the Murray Woman's and
Rotary Clubs.
More than $3,800 in cash and silver
await the winners in its 22 classes.
Horses from six states are expected to
be among the entries.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
emeritus of the university, will serve as
master of ceremonies for the brief
dedicatory ceremony, which is
scheduled to begin at 7:30 p.m. It was
during Sparks' administration as
Murray State's fifth president that the
idea for the facility and its construction
materialized.
Murray State President Constantine
W. Curris will introduce Senator Ford.
After his remarks, his portrait and
three others will be unveiled by the
Murray president. These will hang in
the lobby of the arena.
The other portraits will be those of
State Senator Pat McCuiston, Pembroke: Charles Pryor, Jr., Sturgis
banker and former chief administrative assistant to Ford when he
w-as governor; and the late John Et.
(Jack) Vinson, Cadiz. All played
leading roles in the promotion of the .
Tenter-and in the funding leading of its

planning commission now has 60 days
in which to decide whether or not to
recommend the zoning change to the
Murray City Council.
In other action, a public hearing was
held on the amendment to the zoning
ordinance creating a limited business
zone to be classified as B-4. This zone,
with minor alterations, was approved
by the commission, and will be
recommended to the city council for
approval. The new zone will provide for
light busineavin specified areas of the
city.
The commission also approved a
rezoning request on the Cain property
at 641 South and Peggy Ann Drive, and
will recommend the change from R-2 to
R-4 to the Murray City Council.
No action was taken on the
lu-eliminary plat review of the Northwood Living Residential Planning
Development Project, and no action
was taken on a public hearing date for
12th Street rezoning.

accredited for the coming year with an
"All Clear" status. In addition, Murray
Middle School will also be re-accredited
with an "All Clear" status.
Taylor pointed out that no
deficiencies in standards
f the
Southern Association were noted and
the Kentucky Committee will recommend to the commission's central
reviewing committee that the Carter
and Robertson „Elementary Schools be
continued in accreditation in good
standing and Murray Middle School
will continue in good standing.
The Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools is a regional educational
agency which accredits public and
private schools in eleven southern
states and American schools in Latin
America.
The 'attainment of accreditation
status certifies that the CarterRobertson Elementary Schools 'and
Murray Middle School have met the
policies and standards established by
the Commission on Elementary Schools
of the Association. Accreditation
assures that a quality educational
program is being carried out by' the
member schools.
Areas which must meet high quality
standards are: the design for learning,
areas of learning, school staff adminiqration, media services, student
activities and school facilities.
The commission was pleased to note
that Murray was one of the first five
districts in the State to receive full
system wide accreditation, said Fred
Schultz, superintendent of Murray City
Schools

The filth annual Dairy Day for the third graders of the city and county schools was held this week at the Jim Stahler
Dairy Farm on Highway 121 South. At left, Jim and Judy Stahler explain the milking procedures to some third-graders.(enter, Steve Erickson. of Dairyman. Inc., helps students to actually milk a cow, and at right, the students are standing in line
to get their(ham e at touring the dairy operation.
Stan Photos hv Da,ld 1141
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Urs. Benifield State Officer Of
Federation -OPromen'sChtb
Mrs. Rex Benifield, of
Boaz,' is
Kentucky
Federation of Women's
Club's newly-elected third
vice president. The election
was held last week during
the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Club's annual
state convention held in
Louisville. Her opponent
was Mrs. John W. Acree, of
Fort Mitchell.

that same year, she was
named the Outstanding
Democrat, and serves on
the State Central Executive
(ommittee for State
Government. in 1974, Mrs.
Benifield was listed in
"Outstanding
Young
Wonaen of America":
On the local level of
women's club work, she has
served as first vice
president. finance, civic
improvement, -and,
devotional chairmarrand
on other committees. On
the district level, Mrs.
Bonifield
served
as
governor in 1973-75_,She has
served as press book
chairman and is ncity,.,,
serving as home life
department chairman on
the state level.

lirs. Rex BettifiPlii
Benifield, is
Mrs.
president of the. Mayfield
Community Woman's Club,
and is actively involved in
community and state activities. She was the
recipient of her club's
President Award in 1972. In

For Information
Regarding

-

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

1

DICK GEORGE
Councilman, Word A
Your vote and support
will be appreciated
ad pod for by the candidate

BENNIE JACKSON
for Sheriff
May 24 Primary

this advertisement paid or k Donald .rd14.0r.

SquartAnd round dancing
will bheld at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:3Q p. m.
Eagle Court of Honor for
Boy Scout .Troops 13 and 45
with Senator Wendell Ford as
special guest will be at the
First United Methodist
Church at 3:30 p. m.
•
Flea market will be held by
the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women at
the church starting at eight a
m.
,

Sunday, May 22
Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Robinson of'Hazel. will be
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at honored at a reception in
the Ellis Center at seven p. m. cekbration of their 50th
wedding anniversary, at, the
preservation Dees Bank of Hazel from two
Food
workshop will. be held at the to four p. m.
Calloway County Extension
office, 209 Maple Street,
Kentucky Little
Miss
Murray, at ten a. m. and at _Pageant. sponsored by Tiall
seven p. m. Public invited. _ Phi lambda Sorority' of the
Woodmen of the World. will be
Thursday, May 19
held at the Lovett Auditorium;
Men's Stag Night will be Murray
State University:
held at the Murray Country
Club at 6:30 p. m, with M. C.
Garrott, chairman, assisted
by Jimmy D. Clopton, Henry
Fylton, and Cecil Farris.
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Saturday, May 21
Thursday,May 19
Cruising Class Regatta will
Executive Committee of
NARFE will meet at Triangle open with registration at eight.'
Inn at 9:30 a. m.
a. in. at Kenlake Sailing Club
marina
Baptist Young Women of
I.ittle River Canoe Tour will
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. Larry Ragsdale at start at lake Barkley Marina
seven p. fn.
at 3i30 a. na. -

Saturday, May 21
Chapter M of the PEO will
have a luncheon at twelve
noon at the home of Mrs. H. L.
Oakley with Mrs. Lewis
Bossing as cehostess.'

Ends Tonito
"RIGSBY ANN
ANDY"(5)7:30
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Seniority Salute for. senior
oitizens will start at Center
Station, land Between* t'he
Lakes, at ten a. m.
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YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED THANKS

The wedding vows of Miss Carolyn Bell and Randy Winchester will be solemnized on Saturday, May 21,at ten a. m.on
the lawn of Oakhurst, Murray State University.
Performing the ceremony will be the Rev. Leon Winchester,
great uncle of the groom-elect,from Hopkinsville.
Miss Bell is the daughter of Mrs. Jeanie Bell of Radcliffe,
and Mr. Winchester is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Winchester of Murray.

Mrs. Benifield is active
as -a volunteer in her'
community and state. Her
'educational and civic inHazel Woman's Club will
volvement include serving
meet at the Hazel Community'
as president of-.the Melber
Center at seven p. m.
Homemakers, 1963=64; vice
president of the Lowes High
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
School Parent Teacher
Order of the Eastern Star will
Association; a board
meet at the lodge hall at 7:30
-member of the Graves
p. m.
County
Chamber
of
Commerce,
on
the
Murray Business and
Bicentennial
Committee ,
Professional Women's Club
and Red Cross Youth
will meet at the Murray'
Committee. She also serves
Woman's Club Houk at 6:39.p.
as first vice president of the
m.
Graves County Democrat
Woman's Club,and as state
Home Department, Murrayvolunteer advisor for the
Woman's Club, will have an
March of Dimes. She is an
open luncheon meeting at one
active member of the
p. m. with Betty Boston as
Melber Church of Christ..
speaker.
Ahother recrit honor for
Mrs. Benifield was her
East Calloway Elementary,
appointment
to
the
School PTC will have a
Governor's Task Force for.
potluck supper at the school.
Education.
Mrs. -Benifield, her
husb_and
Women of the Moose will
and
three
children.- Renee', Mende,
have executive session at
and Bruce; "teside in
severr y. m. and business
Mr.
session at eight p. In: at the
lodge. hall.- •

VOTE FOR

This

Bell and Winchester Vows
To Be Sdemnized Saturday

;ANNIE HALL'
A n€, 'ous rout ia -,ce. 00
Ends Tomas
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"THE EAGLE HAS
UNDID" 7:30

Si

STARTS TOMORROW,
Dr. Ruth E. Cole, retiring chairman of the Department
of Nursing at Murray State University, was honored on
April 28, at the Colonial House by District 13 of the Kentucky Nurses Association. Mrs. Nadine Turner, R. N.,
presided, and said that Dr. Cole has held every elected
office in the District, served and chaired various committees and commissions not only at the District level
but on the state and national level as well, and was a
leader in the re-organization of the District in 1957. She
was presented with an orchid corsage by Mrs. Emajean
Thurman, R. N., who said Dr. Cole was really responsible
for her decision to become a nurse. A plaque indicating
Dr. Cble's dedication to the professional association
was presented by Mrs. Martha Erwin. Mrs. Beth falwell,
president of District 13, presented a check on behalf of
the District, for $250.00 to Dr. Cole to go toward the
establishment of a nursing scholarship at Murray State
University in her name.
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STARTS TOMORROW
COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

II, ROBERT DE NIRO

TAXI DRIVER
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"STREET PEOPLE"(R)800
& "CUTTER BOX"(R)9:35
STARTS TOMORROW

"THE CHEERLEADERS"(R)&
"THE REVENGE OF THE CHEERLEADERS"(R)

Hardin- Senior Citizens will
have a potluck luncheon' it
twelve noon at the center.
Thursday, May 19
All members, wives of
. members, and widows of
former members of the
Baracti fClayborne Jones)
Sunday School Class of the
First Baptist Church are invited to a supper at the
Fellowship Hall of the church
at six phi.

Pick a winner from

r
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Scottie is wearing a winner! He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hal Rice of Almo. KY.
Health-tex clothes for little kids ore all winners.
They're mbde of single knits, doubleknits, and
wovens that ore practically kidproof and
everything — jeans and jacket's, jumpers and
coveralls, polo shirts and slacks — pops right in the
washing machine, comes out neat-as-new — cause
they're _all permanent press. too For boys, size 3
months to size 8, for girls, size 3 months to size 6X
— and for mothers because the price make sense
Jumpsuit priced at S 11-50

7he
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Friday, May 29
Twin LakersGood Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Columbus Belmonte State
Park With Charlie and Gayle
Adams as wagonmasters. A
potluck supper will be held
Saturday night. Note change
from dates listed_from wrong
information on Saturday.
Hardin Senioe Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m. and a fun
iiijht at six p. m.
Play, "It's Cold In Them
Thar Hills," will be presented
by Speech and Drama Class at
East Calloway Elementary at
7:3C p. m.
Friday, May 20
Reservations for the dinner
meeting on Monday of the
Murray Woman's Club should
-be made today with the
department chairmen.
Nocturnal Discovery Walk
will start at Center Station,
Land Between the lakes, at
8:30 p.m.
—

Friday, May 20
Murray Chapter No. 50 of
the Disabled
American
Bel-Air Shopping Center - 753-1795
_ Veterans will meet at the
Hrs. 10 til 6 Mon.-Sat. 10 til 8 Fri.
American Legion Hall at 710
•
P. cn•

To The

4'ontest Will
On Friday
Four contestants will be
cooking in the Kentucky cookoff of the National Chicken
Cooking Contest on Friday,
May 20 between 10:30 a. m.
and, .4:30 p. m. at the
Shelbyville Road Mall,
Louisville. Two contestants
will cook during the morning
arid two during the'afternoon.
The contestants are Mrs.
Donald Baird, Morganfiele
Mrs. John B. Cunningham,
Bowling Green; Mrs. Charles
DeHav.en, Owensboro and
,Clyde ,E. Shaw, Louisville.
Their recipes were judged the
best from among- hundreds
and thousands of recipes sent
in by cooks throughout the
state of Kentucky. The public
is invited to watch these four
cooks as they prepare their
winning dishes for this
competition'.
The- winner of this cook-off
will represent-the state of
Kentucky in the rlational cookoff to be held in Jackson,
Miss., July 27. Top prize in the
national cook-off is $10,000.
Sponsors of the national
contest are the National
Broiler Council, and the
maker of Ac'cent flavor
enhancer, and the maker of
Mazola corn oil.
Judges at the Kentucky cook
off will be Geraldine Bently,
County Extension Agent for
Home Economics, Louisville-,.
Deni Martenis, Food Writer,
I,ouisville
Courier-Journal,
Louisville and Steve Olszyk,
Television Personality,
WAVE-TV, Louisville.

Voters

of
Murray
I SHALL STRIVE TO MEET ALL ISSUES AND OBLIGATIONS WITH AN OPEN MIND
AND SHALL TO THE BEST OF MY ABILITY FULFILL THE DUTIES OF THE OFFICE OF MAYOR
The above statement was my promise to the people of Murray when I announced I would be a candidate
for Mayor in 1973. This is my pledge again as I seek re-election in 1977.
My tenure as your mayor has been rewarding, educational, and sometimes difficult. However, all these experiences qualify me to be an even better mayor now. Decisions made on issues have pleased some and
displeased others. My only recourse has been to do what I considered best for ALL citizens of Murray. This I
has tried to do and if re-elected, I shall continue to do.
The office of Mayor cannot be considered a part time job and must not be entered into as such. With the
aid of capable employees and an understanding family. I have devoted much of my time trying to bring
greater efficiency and better services to the citizens of Murray. It is my desire that the services already in
operation be improved and when fiscally advisable, new services be implemented.
I have provided the city with benefits offered by the Kentucky Municipal League, National League of Cities
and all available agencies of state and federal governments with the hope that their professional guidance
would help provide solutions to our community's problems_ I have found this approach to be successful and
effective in solving many of our problems.
After serving one term on the Common Council and one term as your Mayor. I feel I am experienced and
qualified to serve again in the best interest of ALL citizens.
My family joins me in asking your support in my bid for re-election to your city's highest office.
Sincerely,

Le
MAYFIELD PATIENT
1,ovola Olene. Page of
Murray Route- Four was
dismissed May 8 from the
Community
Hospital,
Mayfield.

Pol: Ad Paid for by John Ed Scott, P.0. Box 390
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Cook-Off For

Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens. Potluck luncheon
will be at twelve noon with
charge of 25 cents each (or
supplies or $1.50 if can nol
bring a dish.

I. t-

Ends bonito
"IRE CASSANDRA
CROSSING"(R)730

Honored With Dinner
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Mrs. Luther Nance Is
The staff and employees -of presentation.'
Those attending __were Mr.
the office of the Murray Water
and Setver System honored and Mrs. Trotter, Mr. and
Mrs. Luther (Mildred) Nance Mrs. Earl Douglass, Mr. and
with a dinner on the occasion Mrs. Jimmy Ford, Mr. and
of her retirement after thirty- Mrs. James Boyd Buchanan,
five years of service on April Mrs. Sandra McKinney, Mr.
27 at the Brass Lantern at and Mrs. Bob Robbins, and
Mr. and Mrs. Nance.
Aurora.
Mrs. Nance was presented
with a lovely silver tray from
Grated carrot and cut-up
the employees with John grapefruit sections are good adHerman Trotter, system • ditions to a lemon-flavored
gelatin base for a salad.
superintendent, making the

,b(

TWILIGHT'S
LAST
GLEAMING
Starring BURT LANCASTER
%AN AWED ARTISTS RELEASE
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Camp Bear Creek To Hold• Staff
Training The Week OfMO 'Camp Bear Creek Girl
Scout Camp will begin its
camp season for 1977 with
staff training week, July 3
through 9, and Girl Scouts
will attend three sessions
during following weeks.
The camp is located on a
council-owned site five
miles east of Route No. 68
on Highway No. 962 at
Fairdealing.
The first session for
Brownie Scouts, ages 6
through 8, will be conducted
from July 10 through 16.
This session will offer a
swimming unit. It is hoped
• that the girls will learn to
swim, improve their skills
or just overcome a fear of
deep water.
The second session will
be for girls between 9and 11
years of age, the Junior
Scouts. Backpacking is
.being offered as a
specialized unit. The dates
for.this session are July 17
through July 23. This
session will include two
nights out of camp.Skills to
prepare the girls for outpost trip will be taught
during the first two days of
During this session the
girls will have the opportunity to cook their own
meals and sleep under the
stars.
The third session of camp
begins on July 24 and
continues through July 30.
Girls in the age range of 12
through 17 years - will
participate in the canoeing
trip planned for the week.
The girls will travel by
water and camp out for
three days and two nights.
All girls who register for
this camp unit will be
required to pass the intermediate swimming test.
No session will be limited
to any age group. Girls will
be permitted to register for
any week they wish if they

meet
particular
the
requirements for
registration, such as the
swimming test.
The regular prograin of
swimming,hiking, arts and
crafts, archery, sports,
+fishing, dramatics, singing
and dancing will be offered
each week camp is in
session.
,Although the camp is
sponsored and supported by
the Girl Scouts, enrollment
is not limited to Girl Scout
members, nor is it limited
in any way by reason of
race, color, religion or
national origin.
Arrangements will be
made for all faiths to attend
and participate in religious
services.
Qualified and trained
persons are always on duty
at the camp sessions to
safeguard the health and
welfare of the campers. All
water activities comply
with Red Cross'standards
for safety.
The cost for this .year's
camp session will be as
follows: The first child in a
family, $40; the second
child from the same family,
$30; the third child from the
same family, $20; counselor-in training, $70; nonscouts, $5 additional
charge; cost of specialized
units, $5 additional charge.
This year, the camp will
accept payment by Master
Charge
and
Bank
Americard credit charge
cards.
Those who are interested
in registering for the camp,.
during any of the sessions,
may telephone the Bear
Creek Girl Scout- Council
officein Paducah at 502-4438704 to register or to obtain
additional information.
Information may - also be
obtained by calling at the
council office at 540 North
32nd Street, Padueah...

Bear Creek Girl
Scout Couneil
540 North 32nd St.
Paducah, Ky. 42001
I am interested in further
information about resident
camp at Bear Creek Girl
Scout Camp. Please mail ..
information to:
I am iaterested in further information about resident camp at Bear
.*
Creek Girl Scout Camp. Please mail information to:

NAME
ADDRESS

Maybe you need a family
room to fit your lifestyle
Does your family room useful if your family room
look like the high school doubles as a game room or
football squad used it for a den.
practice field? If so, it_
Whatever pieces of
could mean its time to
furniture and accessories
redecorate.
you decide upon, rememWith the various styles ber they'll need routine
of contemporary furniture maintenance to keep them
and accessories available looking their best.
today, you have many
Many styles are avail
options when choosing fur.able in the new leather-look
nishings which are both
vinyls and in laminated
functional and attractive'
-and translucent plastics—
Basics for a family ronm good. durable materials for
often include a couch, family room furnishings as
recliner lounge chair, one they can be easily cleaned
or two stationary chairs, by spraying with one of the
end tables w4h lamos and, spray cleaners and wiping
perPraps. several small, wifh a clean cloth or damp
portable cube tables Or a sponoe
coffWtable
Chrome and Oainless
Determine your farni!y s
needs—you Might want to s.rel arcey.ories may also
he cleaned with the sorav
include a iarger.cacd table
' furniture
with matching- chairs, rie-ane'r. on wood
,,,,,,,*s, surfaces, use a polish
)
bookshelve.s and r,.
apprnpriate for the parturu
too. You'may fin1:1
( the lat
ar tyr),
" of worden finish
ter items are
specially

JIMMY

CHERRY
CALLOWAY COUNTY

SHERIFF
"HONESTY AND NO OBLIGATIONS"
Cherrt

Customer
Appreciation Days

Sammons Bakery
Chestnut Street

753-5434

Glazed Donuts I

10'

Coffee

I 104 -

Th lIrs. Hart For Alphas

Miss Jennifer Beth Richardson
and Mark H. Hurter
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Richardson of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching' marriage of their youngest
daughter, Jennifer: Beth, to Mark H. Hurter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H.C. Hurter of Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
The bride-elect is a 1976 graduate of Murray High School and
is now a student at the University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa. The groom-elect is a 1973 graduate of Tuscaloosa High
School. He has attended the Uniyersity of Alabama and is
presently employed in Tuscaloosa.
The wedding will be solemnized on Thursday, August 18, at
7:08 p. m. at the First Baptist Church, Murray. A reception
will follow in the Fellowship Hall. Only out of town invitations
will be sent and all friends and relatives are invited to attend
the wedding and reception.

Coffee Cup Chatter

!keine Hart was the speaker
for the Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club at a
recent luncheon meeting at
the
Woman's
Murray
Clubhouse.
Mrs. Hart was introduced
by Dr. Mildred Hatcher, as an
outstanding speaker, writer,
and lecturer as well as a
mother and homemaker. Mrs.
Hart discussed. "Historical
Tale'g of Murray."
At an early age Mrs. Hart, a
native of Murray, was a
teacher and .a ciVic leader.
Later she married George
Hart who became for many
years the president of the
Bank of Murray and the
mayor 'of the town. They have
one daughter, -Lochie Fay,
now the wife of Gene Landolt.
Mrs. Hart continued her
professional activities. In
addition to teaching much of
the time, she served, without
pay, for sixteen years as the
director of the Murray State
University
Alumni
Association. Presently she is a
civic leader and a writer, and
her articles are appearing
regularly in The Murray
Ledger & Times.
The speaker gave a review
of Calloway County from 1823,
when Backusburg became the
county seat, until the present.
At the time of the original land
grant, she pointed out, land
sold for 50. cents to $1.00 an
acre. The little settlement
proudly claimed a hotel;a bar,
and a jail. After the division of
the county and much debate

material. In many eases,
By University of
Kentucky County Extension treatment with insecticides -is
needed. All insecticides are
Agents for Home
-~'
poisons
so there is always
EcOnomics
PLACEMATS --OFFER some danger in -using then).
VARIETY' AND— 7E/Grf -Some are 'very poisonous and
UPKEEP Placemats offer an should not be used around the
alternative to tablecloths in home. Others may be
setting a mood for dining. dangerous in their conThere is such a variety of centrated form, but are not so
easy-care fabrics available dangerous after they are
that a collection of mats for diluted into a Spray. These
different occasions can range chemicals should be used only
from the very casual to the by trained professional exmost formal. Permanent terminators. Your best guide
'press and soil-release treated_ to using , an insecticidefabrics of cotton,linen, rayon, properly is the label on the
polyester and blends 'of these insecticide container. abound in solid colors„ exotic Maxine Griffin, Clinton.
+++4-) • .
prints and inCerestink texSelf-confidence in children
tures. Some mats are vinyl
embossed to look like fabric begins early. Children pick up
and have a raised design. our feelings about them. The
They wipe clean with a sudsy know _early if they . are arsponge. When purchasing cepted as they are, or if thc
,
Mrs. Harlan
tiodges
placemats, check the label for haye to meet certain stanin- dards for us to accept them reviewed the book, "Born
specific laundering
structions. Fabric mats We should never compari' Again," by Chuck Colson at
should be treatea the same as them with a friend or nei01- the meeting of the Sigma
tablecloths- spots and stains bor. I,et them be in com- Department of the Murray
removed as soon as possible petition with themselves. It is Woman's Club held on May
and laundered frequently. And sometimes hard not to push, ninth at the club house. New
the vinyl varieties sponged_ because we are human and
officers for the department
and dried before storing. - want them to be their vii' elected were Mrs. William
best:
However, pushing thcii,
Mildred W. Potts. LaCenter.
may...do harm rather th,c1 Smith, chairman, Mrs. A. B.
•
+4-4-A-4vice-chairman,
helping. - -- Sue Frasor.. Crass,
CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Mclehleman,
Mrs.
Tom
Chrysanthemums should be Bardwell.
secretary, and 'Mrs. Allen
pinched when they grow 6"
Moffitt,' treasurer. A _final
Be sure to check the label
tall early in the spring.,Side
report
on the' Kentucky
see
if
glass
of
articles
made
branches should be pinched
also later in the summer us fiber. are machine dryable- If Charity Horse Show was
soon as they develop 6 sets of co. use the lowest heat settiii... given, and plans for the annual beauty pageant were
leaves. Allow at least 4 sets of _and.rninimum drying time I
leaves to remain. Continue not include any other fiber v. discussed. Hostesses were
pinching until - July 15. After -the load. After drying, wip,, Mesdames Bethel. Richarthis date, flower buds will- the dryer drum carefully %%ill' dson, Ron Celia, Thomas
Hopkins, Don Hughes, Bob
start to be initiated and pin- • . a damp cloth or spongt
Ray, and Joe Hal Spann.
ching should be stopped. Dean Roper, Mayfield. Pinching the growing point
will make them bushier and
compact„,,.. less physical
damage by high winds and
more flowers are formed. In
the end, a better flower
display in the fall. 7-- Juanita
crucial minutes to escape a
The
Paris
Amonett, Paducah.
said.
Homemakers Club met home -fire;Mrs. Brandon
was
recreationalperiod
The
HOUSEHOLD PESTS One 'Tuesday, May k at one p
directed by Amy Wilson.
you know the pest, then decide at the home • of - Mrs Ina
. Others present were. Della
what you can do to get rid of a. Nesbitt at Midway with
Mary Alice Gee.
Taylor,
Maybe a good housecleaning Barbara White, president
Margaret Roach, Lottiel.ydia
presiding.
or vacuuming is all that is
Salk
Lucille Grogan present, I Sue Collins Lucille Hart
needed. Perhaps you should
Hendon, Louise Dunn, Ali,
the
241
Luke
devotion
using
infested
out
the
throw
Steely, and Reble Steely
as her scripture, and read th
Refreshments of fresh appli
selection, "The Sick::,
cake, sandwiches, and toffee
Mother."
Don't he a keeper
Topsy Brandon presented were served by Mrs. Nesbitt.
the lesson on "Horn,
Are you- a "Keeper?"
Protection- which -uicluded
'COFFEE ORANGE
A "Keeper' is e person who
On a hot day,there's nothini
just can't bear to throw points on fire extinguishers
anything away, whether'he has and smoke detectors. She said better for cooling off than a
any use for it or not - you - most fires in the home occur in Coffee Orange Refresher. In a
know, snaps that don't match the kitchen, utility room, or blender, beat together -oneand plePe. of string -too short to workshop, and said fire ex- half cup orange sherbet, One
use. He keeps some things that tinguishers can help to stop a teaspoon instant decafmight be of help to someone big fire. The'smoke detectors feinated coffee and one to Of e
else, but he hasn't needed for 20 argi.sery worthwhile as they and one-half cups milk. Th s
years - and probably won't for may give you add your family will-give two 12-ounce drinks
another 20.
He keejis all these tnings
stuffed *away "for safekeeping," but there's nothing
safe about it. Fire loves to get
started in plaqes like this.
write
This is clean-up, paint-up, fixup time. Stall in on all those
things you've been keeping for,
goodness knows what.
Box 307,Murray, KY 42071
Don't be a "Keeper."

rrrirli • 4/41
Register for 5.-

hilio I, it ill, iv+. to pigitcluidsiv,„

iihe•qh.e hest

relative to the selection of a
new location, the county seat
was moved to What eventually
became the town of Murray.
Mrs. Hart described the
gradual development of the
settlement from the first few
buildings, the establishment
of the churches and their
methods of strict discipline,
the livery stables, various
incidents that occurred during
the War between the States,
the Night Riders, and many
old folk customs, tales, and
legends.
Dr. Hatcher presidecl.aver
the business meeting. Mrs.
Murrelle Robertson gave the
invocation.
The hostesses for the luncheon were: Mrs. Charles S.
Robertson, Mrs. John Nance,
Mrs. P. A. Hart, and Miss
Mayrelle Johnson.

If

Giren For Tennis
The pairings for the

-.7-4.C.O•Or-

-101•1•111,

•....•••••,01.....-""

•••••••-f

MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL Students receiving their state
homemaker degree, the highest degree of achievement
conferred by the Kentucky Future Homemakers of
America, were, left to right, front row, Debbie Wilson,
Manna Shipley, Beth Outland, standing, Jane Ann Turner
Janet Smith, Delaine Honchul, Terri McCord, Delores
Honchul, and Jan Outland, pictured, and Teresa Cunningham, not pictured. The degrees were conferred on
these Murray High students at the 32nd annual state
FHA meeting held at Louisville April 22-23. Delores Honchul and Janet Smith of Murray High served as a -Me
Shop" leader in the group discussions, and Teresa Cunningham and Beth Outland served as voting _delegates.
Others attending from Murray High were Dana Mansfield, representing members, and Mrs. Doitha Bailes
and Mrs. Lucy Lilly, advisors.

Homemakers Attend Kentucky uonference

Mrs. Dan Bazzell, vice- Assurance Company. who is
president of Callo.way County also an ordained minister and
Homemaker author of the book, "It's
Extension
Association, Mrs. Alfred Easier to Win" which deals
Taylor, County Cultural Arts with narrowing the gap hetChairman, and Jean Cloar, weep what a person is and
County Extension Agent; What he can become.
along with 95 delegates and
Dr. John F. Crosby.,
agents from the Purchase Chairman of the Department
Area attended the Kentucky . of- Family. Studies, U. K.
Extension Homemakers College Of Home Economics.
Conference held' on the.
Mrs. Wylene P. Dial, Excampus of the University of tension specialist in• aging,
Kentucky, Lexington, May 11- Wesi Virginia University, who
13.
is one of the originators of tfie
Among the speakers heard innovative mountain heritage
were:
program of the' Applachiiin
Grady Nutt, nationally Center.
_
known humorist and a Baptist
Calloway County was one of
minister now residing in
the recipients of the 100 per
Louisville,
Dr. G. .' Othell Hand, cent subscription awards for
Columbus,Ga., vice-president the new national magezine.
LINCOLN, Nebraska The Homemaker.
of the- American Family Life
William Boyd Walker of
Murray, son of the Rev. and
Please Vote to,
Mrs. Richard Walker of Brazil. has completed required
course work and has been
awarded his high school
For City Council
diploma by the University of
Ward- A
UN-Li
Nebraska-Lincoln
••••,
Tour Vote & Influence
Independent Study High
Will Be Appreciated
School, according to Monty
:McMahon. director of in(fill
1,ii
AdadiZ.1
dependent study with the UN1. Division of Continuing
Studies.
Walker completed '12
For A
coorses through independent
.A
1* .....•,. 'V4
study by correspqndence in
diploma
the
meeting
has
requirements.
He
maintained a B average.
Elect
The UN-I. Division Of
operates
Studies
Continuing
the largest university based
by
study
independent
4:orrespondence program in
the United States with over
- 16.000 enrollments annually
NO. 4 on the ballot on May 24
from students living in each of
foreign
130
and
er4sement Pahl fur 1J the Candidate
states
the 50
countries
Pro
Group of the Women's Tennis
at the Murray Country Club
for play on Friday, May 20, at
nine a. m: have been released
as follows:
Corinne Stripling, Mary
Jane Jackson, Sue Overbey,
and Shirley Homra.
Ann Burke and. Nancy
Whitnier.

Boyd Walker

Is. School
Graduate

AMOS HILL

FULL-TIME
SHERIFF

GERALDCOHOON

411
1II/ AEk
At

Mademoiselle
Shop
4e
4.,),
er)

Paris''Mad homemakers Meet

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

ta

Pro-Group Pairings

Court Square

C

'
11 Pack_Sportswear
0

4?

All Sp
rf

?g

umes & Suits

COSt

Selection

Spring
Dresses
Less
Than

Half

Free for the Asking!

Wed., Thur., Fri.,
May 18-19-20 ,

01..•••••••••

Murray Htstory Discussed

.4t home. Of. 11r... Ina Nesbitt
•

VOTE FOR

Paul for

To Be Married

.,4

di• •-„

- Half

One Rock

Dresses

$10-$20
Blouses i straw
51O

I

Bags /3

•
•
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FOOD TAKING TOO BIG A BITE OUT OF YOUR BUDGET?
Prices Good Thurs., May 19
thru
Wed.
May 25

bA

Cash Give Away

>
Van Camp

Pork and
B

Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100given away each week

Lynn Grove
Grade "A"
Large

sive 2r

554

White Cloud

Willie
Kenel

This Week's
Winner:

Eggs

eans 16 oz. Can

*Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch eAll You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults
only may register .You do not have to be present to win

Save 111:r
with $ID order or more, excluding
Limit
tobacco mid dairy products.

FROZEN
FOODS
JUICE

8 oz.

37'

Morton - Beef, Chicken, Turkey

3 lb. Can - Save 26'

Dial

294

Nestea Instant

Tea

Anti-Perspirant
Deodorant
Sot. Sere 51'
leo Si al

$169

Hungry
Jack
Instant
Your Choice

Boma Party

Shells

12"
Reg. Size Roll
Save 10'

"
$

4 f 89"

Pot Pies

Vrap

Shortening
Spray

49"

nolds

Richtex

Frosty Acres Orange
12 oz. Can

this price

10 oz. 6 bottle carton
with bottles or deposit
Save 14'

4 in pkg. 394

Juicy
5 lb. bag

894

5 lb. bag

89'

Super Value

Grapefruit

Bread

Potatoes

Ruby Red

16 oz. Box
Save 30'

4-4) Palmolive
Liquid For
Dishes

First Aid
Spray

22 oz.
Save 19'

Vienna Sausage

Betty Crocker

3
Armour

Kraft
Prepared

Potted
at

Mustard

Hyde Park

Ice Cream 334
Salt
5 lb.
Save 8'

3 oz. Can
Save 6'

Scot
Leader

Armour Test Tender '

Flour

Round Steak

5 99'
Leisure Way
White

10 lb b'29 Save 78 $
1

Ruml Roast
lb

Worthmore

Sliced Bacon
Field
Pork

Sausage
4
1 lb. bo999

12 oz. pkg.

Field

Wonder

Table
Tumbler

794

** "If You Matc

Potato
Chips
Twin Bags
Reg 89' Save 20'

Bologna
(Sliced 89' lb.)

16 oz.
Reg. S2.15 Save 66'

This Weeks
Feature

Table Tumbler

79'

z

Wexford Crystal

794
By the Chunk

1 lb. pkg.

Revlon

9

No. 1 Best Grade

Wieners

59

FLEXr6<
Pig:
t4

Minute $159
Steak lb I

1 39

I'

Flex Balsam
Shampoo
100', Serie 10'

Armour Test Tender
Lean Tender

Armour Test Tender
Lean Bonless Rolled

2$ at ier

cans

With $3.00 Purchase

Check Each Week For The Featured Items
Add handsome Completer Pieces to your sets at
substantial savings during thls special ten week offer!

69'

ur ua ity... ou ant :eat 0 ur 'rice *
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Porker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: 7.. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.

the
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EDITORIAL

There's an old saying that
goes something like this..."For
want of a nail the shoe was lost,
for want of a shoe the horse was
lost” and it goes on eventually
to say that the battle was lost.
Well after months of
preparation this weekend
will finally see the second
enactmait of the Kentucky
State Charity Horse Show, a
gala affair sponsored by the
Sigma Department of the,,
Murray Woman's Club and the
Rotary Club of Murray. And if
there is anything lacking in this
year's showing it definitely
won't be because these two
organizations forgot to "nail"
down a minor detail.
If there is a nail missing it
will be the one that John Q.
Public holds in his hands, for
when the curtain lifts on
opening night in the Western
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center off College
Farm Road, Mr. Public will
have determined if the show
will be presented to a packed
crowd or not.
Sure it's a charity affair! And
sure there might seem to be a
charity affair looking for funds
at _almost every corner one
turns. But there is a difference
with the Kentucky State
Charity Horse Show.
What's the difference? Well
with most charity drives you
find yourself on a one way

FROM THE

Congressional
Record
By JOE CRUMP

street dealing out your hard
earned cash with little chance
(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
for anything in return.
Review the Cologrseeioaai Record Daily)
And that's where the horse
show differs! Sure you will deal
•.1 do not propose to pass judgment on
TAXPAYERS HIT WMI
out your cash in the purchase
the artistic merits of this towering
$180,888 BALL BAT
structure, but I raise this question: Is it
price of a ticket and sure it goes
REP. WILLIAM S. BROOMFIELD
to something worthwhile for the (Mich.) "...On April 14, Joan Mondale:- appropriate use of the tax funds paid by
the working people of this country,
wife of the Vice President of the United
community as evidenced,by the
especially at a time when 'every taxStates,
dignitaries
headed
list
of
a
contributions the two sponpayer is feeling the cruel pinch of the
unveiling one of the world's tallest
soring organizations have sculptures oh Chicago's West Side. It is eroding purchasing power of every
made to individuals and the a $100,000, 10-foot-tall 20-ton steel paycheck? I think not.
"In commissioning this project GSA
overall community good in the
baseball bat which the U. S. Governhas
displayed great imagination in
ment
erected
in
front
of
its
new
10-story
past.
disbursing the hard-earned tax funds of
But lo and behold you get Social Security Administration building the American
people. At a time when
in Chicago
houses about 3,009
something in return, the pomp, employees ofthat
more Amerkans are rightly demanthe SSA's Bureau of
the beauty of some of the state's Retirement and Survivors Insurance.
ding that the Federal Government show
restraint in its spending, it offers an
finest horses paraded and
"The
Services
General
promenaded for your en- Administration sets aside a portion of a outrageous example of the irresponsible spending by the Government...
tertainment, and for the prizes building's estimated construction cost
"It seems to me this is one of those
to provide new Federal buildings with
they hope to,attain.
programs with small well-intentioned
contempory artworks. Under this
Horse lover or not, it is policy, Claes Oldenburg was com- and worthy beginnings that has
definitely something different, missioned for $100,000 to design, mushroomed and gone far beyond its
and it offers the opportunity for fabricate, and install the skyscraper- intended purpose. It should receive top
,priority in President Carter's zero base
high baseball bat.
a relaxing evening away from
budgeting and congressional serutiny.
the, television.
Some budget items may be "unLetter To The Editor
And it offers a chance to see
controllable," but the baseball bat
sculpture is convincing evidence the
why horses have almost come
art-in-architecture program of the
to be synonymous with KenGeneral
Services Administration is a
the
Kentucky
is
tucky. Afterall,
"controllable" budget item..."
blue
and
State,
Grass
Blue
+
grass country is the heart of the
CHUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Kentucky horse raising. in- Dear Editor:
While President Carter, the Congress
In my opinion the recent action by the
dustry. Isn't it?
and the unions argue over a few pennies
So nail down your seat for the ..Murray City School Board to change
increase in the minimum hourly wage;
principals at Murray High School is
activities taking place this commendable,
while billions are being appropriated to
not because we can be
Friday and Saturday nights.1 positive at this time it was the right
put the unemployed on the government
But do it before someone else decision but because the Board was
payroll; the law allows the General
Services Administration, at the taxdecides to "pail" down his own willing to make it. Many times
payers expense, to hoist a $100,000, 20spot at the Kentucky State decisions must be made even though
there is a great deal of uncertainty as to
ton 100 foot steel baseball bat in front of
Charity Horse Show.
which is the correct

Supports
Board

'MARTIN,
IlEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fut. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write REARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 68 years old and
my wife and I have been drawing our
Social Security benefits since we were
62.
Four months ago, we started to have
our Social Security checks deposited
directly to our bank. However, our
checks for March did not arrive and we
have tried everything we know to get
them. Can you help us? R.J.
- ANSWER: Yes. Heartline has sent
you the forms to fill out that our Red
Tape Cutting System is now using.
Upon receipt of these, return them to
Headline immediately and we will
contact the property governmental
agency to help solve our problem.
Anyone having a problem with a
governmental agency (Social Security,
Medicare, Civil Service, Veterans
Administration, Internal Revenue
Service, or Railroad) should write
Heartline about your problem. Do not
explain the problem nor send copies of
your correspondence. Simply state that
you have a problem with one of these
agencies.
Upon receipt of your letter, the
proper forms will be sent so you can fill
them out and return them. Please
enclose a long,self-addressed,stamped
envelope.
HEARTLINE: I am 64 years old and
plan on retiring next year.
I have worked for three different
companies during my life. I worked for
the first two companies a little over 10
years each and the lastpne for 23 years:
I know I am eligible for a pension
from my last employer, but I don't
about the first two. Can you tell me? C.
N.
ANSWER: This is nearly impossible
to answer because of the 1974 pension
reform law.
Under this law, if you meet the
minimum requirements for your
company's pension you can receive the
pension when you retire. However,
since you worked there before this law
was passed, there may be no benefits
for you under these companies' plans.
Many people have the same problem.
They do not know how their pension
plan works. The first place to check is
with the company where you are now
working. There is also a free pension
fact sheet that can be obtained by
sending a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to the Pension Rights Center,

The Editor's
Notebook

"Low Down

Community Should
Support Horse Show

1346 Connecticut Ave. NW, Room 1019,
Washington D. C. 20036.
HEARTLINE: My uncle retired last
year and he seems very bored with life.
I am worried about him. I keep trying
to get him interested in a hobby, but so
far it is to no avail. Do you have any
information on this that can help me
talk him into something? R. F.
ANSWER: In a recent survey of
several hundred retired persons, seven
out of every 10 retirees gave credit to a
hobby as a chief life-saver during their
retirement years.
Your uncle might be surprised to
learn how many highly esteemed skills
and artistic achievements have been
the result of hobbies.. Hobbyists have
produced famous paintings, won acclaim as experts in their chosen fields
and achieved greater renown in their
retirement hobbies than they had in
their business or professional careers.
Even if your uncle does not win fame
and fortune, the pleasure and
satisfaction that the right hobby will
bring him will add a glow to his
retirement years.
We have prepared lists of hobbies and
helpful books on the subject. To receive
your free lists, write to "Heartline
Hobbies," 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please send a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope
with your request.

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal Level
U.S. See. Welter "Dee" Netellestee(D)
3327 Diritsee Seidel,
Washtee, D. C. 20510
U.S. Sea. Illoadell N. ford(D)
4121 Dirksee
Wethisitee, D. C. 20510
, U. S. Kap. Carrell Reheard, Jr.(DI
204 Carton Nees* Office aradied
Washisatea, D. C. 30515
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by clooling
202 224 3121 where a U S Capital
operator will connect you with the of.
icial of your choice

State Level
Mee Sea. Itichent Weisfraikorpor(0)
State Capitol Si
Frankfort, Ky. 40601,
Sr
Keene 7, AlertiEN, Ny. 42066
Mato Rep. learwrils C. laws(0)
Stet* Capitol brildlial
Freaktart, Ky. 40601
St

201 S. ltd St., Merrily, Ky. 42071
State Rep. Lloyd C. Clapp(0)
State Capitol Inadhog
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
sr
P.O. les IS, Wimps, Ky. 42003

course of action.
It should be a comfort to us to know
the superintendent and members of the
school board possess the qualities to
admit they now feel a mistake was
made in the selection last year. The
easy course would have been to let it go
for a while and hope things get better.
It it obvious in this instance those
involved in making the decision had the
welfare of the students -foremost in
mind. The principal's job is a tough one.
It requires someone with the leadership
ability to develop a climate for learning
that will help our children be better
able to take advantage of the opportunities as well as cope with the
many problems in this increasing!
complex society in which we live.
Sincerely,
Ray W. Nall
Murray, Ky.

10 Years Aizo
The surfacing of the Roy Graham
Road has been approved by the Kentucky Highway Department. The new
surface will be from Highway 121 to the
County Poor Farm Road.
Deaths reported include Baxter D
Williams,age 27.
Glenn D. Armstrong, son of Mrs
Brownie Armstrong, will graduate
June 4 from the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville,
New officers of the Lynn Grove
School Parent-Teacher Association are
Dan Miller, Frank Towery, Mrs. Alfred
Murdock,and Mrs. Max Smotherman
Doris Rowland, Odelle Vance, Lucille
Thurman, Nadine Turner, and Verline
Ezell are new officers of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Lee Lyons' announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Shirley Diane, to Walter Evans Blackburn, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Blackburn,Sr,

20 Years Ago
The student body of Kelley School in
the year 1897 is pictured today. The
photo belongs to Monico Waldrop.
A special Armed Forces Day was
held in Murray on May 16. County
Judge Waylon Rayburn gave the
welcome and James Lassiter, Commonwealth Attorney, gave the main
address.
Deaths reported include A. J. (Jack
Wells,age 83.
Pvt. Joe M. Hutson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. Hutson of Hazel, was
graduated recently from the Fifth
Army Food Service School's eight
weeks cooks course at Fort Riley,
Kansas.
C. T. Winslow, Jr., local insurance
agent, spoke on "What Happens To A
Person's Estate After He Dies" at the
meeting of Murray Rotary Club. He
was introduced by Owen Billington. •

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
How does it feel to have been working
for yourself for two weeks? You
probably think you've been working for
yourself all year but that's not so according to the non-partisan Tax
Foundation.
Beleaguered taxpayers finally
started working for themselves this
year two weeks ago today. The Tax
Foundation reports that the average
taxpayer toiled until May 4 to pay for
his federal,state and local taxes.
That's a day longer than last year,
when we only had to work until Mey 3to
pay the tax collector.
0+0
f
Put another way, John Q.rublio will
spend two hours and 42 mintiles of each
eight-hour working day just to pay his
combined federal,state and local taxes,
according to the Tax Foundation.
The foundation reports that government eats up by far the largest chunk
of the average family budget. The next
largest item is housing and household
operation (one hour and 30 minutes).
Food and tobacco come to one hour and
eight minutes. Way down the line are
clothing (25 minutes), transportation
(40 minutes) and medical care (26
minutes).
0+0
Campaigning last year, candidate
Jimmy' Carter drew repeated cheers
when he promised to slash the White

House staff and end what he called the
"Imperial Presidency." At last count,
according to Haman Events,Carter has
49 aides making more than $40,000 a
year, nine of them taking down $56,000 a
year.
0+0
We heard a classic golf story the
other day that seems to fit some of the
fellows we regularly tour the links with.
(We know "links" is improper unless
we're refering to a seaside course, but
we like the sound of it anyway.)
It's about the big businessman who
sold his business and retired, and took
up golf. He had never played before so
at the first tee on the first day, he called
the caddy over and asked,
"Now,what am I supposed to do"
The caddy said, "Well, do you see
that flag all the way down there? Well,
you hit the ball toward the flag."
Miracle of miracles, the tycoon hit
the ball and it landed three inches from
the cup. He walked all the way to the
green and then he said to the caddy,
"What am I supposed to do now?"
The caddy told him, "You're supposed to hit that ball into the cup."
The tycoon sighed and said, "Now
you tell me!"
0+0
You can always tell an election year.
The politicians won't leave welfare
enough alone.

Business Mirror

Goals Aren't Solutions

By JOHN CUNN1FF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK ( AP) — The two big
economic conferences of May produced
similar public announcements of
confidence, but somewhat more as an
expression of hope than as a detailed
analyses of all the facts.
The London summit conference of the
By The Associated Press
heads of seven large industrial nations
Today is Wednesday, May 18, the
resulted in a public commitment to
138th day of 1977. There are 227 days left
their mutual goals of jobs, trade,
in the year.
'
growth and price stability.
Today's highlight in history:
Change the rhetoric only slightly and
On this date in 1804, Napoleon
you have a description of the major
Bonaparte was proclaimed Emperor of
problems facing the big trading nations
France. — the United States, Canada, Japan,
403n this date:
Britain,
France and Germany. Present
In 1860, a Republican convention in
problems are corrected in future goals.
Chicago nominated Abraham Lincoln
Free trade, to discuss just one of
for president.
these factors, is fine in theory and inIn 1863, the Civil War Siege of
finitely difficult in practice. At the
Vicksburg, Miss., began in the Union
moment, various American industries
drive to split the Confederacy.
are seeking protection from foreign
In 1899, an international peace
imports. To them,free trade is ruinous.
conference was convened at The Hague
At Hot Springs over the past
in Holland.
weekend, some of the nation's top
In 1933, the Tennessee Valley
business executives, members of the
Authority was created.
private Business Council, expressed
In 1941, in World War II, Italian
their faith that the economy was riding
forces in Ethiopia surrendered.
a smooth track into the future.
In 1974, India set off its first atomic
They had plenty of documentation:
blast, becoming the world's sixth
personal income up, industrial
nuclear power.
production rising, capital spending
Ten years ago: Egypt demanded that
seeming to.improve, interest rates and
United Nations forces in the Middle
prices showing some signs of holding
East be withdrawn, and U.N. Secretary
within limits, housing booming.
General U Thant agreed to the demand.
Privately, the businessmen were
Five years ago: Four bomb-disposal
experts parachuted into the mid- inclined to describe some of the obAtlantic from a Royal Air Force plane stacles they fear could slow -the
economic locomotive and conceivably
and boarded the liner, Queen Elizabeth
II, after a bomb threat and demand for even derail it. But they didn't claim to
know exactly what to do about them.
ransom.
•
Business people are a bit worried
President
Gerald
ago:
year
One
Ford asked the Supreme Court to about President Carter. While they
probably feel more secure about the
review busing as a means of integrating
economic philosophy of Carter the
schools.
President than Carter the candidate,
Today's birthdays: singer Perry
they
cling to misgivings.
Como is 64 years. old. Billerina Margot
Is Social Security to be saved by
Fonteyn is 58. Writer John Updike is 45.
Thought for today: "If we are not higher contributions from business?
ashamed to think it, we should not be Are dividends to remain doubled
ashamed to say it." — Cicero, Roman taxed? Will the investment tax credit
be raised? Will Carter's policies
scholar, 106-43 B.C.
a government agency.
The taxpayers might be excused for
believing the inmates have taken over
the asylum.

Today In History

promote capital investment?
There are More general problems
too. Will this nation be able to resolve
the energy shortage without further
crises? Will pressure groups, for
reasons good or bad, prevent utilization
of coal resources?
While it doesn't have the popular
appeal of some issues, it is safe to
declare that business is 'very worried
about its ability to raise money for
expansion. And in that concern are
wrapped a lot of others,
The two conferences therefore were
alike in publicly declaring their hope
and faith that all would be well, and
alike in what wasn't declared publicly
but which later becomes obvious
anyway,that goals aren't solutions.
It is when you must deal with the real
present rather than the ideal future that
you recognize how tough it all is day by
day. In all such decisions somebody
must be hurt, and we can't seem to
decide who it should be.
Volunteers?

Bible Thought
Christ sent me . . to preach the
gospel: not with wisdom of words,
lest the cross of Christ should be
made of none effect. 1 Corinthians
1:17.
The message is always more important than the messenger simplicity is always in style when the Gospel is proclaimed

Wintry

Ledger & Times

The Murray Ledger & Times LS published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4. Christ
mos Day. New Year's Os, and Thanksgiving by
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
12 SO per month, payable in advance
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Let's Stay Well

Weight Reduction And Diabetes
By ,F..1 L Blasingarn .M D
0: Mr. M.B. wants to know- if
it is possible that losing weight
may actually cure sugar
diabetes.
A: You have overstated the
benefits of weight reduction in
diabetes. It can be helpful, but
not curative.
The persistence of excesive
weight, often present in
diabetics, may worsen their intolerance for sugar and may
interfere with their general
well-being.
Recent reports of studies of
these diabetics showed that

weight reduction improved
their tolerance for glucose and is Al a cure, but it does help
often lessened the amount of diabetics and their disease
insulin that previously had
Young Children
been required. Also, in milder
Often Flat-Fooled
diabetics, substantial weight
lass and its maintenance at 0: Mrs. DV.states that she LS
lower levels may reduce or concerned that her 1-year-old
elminate the need for insulin..-son may become flat-footed
These people continue to be Both she and her husband have
diabetics -- potentially, at least low-arches and painful feet.
-- and have to be monitored to She wonders if anything needs
see if insulin may he required. to be done early in life to help
assure proper development of
periodically.
Weight reduction' is a vital the arches in her son's feet.
A: Most children under age 3
part of a successful Management program for diabetics It appear flat-footed when they

F 3 L Blasalgame. MD
hear weight on their feet When
the foot is not supporting the
body, an arch often is apparent
and can he noted h% feeling the
inside of the bottom ot the foot
While the structure of the
feet is inherited, I sup,gest that
no treatment is required now
for your son His arches should
be more apparent by the time
he starts school, at about age 6
or 7 If his arches are not adequate at that time, you should
consult your physician to see if
special shoes and exercises are
needed
Ai
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Class Action Suit Filed
Against Outwood, State
created in the department.
By MARIA BRA DEN
He said one of the primary
Associated Press Writer
ties of the division
responsibili
—
AP)
(
Ky.
T,
FRANKFOR
alternative
develop
to
be
will
The contmuing controversy
arrangements
over the operation of Outwood, care and living
mentally retarded.
a tacility for the mentally for the
retarded ill Dawson Springs, ,The suit also alleges that the
has entered a new phase with state human resources agency
the filing of a class ,action suit has failed to protect Outwood
against the state and the residents from physical injury
and harm.
operators of the facility.
Mrs. Jean Gossick, chairThe suit was filed Monday in
of KARC's residential
man
11S District Court at Paducah
by the Kentucky Association services committee, said she
Citizens visited Outwood in March and
Retarded
for
Outwood saw no "gross brutality," but
(KARC), five
residents and a former did see instances on neglect
and cruel punishment. She
resident.
The suit seeks an injunction cited the practice of locking a
against continued operation of resident into a room alone for
the facility by the state several hours.
She also noted an atDepartment for Human
Resources and Excepticon mosphere of lethargy, parInc., a Lexington-based firm ticularly in units for the more
that has contracted with the severely retarded. "It's not
:itate for management and like beating a person up, but
it's dehumanizing," she said.
9peration of Outwood.
The suit contends that
conditions at Outwood violate
constitutional and statutory
rights of residents there.
KARC President Robert
Monahan told reporters
Tuesday at a news conference
that the plaintiffs contend
every Outwood resident "has
potential for growth and
learning which can never be
fully developed at OutWood
T, Ky.(API —
because of the size and FRANKFOR
office
general's
attorney
The
geographic isolation of the
opinion on
mixed
a
given
has
facility.
a Kentuckian
"The plaintiffs claim the legality of
laetrile in Indiana,
residents have, in fact, buying
to this state.
regressed due to inadequate then returning
in effect
insufficient The advice said
staffing,
breaks no
operation
the
that
stimulus
,programming and
if the ICendeprivAttion inherent in large, law — except
delivers or sells the
tuckian
said.
he
,"
institutions
fed
iso
al drug in this
he suit asks the court to controversi
.
rohibit further admissions to state.
opinion
the
occurs,
.that
If
' Outwood and to halt concould be a
there
Tuesday,
said
struction of a new, alternative
of the statutes on
facility there. Actual con- violation
g and adulteration
misbrandin
struction on the new facility
of drugs.
has not begun.
Asst. Atty. Gen. George
KARC officials said they
III said the
want the state to construct Geoghegan
then
buyer
Kentucky
y-based
small communit
the
violating
is
"definitely
treatment centers instead of
restrictions on the handling of
catch-all
large
another
facility. Monahan cited a new drugs."
stations WOMInational trend toward com- Radio
Owensboro sought
at
WBKR
munity-based treatment units,
which has no force
advice,
the
and said Kentucky is."behind
in setting its goals" for care of of law.
News Director Noel Thomas
the mentally retarded.
the
Human also had asked about
However,
as a useful
value
drug's
Peter
Secretary
Resources
Conn responded to the KARC cancer treatment.
to answer
statements by saying the new "We are unable
have no
we
since
question
this
residential facilities are being.
this area,"
constructed at Outwood to expertise in
said. "This is a
satisfy the requirements of the Geoghegan
on, not a legal
quest
medical
U. S. Department of Health,
question."
Welfare
and
Education
Laetrile is an organic
(HEW) and the state fire
manufactured
compound
marshal!.
from apricot pits and is
-The present residential smuggled illegally from
facilities at_ Outwood do not Mexico to several states in
meet life and safety codes and this country.
they must either be renovated
The American Cancer
or replaced," Conn said. "If Society has said no scientific
this not done, the estate study supports the claim that
might lose its qtialificatons for laetrile "has a medically
Title 19 funding from HEW therapeutic effect on cancer."
which supplies most of the
The Indiana legislature has
-operating budget for Out- enacted _a law allowing
wood."
the sale and manufacture of
new • laetrile, effective June 1. But
the
said
Conn
residential facilities will court battles are shaping up.
consist of 10 cottage style
Geoghegan's opinion said:
buildings containing from 12
—One Kentucky statute
to 32 beds each. He said the old regulates controlled subresidential facilities will be stances, but laetrile is not a
demolished when the new controlled substance.
buildings are completed.
—Another statute regulates
Conn also took issue with the drugs
by
dispensed
statement that Kentucky is prescr:ption. But in the
behind in setting its goals for question asked, /he dispencare of the mentally retarded, sation occurs in Indiana, not
saying a new Division for Kentucky, and hence the
Mental Health and Mental statute does not apply.
Retardation Services has been
—A third statute requires
anyone selling or delivering a
drug to make sure it is not
adulterated or misbranded.
Geoghegan said that since
laetrile has not been
recognized by federal or
Kentucky authorities, it must
be designated as a new drug.
He added:
;'11 the _person selling,
delivering, offering for sale,
holding for sale or giving
away any new drug does so
without either having effective approval under the
City Council
federal act or effective- approval under Kentucky law,
Ward A
then he is subject to conviction
for a violation and shall be
Political Ad
fined not less than $100 nor
j Paid For bj
more than $500 for each day on
'The Candidate
which he has violated the
law."

•Bel-Air Shopping Center
*Limit Rights Reserved
Sunflower

Flour

5 lb

88'

Pure Vegetable

Imperial
Light Blend

$159

Crisco

8 AM-10 PM
EVERY DAY

3 lb.

Unsweetened

MARGARIN

These Items On Display
Throughout The Store

Mixed Opinion

Pringles Potato

Is Given On
Laetrile Use

Chips
Beans

8 oz

84'

Scot Lad Pork 8

Dishwashing

4/99'

15 oz

Scot Lad

Corn

76 oz

4/s1w

16 oz

4/89'

pkg

11'

10 lb

59'

8 oz

33'

Kool-Aid
Bogged

Ice
Van Camp

Beenee Weenee
Kellogg s

Raisin Bran

8 oz

48'

Thoroled

Dog Food
Thorofed-

Dog Food

4/99'

16 oz

USDA CHOICE

Stokley s

Gold Medal

Tomato Juice
Boma
Grape Jelly

FLOUR

200Lb.

46 oz Can 59c

18 oz

59'

2 lb

99'

CHUCK STEAK

Scot Lad Strawberry

Preserves
Del Monte Whole Kernel

(With coupon below) •

Corn
Paramount
Sweet Relish

,•1

Every Day Low
SheffPrices
Similoc

Advance

I 3 oz

43'

Flavor-Aid

59'

Old Virginia

Kool-Aid

Entemil Baby

Formula

I 3 oz

16 oz

Grape Jelly

3/89'
12 oz

39'

pkg 6/35'
2 lb

79'

Idahoan Instant

Potatoes

I lb

65'

Produce
Dept.

SVE
.20°Lb.
USDA Choice
Beef Chuck

SWISS STEAK
Z-7

USDA Choice Center Cut

Elect

Chuck Roast

James
Rice

lb

89'

USDA Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast
Armour Verobest

lb

$109
I

Lott,

Chops

lb

99'

Count Chocu!u
Please Vote For

Cheerios

ELBERT "SALTY" THOMASON
For

Councilmen-Ward B
Subjectto Democrat Primary
May 24, 1977
Your Support And influence Will
Be greatly appreciated!

oi

E )(pores 5 24 I
Goode* At clorev.‘

58

Expires 5-24.77
Good Only Al Storev't

5 t.

bag

59

5 21 77
Goon Only At Storey's

79'

Cereal

794.

12oz SON
Exp:rc: 5 2,4 77
Good Only At Storey

I 8,',, go

Expires 5 21 77
Good Only At

im ,res 5)4 77

Good Only Al Storty.s

orl pod Or by rondOdoo•

•

4
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Proposal Would Fund
Mass Transit Systems

Every Day Low ShelfPrices
Rich tex

Shortening
Ea,e1
Milk

Giant Size

Tide

159

49 oz

$1I 29

Cheerios
1'

8 oz

50'

9'

4 roll

Liquid

EGGS

79'

Bounty

Towels

3'

roll

Sugar

8'

5 lb

eliCil
F

61'

Godchaux

99'

8 oz

69'

67'

22 oz

88'

Whip

9 oz

75'

Folger's Inpant

Doz.

Coffee

S7.50 Add. Pot.
Limit 2 For Cuoitossor
India'.Tobacco & Wiry Products

Pride of

Hamburger

Helper

I 3 oz

Ivory

Charinin

Tissue

Brand

Hyde Pork
Grade A Large

General Mills

S119
3 lb

Every Day Low SheffPrices

Corn'

10 oz

16 oz

Kellogg's

63'

Pop-Tarts
Kraft

Miracle Whip

200Lb.

WILLIAM'S
SAUSAGE
Lb

Karo

qt 88'

Syrup

LoCal

Milk

gal

Fries

Velveeta

2 lb

cfee Filters
Coffee

Singles
parkoy
Margarine
Meal

12 oz

j

(lb

59'

Baby Food

6 pack

75'

5 lb

95'

3 oz

11'

7 oz

13'

Kraft

Mayonnaise
Buffer
Gatorade
Scot Lad
Salt

Meanwhile, the Senate is .
scheduled to take up a bill that
would create a new department of energy to consolidate
energy programs scattered
throughout the government.
The new department,sought
by the administration, is
expected to be headed by
White House energy adviser
James R. Schlesinger.
The Senate Governmental
Affairs Committee modified
the plan to establish a threemember regulatory board
under the new department to
set natural gas and oil prices.
The proposed change is not
adthe
by
opposed
ministration.
Adams, in his Tuesday
testimony, told the Ways and
the
Committee
Means
proposed gasoline tax comanswer
would
promise
congressional criticism that
President's energy
the
program lacks incentives for
mass transportation.
'A number of committee
members, both . 'Democrats
and Republicans; had claimed
the gasoline tax would not
curb consumption — partly
because it would return_ the
tax as rebates. adthe
if
.Asked
ministration's interest in the
mass transit idea was in
response to congressional
criticism of Carter's proposal,
Adams said, "Yes, this is one
of the responses to that."

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News Society and
753 1918
Sports
Retail Display ad
yertising 753 (919
Classified Display
Classified Cirsulati
on and the Business
be
rr4ity
Office
reached on 753
1916 ond 7541-917

Re-elect

DAVE WILLIS

MI Peanut
18 oz

qt

2602

89'
46'

TO MURRAY

CITY COUNCIL
Ward A

Your Vote And Influence
Will Be Appreciated
Political
paid for by Dove Willis, 211 Spruce St

18

If you hate termites
and other pests,
you'll
love
Terminix.
,• dc„, .

99'

Emge Smoked

Picnic

57'

witnesses
Administration
have strongly opposed trying
to curb consumption through
rationing, even though the
government already has
in
power
rationing
emergencies. Ullman said
committee members may
decide to "beef up" the
existing authority.

qt

Stokely

lb

40 ct

IDULSVILLE, Ky. AP) —
Independent Boxmakers, Inc..
said preliminary agreement
has been reached with the
Chesapeake Corp. for the
Virginia firm to acquire all of
its outstanding stock.
The transaction is subject to
a number of conditions,
by
approval
including
Independent's stockholders.
Independent, a manufacturer of corrugated boxes, has
plants here and in St. Anthony,
Ind. Net sales were ;6.9
million in fiscal 1976.
Chesapeake, located at West
Point, Va., makes and sells
and
q,aper
linerboard,
bleached market pulp and has
plants also in Maryland,
Pennsylvania, North Carolina
and New York.

Gerber Junior

12 oz

49'

siderable support on the panel
for giving'Americans coupons
for a specified amount of
gasoline. rAfter they used up
these coupons, drivers could
buy more gasoline — but only
by paying higher prices, he
•
said.

Reached

Gelatin'

Bacon

2 lb

Preliminary
Agreement

Kraft American

Sunflower Corn

3.Breast mit 3 Leg Ohs. 2 %lets

55'

Kraft

Biscuits

FRYER ORS.

1,6 oz

Farmer's Choice French

Scot Lad

Family Pack

31'

WASHINGTON ( API — A
House committee is considering a proposal that would
,allow' money from President
Carter's standby gasoline tax
to be used for mass transit
instead of being returned to
Americans as rebates. •
The proposal was made
Tuesday by Transportation
Secretary Brock Adams, who
said it may make the controversial tax more palatable
to Congress.
While taking credit for the
idea. Adams told the House
Ways and Means Committee
that the administration is
seriously considering the
modification of Carter's
energy program,
Ullman's committee continues its hearings today on
the tax part of the energy plan
with testimony from a number
of industry groups, including
U.S. Chamber of
the
Commerce.
Under Carter's plan, taxes
of up to 5 cents a gallon would
be imposed in annual increments beginning in 1979 if
gasoline consumption continues its rapid rise. The tax
could eventually total 50 cents
a gallon.
Instead of returning the
proceeds to individuals as
rebates, Adams suggested
that some of the money be
given to the states for a
variety of transportation
programs. The rest, under
Adams' compromise, would
be ,split between federal mass
transportation programs and
and
research
energy
development projects.
The House panel, working
on the tax aspects of the
energy plan, may decide to
rectiipmend, . gasolime
rationing as'a backup in cage
other efforts to reduce
gasoline consumption fail,
according to Rep. Al Ullman,
D.Ore.,the chairmah. •
Ullman said there is con-

•,,diarike.
''•,,ns

69'

-

artor•
-1,

!•,ii 4 ".

Smoked

Jowl

07.
I

fon,

lb

Limit I Per Family

Po ,

Country Time

peAtits

Lernonade

$169

59'

Limit 1 Per Fo r--

Bar Soap

Dial
Family 7 5 oz

3I1°

F wp,re. 5 24 77
.Gsd ogiy At Siiver

N

Last Week's
Winner:

Danny Carroll
Unable Te Locate

753-8398
Nobody hates pests like Termini, hates pests.
• Member Mutiny Chamber of t:ommercp„
Member National Pest Control NA•soc
Member Kenbuck) Pest Contrn, Assiw
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Anderson Wins Hortin Award
At Journalism-Bell Staff Banquet
Miss Anderson served as
Jody Anderson, Paducah
Tilghman High School senior, assistant business and adwon the Dr. L. J. Hortin vertising manager of The Bell
Award of Honor at the annual and contributed many feature
Journalism-Bell Staff banquet articles. She is an honor
graduate and also shared the
held Wednesday night.
The Hortin Award was high academic average in the
established in 1976 by Bell journalism class with senior
adviser Vicki Russell to honor Bobby Renaud. Both were
Dr. Hortin who served as recognized at the banquet by
director of journalism at Miss Russell.
Paul Young was runner-up
Murray State University and
Ohio University for over 20 for the award and was named
years. The plaque is presented Outstanding Senior Journalist
to the senior Bell staff in addition to winning one of
member who contributes two Kentucky High School
much to good staff morale, Press Association awards
a
Young,
who is at least an honor presented.
student, who exhibits the valedictorian, served as
spirit of cooperation and in- editor-in-chief of the school
terest that best serves the paper for 1976-77, winning
newspaper, and who main- numerous awards throughout
tains an "A" average the year.
Russell, senior
John
throughout the year.
Dr. Hortin was on hand to business and advertising
present the honor to Miss manager, won the other
Anderson, following the main KHSPA Enoch Grehan award
the
through
by presented
delivered
address
Louisville Courier-Journal University of Kentucky.
Seniors David Tulis and Jan
staff writer Bill Powell.

Whitaker were other finalists Tulis, Russell, Miss Rudolph,
for the Hortin Award and Miss Whitaker, Miss Anderson
special recognition was given and Fran Barnette.
The 1977-78 editor, Bekcy
to Tulis for winning an allexpenses paid trip to Orlando, Heath was on hand to inFla., and Disneyworld in June troduce her staff for next fall.
Ann Myre,
for his first place finish in They are:
Quill and Scroll's Feature business manager; Carol
Writing Contest held earlier Greer, assistant business
manager; Tommy George,
this year.
Tulis also captured first sports editor; Kelly Cromwell
place in the nation for a and Jeff Whitthonie, sports
feature he entered in the honor writers; Tracey Dodson and
society's competition and was Betsy Horton, feature editors;
recognized by the National Jessica Pope, exchange
Association of Newspapers. . editor; David Lummis,
*Cr
editorial editor; Robin Foth
left)
Bell staff honored — Present for awards presentations at the annual journalism banquet were(from
comTilghman
were
John
and
Parks, reporters;
Bell staffers
Kenand
journalist
senior
g
outstandin
for
Young,
Paul
Dr. L J. Hortin, Murray; Jody Anderson, Hortin Award winner;
David Wagner, photographer;
mended at the banquet
KHSPA award
tucky tligh School Press Association award winner; Vicki Russell, adviser of The Bell; John Russell,
many awards won during the Thomas Tulis, artist; and
and
class.
Jane Wiley, news editor.
winner; and Bobby Renaud,high academic average in the journalism
year in other contests,
Miss Russell was presented a
special gift by Tami Rudolph
on behalf of the staff.
Seniors honored • were
Jeffrey Majors, Jim Lynn,
Allan Wade, Becky O'Nan,
OUR LOWEST PRICE!
SUPER SAVINGS!
Marcie Richardson, Gary
Hopper, Bobby Turok, Diane
Hale, Tim France, Young,

TALK ABOUT
-SAVINGS!

Murder-Suicide Of Officers
Leaves Department Shocked
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
work is a highly stressful
Downs and his wife were "a occupation," he said. "It is
This is not the ordinary kind of
police story you'll see on nice looking young couple. very hard on homelives."
They were well liked. It hit us
television.
Eight police cruisers, their
It started as a love story, all kind of hard last night blue lights flashing, acand ended with two police when we heard about it," companied the bodies to the
detectives — a husband and Nevin said.
hospital.
"A lot of their friends from
his young wife— lying dead on
When the 10-30 call came in
hospital
the
to
came
force
the
a Louisville sidewalk.
rushed to the scene.
police
"But
Detective Claude Downs last night," Nevin said.
means an officer
signal
That
Joined the Louisville Police there was. nothing anybody is down.
Department in 1973. The next could do."
"Police always rush to the
Nevin said he wants to set
year, his future wife, Gwen,
of an officer in trouble,"
aid
l
joined the force. They met, upiacilities for professiona Nevin said, "just like on
fell in love and were married. counseling for officers who television. But what do you do
'
Downs became an un- need help.
iii a situation like this?"
"We recognize that police
dercover narcotics officer,
working mostly during the
day. His wife, assigned to the
sex squad in the criminal
investigation division, worked
at night.
They met at a downtown
restaurant Monday night,
apparently to have dinner
together. Both were in street
MOREHEAD, Ky. ( AP) — what happens in a long time
clothes. Downs was off. His
committee considering with a small amount of
A
duty.
wife was on
radiation."
They started -arguing, and possible health hazards at a
The committee took up a
Downs, 31, pulled his service nuclear waste dump in
paper"
option
"policy
opstudy
to
plans
Kentucky
25-yearhis
reiolver and shot
that
sets
by
Kiernan
prepared
and
old wife twice in the chest. tions for perpetual care
forth various ways the state
facility
the
of
ce
on
maintenan
pistol
the
turned
he
Then
and federal governments
himself and fired a bullet into after it was told low level
could deal with the future
his head. Both were dead radiation apparently can
management of the site.
cancer
in
increase
an
cause
when police arrived.
The state oversees the dump
"The shock of this thing among nuclear plant workers
under agreement with the
periods.
long
for
the
exposed
to
comes
really
a Nuclear Regulatory ComKiernan,
Brian
organization, the whole
mission. The site is operated
organization," Police Chief Legislative Research Comby
Nuclear Engineering Co.
'member
staff
mission
John Nevin said Tuesday.
of Louisville under a
(NECO)
"It's tragic, but police work is assigned to the Interim
lease.
state
Committee
Advisory
Special
family."
a
on
hard
tough. It is
When the lease expires,
Nevin said the couple was on Radioactive Wastes, said
however, some of the
"well liked and both had good Tuesday the group also will
examine arrangements other radioactive materials at the
records.
will have to be monitored
"There was no indication of states with nuclear burial site
of years.
for
hundreds
federal
with
the
have
troubles,"
grounds
marital
any kind of
current
the
"Under
next
its
Nevin said,"although marital government at
comarrangement the
troubles are common among meeting June 21.
totally
is
h
monwealt
by
headed
,
conunittee
The
police. Very common.
for the perpetual
"It's very hard on home life. Rep. Mitchell Denham, I)- responsible
ce of the
and
maintenan
care
a
submit
to
is
Nevin
Maysville,
hard,"
It's extremely
said.
Kiernan
site,"
waste
said. "The divorce rate is report on nuclear
is if the
high. I would hestiate to say disposal to the 1978 General "The other extreme
by
owned
is
completely
site
of
rate
Assembly.
it's the highest divorce
Professor Hugh Spencer of the federal government and
any kind of job, but we're
the University of Louisville operated by them. The federal
pretty close.
t would be clearly
"You see it on television, told the group that a governmen
e for perpetual
responsibl
study
Pittsburgh
of
in
officer
University
police
a
having
how
but the state would lose
the family can make things indicates even supposedly care,
tough," Nevin said. "That's safe levels of radiation can its jurisdiction.
"The committee did not
true. If the stresses are like increase cancer risks.
The study dealt with causes come to a decision, but the
that with one family with one
was that
police officer in it, imagine of death among workers at the general consensus
the
federal
like
would
they
in
plant
what it would be like with two Hanford nuclear
the
t
police officers in it, besides Washington state, Kiernan governmen to assume
and
lity
fiscal
responsibi
with
go
said.
the stresses that
The group met at the certainly the responsibility for
marriage."
State University perpetual care.
concerned
Morehead
he's
said
Nevin
"But they would like the
and has been for some time Student Center.
"It was a study of Hanford state to maintain jurisdiction
about setting up programs to
n for public
help officers who's marriages workers who had been ex- or co jurisdictio
g,"
are threatened because of the posed to radiation levels safety and monitorin
state
felt
"They
said.
Kiernan
safe
considered
the
were
or
jobs
Which
their
dangers of
for workers. But the report officials, closer to the site,
hours they work.
to
"I wrote a letter this indicated that the possibility would be better able
any
change
to
quickly
respond
increases
of
of getting cancer
morning to the director
safety discussing setting up a quite significantly,IL Kiernan in circumstances."
staff psychiatrist position, or said.
formal
The Kentucky nuclear waste
some
making
arrangements for counseling dump is at Maxey Flats in
and guidance," Nevin said. Fleming County about 25
"Right now each district miles north of Morehead.
Kiernan, said Spencer "did
pretty much handles it on an
informal basis. We have not suggest that the levels of
volunteer chaplains. But we radiation at Maxey Flats were
really don't have anything necessarily such as to cause
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
that is established as a full- health hazards. His main The Kentucky Commission on
knows
of
nobody
kind
that
tal
was
theme
time, departmen
Human Rights scheduled a
meeting today to adopt
conciliation orders on four
VOTE FOR
employment complaints and
housing
one
involving
discrimination.
The housing complaint was
WARD B
filed by a black Louisvillian
who alleged that she was
I Earnestly Solicit
the opportunity to rent
refused
&
Influence
Your Vote
a house in the Hurstbourne
Political Ad Paid For By The Candidate
area.
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E-Z KARE Looks like a flat; washes dean
like enamel! Perfect for ceiling', walls and
woodwork in every room. Resists stains,
soiling. Easy to apply. Dries fast. Water
cleanup. White & 44 new decorator colors!

Rights Complaints

WEATHERALL Our finest Acrylic House
Paint! Protects and wears like oil-base; resists weather, stains, smog. Yet it's latex
easy-to-apply! Super hiding. Fast Drying.
Water cleanup. For primed wood,
concrete, stucco. 35 Jamestown Colors!
Custom Colors
Slightly More
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Our National Semi-Annual Sale! Finest TRU-TEST PAINTS at Factory-to-You Savings!
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EXTERIOR LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

SPECIAL LATEX
FLAT WALL FINISH

GREAT VALUE!

BUY NOW & SAVE!

297
v GAL

£44
%. GAL

Custom
Colors
Slightly
Higher

Resists fumes, blistering, fading.
Low-sheen hides surface irregular i ties. Dries bug-free in 30
minutes. Water cleanup. White
and 4 popular exterior colors!

Ideal for walls and ceiling:
living room, bedrooms, etc.
Spreads on smoothly, dries in 30
minutes. Water cleanup. Washable. White & popular colors.

SELECT LATEX
REDWOOD STAIN

WOODSMAN SOLID
COLOR LATEX STAIN
TOP QUALITY!

BIG BARGAIN!

2!?
True redwood color for shingles,
shakes, wood siding, fences arid
picnic tables. Dries fast. Rich, velvety finish. Soapy water cleans
hands and tools. A great value!

Custom
Colors
Slightly
Higher

£99GA

Fights fading and blistering years
longer than oil stains. Solid
covering for rough cut or
smooth wood: shingles, shakes,
even paneling. 21 rustic colors!

PAINT NOW...PAY LATER!
USE YOUR CHARGE CARD HERE
master charge

14111

BANKAMERICARD
11194/1.10

ROY HARMON
City Council

t
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VALFactoryFresh

Custom Colors
Slightly More

Committee To Study
Care Of Waste Dump

Meeting Set
Today To Hear

97

"Terrific Values for
Interior & Exterior!"
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A
WE Owl 3 LARGE TM)TEST PAINT

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut

FACTORIES TO GIVE YOU FiNEST QUALITY
PAINTS AT LOWEST PRICES,

Phone 753-2571
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Play In Semifinals Today

Hudspeth, Bayless Homer As
Tigers Murder Falcons 16-5

sea AIN' Maw.

By MIKE BRAVDON
ledger & Times Sports Editor
There's a lot of heavy ar- tillery at Fort Campbell. But
'they haven't seen anything
like the artillery on display at
Calvert City Tuesday afSMILE JEFF! —If yes leek dimity, you cee see diet Jeff Oakley of the Tigers is grinning here. ternoon.
Fort Campbell got shellHe slammed the ball down toward the 'resod and it bowed heck op for what's called the
shocked as the Murray High
'Baltimore chopper" infield single It was one of two hits on the day for Oakley
Tigers exploded for 15 hits and
bombed the Falcons 16-5 in the
second game of the Regional
Baseball Tournament.
Leading the demolition
team for the Tigers were a
pair of senior outfielders,
leftfielder Tony Bayless and
centerfielder Lindsey Hudspeth.
•
Bayless had a pair of hits,
including a long homerun,and
drove in five runs while
Hudspeth had an even better
day.
Hudspeth lashed three hits,
including a homerun, drove in
4five runs and stole two bases.
In addition, he scored four
runs. Fortunately for Fort
Campbell, when the side was
retired for Murray High in the
last of the sixth, Hudspeth was
on the on-deck circle or he
might have completed the
LEADING HITTER—Lindsey Hudspeth of the Tigers racks a tbree-ren doable here to give cycle. All he needed was a
Murray As lead against Fort Campbell. Hodspeth had three hits in the gem along with five triple for the rare "cycle"
RBI's. He's the leading hitter this season for the Tigirs.
which is a single, double,
(Staff Mom by Mae limades) triple and homer in one game.
Fort Campbell came into
the contest with an 11-5 record
and went with mound ace Ken
Singleton against the Tigers.
Singleton bore no resemblance to his major league
namesake.
In the first inning, the
Tigers scored twice. Murray
loaded the bases with a walk,
an error and an infield hit by
starting hurler Thomas
Kendall when Tony Bayless
By FRED ROTHENBERG 1951, losing by a knockout to 29.
rising heavyweight Rocky -Ali regained his lost crown grounded out for an RBI and
AP Sports Writer
in 1974 when he wore F.oreman Brad Taylor lofted a sacrifice
If heavyweight historian Marciano.
the to the ground in the eighth fly, accounting for the scoring
lost
Charles
Muhammad Ali peeks at the
records-of-former- champions heavyweight crown to Jersey round in their classic con- in the inning.
In the third inning, Fort
in the big-muscle division, Joe Walcott by a knockout in frontation in Zaire, Africa.
he'll see the handwriting on 1951. A year later, Marciano Since then,.. Ali stopped Campbell scored four times
the wall: In the last 25 years, flattened Walcott for the title. Frazier, who contemplated off Kendall, a sophomore
every heavyweight champ — Marciano went on to retire retirement. But he didn't hang righthander, and went ahead
except Rocky Marciano — has undefeated in 1956 after six his gloves up until his next 4-2. There were three hits in
ultimately been separated successful defenses, including fight, a fifth-round knockout at the frame.
Billy Batchler had an RBI
another kayo of Walcott and a the hands of Foreman.
from his title by a knockout.
The public likes its sports decision and an eight-round Frazier fought at least one double while another run
fight too many, which seems scored on Frank Balkus'
heroes to wave farewell from knockout of Charles.
the shoulders of their sup- Floyd Patterson inherited to be what Ali is doing right sacrifice fly. Two runs scored
when
porters. Retire on top, the the vacant title, but took it on now.
sophomore , third
public urges. But the opposite the chin against Sweden's But if Ali doesn't retire and baseman Brad Taylor made a
picture has been the case in Ingemar Johansson in 1959. meets someone like Ken costly throwing error to first.
heavyweight boxing, where Patterson returned the favor a Norton, the ending will be a
Instead of getting down and
the crown has been passed on year later, sending the Swede sad one for his millions of giving up, the Tigers came
back and left little doubt about
to the next in line with the to the canvas to regain the fans.
And the heavyweight who was the better team.,
title.
champ flat on his back.
Based on his dismal dance Sonny Liston made short championship will get another
With one out in the Tiger
marathon with unsung Alfredo work of Patterson, recordinga "knockout wish" fulfilled.
half of the third, Lindsey
Evangslista Monday night, air of first-round knockouts,
Hudspeth came to the plate
TENNIS
the 35-year-old Ali seems only to later lose twice to
Second-seeded with the sacks full. • Jeff
ROME
now Guillermo Vilas of Argentina Oakley had singled, Bill
—
destined to end his* boxing Cassius Clay
career looking back and Muhammad Ali — the second defeated Roger Taylor of Wilson had walked and John
time in one round at Lewiston, Great Britain 6-1, 6-2 in a first Denham had been hit by a
looking up.
Call it the heavyweight Maine.
round match at the Italian pitch to put a runner on every
"knockout Ali himself was decked by Open Tennis Championships. bag.
championship's
his decision not to serve in the
wish."
"I know it's hard to quit, army. His title was taken from
especially when you're him in 1967. In the resulting
making millions of dollars," scramble for the, title, Joe
says Joe Louis, who retired as Frazier rose to the top until he
heavyweight champion in was KOd by George Foreman
in two rounds in Jamaica in
1949.
173 Meanwhile, Ali, vinLouis also was a fighter who
didn't know when to quit. dicated by a shift in the
Houston's bench erupted,
HOUSfON (AP) —, The
Beset by financial troubles, political climate, returned to Philadelphia 76ers aren't and a capacity crowd of 15,676
Louis returned to the ring in the ring, building his allowing a controversial call threw coins on the floor, but it
1950, at the age of 36, to fight reputation by beating people at the end of their 112-109 did no good. Philadelphia kept
champion Ezzard Charles. like Patterson in seven rounds victory over Houston Tuesday its two-point lead and then.
Louis lost a 15-round decision, in 1971. Patterson, 36 at the night to detract from their with three seconds left, Steve
then continued boxing through time, finally retired. Ali was National
Basketball Mix hit a free throw for the
Association Eastern Con- final point.
ference championship.
11411•'''
• • ••.••.•• •
Houston led virtually the
"Our team should be proud
of itself," forward George entire game until the final 20
k • McGinnis said after the 76ers seconds of the third quarter
when consecutive baskets by
won the best-of-seven series
2. "We've _taken a lot of heat Darryl Dawkins and Mike
this year and some of it was DUnleavy gave Philadelphia a
91-87 lead.
deserved.
')
The 76ers went ahead 104-97
"But when this season
were 22 teams lead, then did not score for the
there
started,
CLEARING INVENTORY
playing and now there are next three minutes while
• only
MOVING TO UNCLE LEE'S
Houston regained the lead 105two."
Those two are Portland, the 104 on Mike Newlin's jumper
SHOPPING CENTER, JUNE 1st
ce cham- with 3:16 to play. Philadelphia
Western Conf
pion, ..th!,76ers. They start then took a _108-105 lead on a
the best-of-seven cham- basket and two free throws by
pionship series Sunday at Julius Erving, and the
• Philadelphia.
Rockets then got their final
•
109-108 on baskets by
ON ALL
• Houston, which came from lead,
Lucas and Newlin.
fifth
the
win
to
back
points
17
•
CERAMIC LAMPS
game in Philadelphia, almost
put
Henry
Bibby
• made
stirring
another
•
ahead to stay
littrulredx of sizes. si.vles, mid
• comeback Tuesday night after Philadelphia
sr from!
col('r% t##
falling behind 104-97 with 5:27 with a basket with 37 seconds
to play and a free throw with
to play.
Hours: 10 A.M.-5 P.M. Mon.-Sat. 1 P.M.-6 P.M. Sun
The Rockets rallied to take eight seconds to go.
the lead twice and apparently - Erving led all scorers with
had tied the game 111-111 on 34 points while Collins had 27
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
John Lucas' driving layup and Dawkins 20, including 13
with five seconds left. But in Philadelphia's third quarter
ACROSS FROM THE PARIS POST OFFICE
PARIS,TENNESSEE
Lucas was called for charging surge. Lucas led Houston with
AM. -4.. A
into kpug Collins by official 24 points. Kevin Kunnert had
Jake 'Donnell andlhe basket 21 points, Calvin Murphy 22
lees
• • • illie••••410• •
and Moses Malone 17.
was nullified.

Heavyweight Fighters
Have 'Knockout Wish'

HuLiveth couldn't have
thrown the ball any better
than ht, hit it. The ball took off
like shot and plugged the gap
in leftcenter, which is opposite
field for Hudspeth, since he
swings from the left.
Hudspeth wound up on
sec,ond, three runs scored on
the play and Murray was
again in front, 5-4.
Bob Thurman followed with
a run-scoring double to make
it 6-4 The inning should have
been over when Kendall
bounced towafd short but Fort
Campbell Ikrst baSettian
Frank Balkus made himself a
goat by dropping the throw.

That sent up cleanup hitter
Tony Bayless and two men
were on base. Meeting the ball
with a level swing, Bayless
ripped a pitch 355 feet into
deadcenter for, a three-run
homer and Murray led 9-4.
Kendall ran into problems in
the top of the fourth and was
removed with the bases
loaded and one run in.
After fanning the first man,
Kendall hit the next batter
then an error and an infield hit
loaded the bases. Kendall
walked the next man and
'Coach Charles Archer called a
conference on the mound and
pulled - Taylor off third and

sent Kendall over to the hot
corner.
"We had a big lead and I felt
like we would be able to score
more," Archer said.
"Thomas was a little wild up
high and I didn't want them to
get any momentum going.
Thomas hadn't done that
much pitching this year and I
felt like we needed a low ball
pitcher in there," Archer
added.
Kendall was charged with
five runs, two of which were
earned. He gave up five hits,
three of which were • infield
hits. He walked five, fanned
three and hit one.
Taylor hurled the final three
and two-thirds innings,
blanking the Falcons on no
hits.
Murray added two in the
fourth on a two-run shot by
Hudspeth to the power alley in
rightcenter, some 360 feet
away from the plate, making
It an 11-5 game.
.
Dean Cherry's single in the
fifth made it 12-5 then in the
last of the sixth, the Tigers
posted four more runs to make
it a complete rout.
Bayless and Jeff Oakley had
RBI singles in the sixth while
Taylor had a two-run double.
Hudspeth's threeliits led the
Tigers while Thurman,
Kendall, Bayless, Taylor and
Oakley all had two hits apiece.

Murray is now 12-3 on the
season and will play against
Livingston County at 3:15 p.m.
today at CalVert City.
Livingston County drew a
bye late the semifinals. The
Cardinals will go with senior
mound ace Steve Barnes while
Murray will start sophomore
stopper Alan Gibbs.
Livingston County is 13-3 on
the season.
The first semifinal game
today had Crittenden County
going against Christian
County. The two winners play
at 3 p.m. Thursday with the
winner advancing to the State
Baseball Tournament at
Morehead.
Inn Cembell
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laick-2b Spinelb-rf
Batchler-ct
Walker-if
Balkus-lb
DeJesus-.s
Stngleton-p,3b
Togia-r

3
39

Zeplice-3b

Totals
Rein

Hudspeth-ct
Iturman-ss
Kendall-p,3b
Bayless-If
Taylor-3b, p
Oakley-lb
Vilson-rf
Watkins-rf
Denham-r
Chenty-r,
Gibbed,
2b
213
Eyrich-11
Totals
F Campbell
Murray High

3
2
3
2
2
3
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0 0 0
39 16 15
004 100 0 5-5-7
2177 214 a 16-15,3
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For Foie Law Enforcement Elect

Joe Beard
YOUR SHERIFF
Oen,cocrohlr Primary May 24

•
SUPER GAME—Big Tony Bayless lashes the ball here for one
of his two hits in the gems. Bayless hod five runs batted in for
the Tigers.
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Auto Servke...For-More Good Years in Your Car
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Air Conditioner Tune-Up

Front-End Alignment
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$4088
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parts
• win, totnitai
ava0chi•

SAVE
1433 ea.

•

•••

SALE ENDS
SATS-MOAT *4,00

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Mr. N.

Cartwright

721 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0595

.6:00 P.M. Deily • Open Friday until II:00 p.m.
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. anti!
Mgr. B. Davis
Mgr I Witte
Mgr. T. Towikin

315W. Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711

600 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-5464

100 S. Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000

nit-n.1
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-' Wind-Blown Popup Sinks Lakers

Chavis Tough Luck Loser As
Lakers Eliminated In Region

DO A LITTLE DANCE-Roam. Gibson of the Loiters goes flying in the sir, the boll goes flying
toward center as Craig Rogers riots to cover end of course, Kevin hIcMocklin of Crittenden County is safe on the play.
(9149 "bates by Mike arsatles)

*Twins Rip Indians To
Lengthen Lead In West
By The Associated Press
Butch Wynegar has a day
off today, but he would rather
be at work.
"The way we're going, I
know everybody wants to play
every night," said Wynegar, a
catcher for the Minnesota
Twins. Wynegar drove in four

- Southwest,
North Claim
Track Titles
The North Calloway boys.'
track team had not won .a
track meet this spring.
They changed that around
Tuesday afternoon in Roy
Stewart Stadium when they
captured the County Track
Championship.
The North boys scored 45
points to nip East Calloway
who was second with 44.
Southwest finished third with
37 points.
In the girls' meet, the North
team came into the meet
undefeated. That too changed.
Southwest scored 46 points to
take first place while North
was second with 41 and East
third with 39.
There were three double
winners in the girls' meet.
Mary Calhoun of Southwest
took first place in the 220-yard
dash and the long jump. She
also ran a leg in the winning
440-yard relay for Southwest.
• Sheila Olive of Southwest
won both the 50 and 100-yard
dashes and she too ran a leg in
the 440-yard relay.
The • other person to win in
two events was Lori Charleton
of East. She captured first in
the shot put and discus
competition.
In the boys' meet, Joe
Crittenden of East won first
place in the shot put and
discus.
Gary Lawrence of North
won the 100-yard dash and also
took first in the long jump.
Here are the results of the
meet with only the winning
time being listed:
shot 01t-1.(3arleton E 2. Futrell N 3.
Allen E 4. Rogers SW.26-34.
discus-1. alarieton E 2. Futrell N 3.
Barrow SW 4. Clark E.71-7.
high jum,p-1. Garland SW 2. King E 3.
Blakely N 4. Clark E.4-2.
long_ lump-1. Calhoun SW 2. Atkins E
3, Walker N 4. Jones SW.14-5%.
440-yard relay-1. Southwest
Crittenden, Capps and Calhoun). 2. East.
58.1.
60-yard low hurdles-1. Murdock SW 2.
Dowdy N 3. Edwards SW 4. D. Hoke N.
10.1.
100-yard dash-Olive SW 2. J. Hoke N
3. Dernell N 4. Marrs E.12.0.
- 50-yard dash-t. Olive SW 2. tie between Marrs E,Dowdy N,and Crittenden
SW.6.8.
880-yard'i'elay-1. East (Atkins, Matlox, King and Marrs).2. North. 2:04.5.
'440-yard dash-1. Blakely N 2. Green
N3. Garland SW 4. Snyder E.724.
880-yard run-1. King E 2. Murdock
SW 3. Brown N 4. D. Hoke N. 2:56.5.
220-yard dash-1. Calhoun SW I
Walker N 3. Atkins E 4. Tomsk E.30.3
laqi ewes,

shot put-1. Crittenden E 2. Manning
SW 3. Cochrurn N 4. Holsapple SW.33-0.
discus-1. Crittenden E 2. Cochrum N
3. Manning SW 4. McCuLston SW.1144.
high jump-1. Neale Ni. Mason SW 3.
Reeder SW 4. Workman N. 5-3.
long jump-1. Lawrence N 2. Starks
SW 3. Robtans E 4. Miller SW. 16-11%.
440-yard relay-1. East (Morton,
Bynum, Zimmerman and Sanders). 2.
North, 51.7.
60+ard low hurdles-1. Pearson N 2.
Crittenden E 3. Vincent E 4. Miller SW.
8.6.
100-yard dash-1. Lawrence N 2. Sanders E 3. Morton E 4. Meson SW.11.4.
mile-run-1. Holsapple SW 2. Dunlap
SW 3. Pearson N 4.Smotherman E.5:36.
•
8/10-yard relay-1. East (Morton,
• Igyeettl, Ilarrow and Sanders). 2. North.
. 1:48.9.
440-yard dash-1. Cochrum N 2. Zimmerman E 3. Dawson E 4. Colson SW.
61.6.
880-yard run-1. Miller SW 2. Bryan N
3 Alexander N 4. Smotherman E. 2:34.3.
220-yard dash-1. Lamb SW 2. Sanders
E3 Morton E 4. Garland N. 26.5.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
History was blown away by
the wind Tuesday afternoon.
Calloway County had never
won a game before in the
Regional Baseball Tournament.
They came as close as they
could have come to winning
and yet lose as the Lakers
somehow managed to fall 5-4
to Crittenden County in a
contest played at Calvert City.
With the sun bearing down
and the thermometer standing
at 32 degrees celsius (that's
about 90 for the folks not yet
into the metric system),
senior pitcher Tommy Chavis
was working on a masterpiece
and appeared headed for his
fourth win of the season.
In fact, going into the top of
the seventh, Chavis was
coasting along with a 4-1 lead
and the Crittenden County
players on the bench were
talking about things other
than baseball.
Kevin McMacklin opened
the Rockets' half of the
seventh with a single, just
over the bag at second. Then
Chavis, who had walked just
one batter in the previous six
innings of work, walked the
next two men and the sacks
were full.

runs, leading the Twins to Mariners 10, Orioles 2
their fifth straight victory Bill Stein and Carlos Lopez
Tuesday night, a 10-4 triunlph hit first-inning homers as
over the Cleveland Indians.
Seattle took a 3-0 lead, then
The surpriging Twins have Skip Jutze smacked a grand
won nine of their last 10 games slain homer off Baltimore
/
2-game lead reliever Dyer Miller in the
and opened a 21
over second-place Chicago in third inning when the
the American League West. Mariners erupted for five runs
Since April 16, Minnesota is 21- to break open the game.
6.
"I really wish we didn't
have a day off at this stage," said Wynegar, whose club had
a travel day, today before
opening a four-game series in
California Thursday. "You
need those days off later in the
season, in July and August,
when it's really hot."
Yankees 5, A's 2
Chris Chambliss' two-run
single with one out in the 15th
inning snapped a 2-2 tie that
had lasted since the ninth,
when Manny Sanguillen and
Dick Allen cracked consecutive homers for the A's.
Rookie Dell Alston, making
his first major league appearance, opened the 15th
with a pinch-hit double. Willie
Randolph walked, Mickey
Rivers sacrificed and Thurman Munson was intentionally
walked, filling the bases.
Chambliss foiled the strategy
by lining his game-winning hit
OUT OF SECOND -Randy Belt of Crittenden County puts the tog on Tommy Chovis of Calloway
to right.
County in u play ot second. Backing on the play for the Rockets is Tony O'Neal.
Rangers 3,Tigers 1
Texas' Doyle Alexander
scattered seven hits in raising
his record to 5-1, while
Detriot's 20-year-old rookie,
Dave Rozema, was tagged
with his first major league
loss. Claudell Washington
doubled home one run in the
third inning, stole third base
and scored what proved to be
the game-winner when catcher Milt May threw the ball
into left field.
3-0, the New York Mets New York as the Mets won for
By BOB GREENE
Blue Jays 3,Brewers 1
downed San Francisco 8-1 and only the third time in their last
AP Sports Writer
Toronto got two runs on a
14 games.
"Blowin' in the Wind" is Houston clipped St. Louis 5-2.
bases-loaded single by Ron
Koosman struck out seven
Fairly in the third inning,then more than a song title at
The Cubs, who have won 12 and walked only two.
made it 3-0 in the seventh Chicago's Wrigley Field.
of their last 13 games,
Astros 5,Cards
The Chicago Cubs took full pounded 24 hits
when Bob McClure committed
off seven
Two home runs by Cliff
a balk with runners on first advantage of a 23 mile-per- Padres pitchers, including Johnson powered Houston
hour wind blowing towards starter and loser Tom Griffin,
and third.
past St. Louis, while Ken
Jesse Jefferson pitched centerfield Tuesday and 3-2.
blanked the Cards
Forsch
seven strong innings for his blasted a team record-tying
Braves 9, Expos 6
over the final two innings for
seven
home
runs
while
first victory of the season
Pinch-hitter Biff Pocoroba his fourth victory in six
blowing the San Diego Padres belted a grand slam
after three losses.
homer decisions. Eric Rasmussen, 2out of the park,23-6.
Angels 6,Red Sox 2
with two out in the ninth, 5,took the loss.
"I'll take them any way I lifting Atlanta over
Bobby Bonds hit a two-run
Montreal.
single, Jerry Remy rapped his can get them," said Larry It was Pocoroba's second
first home run of the season Biittner, who slammed two homer of the season and the
Terry
Humphrey homers-his first since 1975. first grand slam of his career.
and
"I still say I'm not a home
collected three singles, pacing
Reliever Bill Atkinson came
California's attack. Remy's run hitter," said Gene Clines, in and walked Jeff Burroughs
homer was the 24th for the who homered for the second and gave up a single to Gary
Angels at home this year, straight day after going four Matthews, loading the bases
matching the club's total for years without one. "I hit it before Poeoroba homered
good, but I did get it up in the over the short wall in
the entire 1976 season.
right Tennessee Tech is the
wind and I think that was a centerfield.
surprise leader at the halfway
factor."
point in the Ohio Valley
Homers by Biittner, Steve Dodgers 6, Phillies 4
Conference Golf Tournament
A two-run homer by Steve being held at the Lakeside
Ontiveros and Clines sparked
Chicago's eight-run third Garvey with two out in the Golf Course in Lexington.
inning. Then in the fifth, seventh snapped a 4-4 tie and The eight teams in the OVC
Biittner, Bobby Murcer and boosted Los Angeles over are all bunched extremely
Jerry Morales hit .successive Philadelphia. Unbeaten Don close together after 27 holes of
homers - one short of the Sutton posted his sixth victory play.
The Oaks Country Club Will major league record set by the as the Dodgers broke the Tech leads with 428 while
hold its annual men's and Milwaukee Braves in 1961 and Phillies' five-game winning Morehead is two strokes back
women's spring tournaments equalled by the Cleveland streak.
at 430. Other scores include
Pirates 3, Reds 0
Indians in 1963 and the Minthis weekend.
435,
Tennessee
Middle
The ladies will tee off at nesota Twins in 1964. Dave John Candelaria scattered Western
Kentucky 438,
10:30 a.m. Saturday and will Rosello added to the homer six hits and Willie Stargell Eastern Kentucky 439, Austin
slammed a two-run homer as Peay 439, Murray 441 and East
play an 18-hole tourney. Mary barrage in the eighth.
San Diego got into the act, Pittsburgh blanked Cin- Tennessee 441.
Bogard is the defending
as Bobby Valentine homered cinnati.
champion.
Greg Palmer of Morehead
It was the East DivisionThe men will play 36 holes, in the Padres' four-run
had a three-under par 105 to
18 on Saturday and 18 on seventh inning. But the Cubs leading Pirates' 19th victory lead the tourney. Kevin Klier
Sunday. Tee off time for the had tallied eight runs in the in their last 22 games.
of Murray had a 107 and was
Mets 8,Giants 1
men will be 12:30 p. m. each sixth, padding their lead to 22tied for third.
Jerry Koosman, 3-4, hurled
day. Kevin D'Angelo is the 2.
The golf tourney will decide
In other National League a four-hitter and blasted his the outcome of the All-Sports
defending champion.
Persons interested in games Tuesday, Los Angeles first home run in nearly nine Trophy race. For Murray to
playing the tourney should defeated Philadelphia 64, years, leading the Metko..i.r win the All-Sports Trophy, the
sign up in the pro shop on or Atlanta stopped Montreal 9-6, the Giants. Bud Harrelsn Racer golf team must win the
Pittsburgh blanked Cincinnati slapped a three-run double 1(1. tournament.
before Friday.

a brilliant back-to-the-infield
Colnenies Cs.%
"We had a lot of things to
ab434 r001
catch and Gibson was robbed overcome.
The kids weren't Etherldge-3h
of what would have certainly
0.144a1-as
used to me being their coach
been-a triple, taking away all
Heady-lb
for one thing," said Hargrove, Scberer-p
4 0
Laker hopes.
3
who took over last week for R. Belt-21)
2
1
McMacIdin-lt
The Lakers had taken a 1-0 Kent
Barnes who assumed M.Bett-d
2 0
lead in the first inning as
another job and vacated the Lsoham-pli, 02 21
Kenneth McCuiston walked,
baseball post at Calloway.
3 0
went to second on a ground out
V 5
"I guess we just weren't PcirtTcrasrf
by Craig Rogers and even- supposed to win, it wasn't in
tually scored on Ronnie our
lb
cards," Hargrove added.
3
McCuiston-cf
Gibson's two-out single to
Ronnie Gibson had two:F-6f Rogers-2b
2
right.
2
Chavia-p
the fakers' three hits while
4
R. Gibson-as
But in the top of the third, Chavis had
the other.
3
T. Glbson-3b
Crittenden County tied it at 1-1
2
Crittenden County takes a 9- Garland-lb
3
White-U
as Jimmy Wallin reached on
11 record into their semifinal Rogers-rf
2
catcher's interference, stole game today
3
with Christian Barrow-c
24
'Mats
second and scored on a single County while
the Lakers bow Crittenden Co.
001 000 4 5-4-1
by O'Neal.
100 030 0 4-3-5
Calloway Co.
out at 4-9.
The Lakers scored three
times in the fifth to seemingly
JUNIOR SOFTBALL REGISTRATION
have the win wrapped up for
All girls between the ages of 7 and 16 who wish to parthe hard-throwing Chavis who
ticipate in this summer's program are asked to fill out this
had breezed through the game
registration form. The completed form must be returned to
after the third.
the Murray-Calloway County Park Office at 10th and Payne
Scott Barrow opened the
Streets on or before May 20. The entry fee will be $10.00.
sixth by reaching on an error
and after one was out, Craig
NOE:
SIRTN DATE
Rogers walked. Both scored
month/day/year
on a two-ru,i double over the
centerfieldv's head by
PURE:
ADDRESS:
Chavis. Chavis went on to
steal third and scored on a
Previers Experieeee
wild pitch.
Parents Name
Darrell Scherer, a southpaw,earned his fifth win of the
(Are willing to coach?)
season in eight decisions for
the Rockets. He fanned seven
but had a lot of control
Lisferi*To The Voter
problems as he walked nine
batters.
von
Chavis, who finished his
senior season at 3-2, had five
strikeouts and three walks.
fry
Only one of the five Crittenden
County runs was earned.
"I was proud of the game
May 24, 1977
our kids played," Laker coach
Democrot.c
Clayton Hargrove said.
•

BUB. STALLS JR.

Common Council

Cubs Explode For 23,
Dodgers Keep Winning

Tech Leading
Field In OVC
Golf Tourney

Oaks Tourneys
Scheduled For
This Weekend

•
a....11•911

Up came Eric Porter, the
Crittenden County rightfielder
and the ninth hitter in the
batting order.
The ninth hitter, the man
least expected to do the
damage, did just that, he
singled up the middle and it
was 4-2 with the bases still
loaded and nobody out.
Leadoff
man
Clifton
Etheridge hit a grounder
toward first but Laker first
sacker Ricky Garland booted
the-ball and it was 4-3.
Chavis then went to work
and got the next two Rocket
hitters to pop out.
The outcome of the game
rested on the shoulders of
Crittenden County shortstop
Tony O'Neal.
O'Neal lofted a fly toward
Kelly White in left. Suddenly,
the wind caught the ball and
White staggered in a moment
of misjudgment.
Before White could get
untracked and get back under
the ball, it had dropped in
front of him and two runners
came home to score, giving
Crittenden County the lead.
The Lakers came to the
plate in the last of the seventh
and cleanup hitter Ronnie
Gibson murdered a pitch far
out into right. But Rocket
rightfielder Eric Porter made

-

4

•••

You get4piecesof
deliciousfish filet;
plentyofcrispfrenchfries,
freshcreamycoleslaw,
and 2Southern-Style
hush puppies.
only
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Health NlOSHi is regularly
monitoring air samples from
the tunnel.

Louisville Plant May Not Open For Another Week
Dave Olson, a U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency engineer who is
supervising the cleanup,
operation, said workers .experienced another in a ser .,§
of delays Tuesday in effort8hO
remove sludge from the
Morris Foreman Sewage
Treatment Plant.
Ventilation problems have

• LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
if may be another week before
Louisville's main sewage
treatment plant is free of toxic
sludge that has kept the
facility closed for seven
weeks, a federal official says.
Since the plant was idled,
billions of gallons of, raw
sewage have been emptied
into the Ohio River.

kept Metropolitan Sewer
District workers, clad in
pnd
protective • suits
respirators, from advancing
into the plant's diversion
chamber, where the majority
of the sludge remains, Olson
said.
The plant was closed March
29 when high levels of
he xachlorocyclopentadiene

and a related chemical, oc- hoped to have , the plant
tachlorocyclopentene, were reopened by May 1.
- Because of the ventilation
discovered.
Some MSD workers became ---problem, the buildup of 'hex'
ill from fumes. The chemicals fumes in air in the 11-foot
are used in making pesticides, tunnel where they are working
resins and flame-retardant has kept the men from acmaterials. The EPA and FBI complishing a whole lot during
still are trying to determine the day," Olson said.
He said a "blower system"
the source of contamination.
EPA officials have said they was relocated in the tunnel

_
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$1495

$2399
$22"

5 ft. -$2199

Plant Food
Comes In
51b. - 24 oz. - 8 oz.

97
$4
4 Quart
Dolly Madison

Tow
Ropes

Decorative

Pine
Bark --

5/8" a 14' With Hooks
6,500 lb. Breaking Strength

Lowrance
LFP-300D
"New for
1977"

40 Per Box

Reg.
5138.50
Limit One

Quarts694

Decorative
Table

Limit 2

Pink - White
& Orange
Trinmted In Gold
Reg, 19.97

Daisy
Pump
B. B. Bun

Use It

New
Shipment
Auto

Floor
Mats

WM with 2s5's I 2st's

$12

Special

unassembled

assembled

Not exactly

$3395i

as shown

Magic Mason

*Full Front *Twin Front 'Full Rear *Twin
Rear
Colors: Smoke, Royal Blue, Green, Clear,
Red I. Beige

-4,

Regular Size

95
$2

Ice
Cream
Freezer

Paint It!

Stain It!

Aibw414%‘N'
Sturdy
Homebuilt
Strong
Picnic Table

Close Out

Model 25

All Purpose

Imergency
Nylon

Cypress Garden

U.S. Coast Gourd
Approved, Cod
NOB Limed.
AAA Silo, largo Only
Retail 21.00
U.J. Nog. 111.1S

Sterns

MiracleGro

Bright
Galvanized Finish

Assembled

With Pump Sprayer$
47
4

sr oil • mi sli ..
••••• II • llo II • Ms II lir klaullIN•INEI
ome rtems not exact! as eictured ..!
HIGHWAY 641—MURRAY, KY

Life
Jacket

"The state is testing the
river water and they have
indicated that danger to
aquatic life at this point does
not exist. Of course, it can't go
on indefinitely.

1111

Chains

Unassembled

Spiders' No unpleasant odor

enstate
Meantime,
vironmental officials are
keeping a close watch on the
effect the raw sewage is
having on the Ohio River.

Complete Set Of
Defiance
Replacement

Porch
Swing

muuraxisrin- mr
• Home Pest Control
...1••••••••••••
.4---•••
111.1111.111.11
t_ELK.
__m_._._
Ii
.411111

P

handle it" today, he said.
Cleanup crews are working 12hour shifts to remove the
sludge, Olson said.
The crews were removed
from tunnel Monday when the
toxic fumes reached levels too
high for the workers'
respirators, he said. The
National
for
Institute
Occupational Safety and

Prkes in this ad good through Sun.6 p. m.

II

I M II III MEM 1.1. mem M II • ia

and the operation should get
underway again today.
"The plant is ready to be
opened as soon as the
chamber is cleaned out," he
added, "but the timetable is
difficult to pinpoint because of
the nature of the material, its
consistency and its ability to
move.
"We should be better able to

Scented

Mason
Lids

Lamp
Oil

Potting
Soil

New
CCI
Billy Phillips

Box of 1244

.22 Shot Shell

Buzz Jewell

$199
ox

Special

Timex
Watches

Geritol

for relief of backache.85 pills.

Mens & Ladies
Pre-Washed

Overalls
100% Cotton
Blue Denim
for The Casual Look

Riopon
Antacid
Suspension

1699

12 oz. Liquid

Sizes 28-34 $

Ladies

$148

Chlor-Trimeton
Decongestant
Tablets

$

Pack of 170

Wide Brim NA
White, Pastels of
Yellow,
Blue, Pink
IL Green

Gillette
Hot Shave
* System

Pro Gun 1000
Q-Tips
Cotton Swabs

Straw
Hats

Hold & Hold
& Hold

Fir congested allorgy/ sines conditions. 24
Tablets.

sale

by Clairol
-- Professional Performance Hair Dryer, 100 watts
of power, four way control, comes with table
stand and concentrator nozzle. Model GD-100

Aimfle664
95
Sale$18

$2'9
Sizes 6-61
2to 10-101/a
/

Sale Your Choice

2 Pound

Available In
White, Blue,
Yellow or
Orange
Reg. 2.69

Doan's Pills

19

Choice of Regular or Unscented.8 oz. Bottle.

Hershey's Instant
Real Chocolate Flavor

Scuffs

12 mo. - 24 mo.
2T-4Y

Rose Milk
Skin Core Cream

Nigh Potency Iron
mud vitamin Tonic
40 Tabiots or 12 ot. Liquid

•

Ladies Casual

Shorts - Slacks
Tops

Norelco Rotary Razor

Sale$

Children's
Summer
Fashions
by Gerber

18 oz. Jar

36 self sharpening surgical steel bla•1.—
twice as many as every before, no niric.,
cuts, razor acme. Nine closeness
Model HP-I121

All styles, white and yellow gold.

% off retail price

40 qt.$339

Clairol
Short & Sassy

Prices in the Uncle Jeff's Health &
Beauty Aids Department are good through Sun.

89

Quart

Jif Peanut Butter

Special

20

20 qt.

Buy 'em now while
they last.

Heats and dispenses hot moist
aerosol shave cream. Softens
whiskers for easy shaving. Takes
all leading brands of aerosol
shave cream. "With free Trat II
razor and foamy shave cream
Model GSM-3

Socks
6-81
7.11
85°. Cotton,
15°. Nylon
Asst. Colors
2

79'
Kitchen Helpers
2 Fine Quality

Dishtowels
Save 20'
On Ea.

994

NOW

10000 Cotton

Men's

Tank Tops
By Fruit of_the
Loom. Stripes
with white
trim at
neck and
armholes

$595
Sale
"
$2

II

Boys Tube

•
IP Ot N masummimen?

Ladies
Denim Short

Jumpsuits ,

• A
4 -

Short Sleeve,
V-Neck, Zip
Front
$
13
5/6 to 11/12

%III111;1111mm
•
•
I

a
•
I 11al
m'
6
1U11

.
I
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Store Hours:

NtOal,
Quahhhes
1.rn
So.
1:0‘t
512
ibght lo
the
Reserve

7-9 Mon.-Sat.
(7.

12-6:30 Sun.

Del Monte Pink

SALMON
894
NG
SI
ES
DR
$1
Lb.
99' JUNE PEAS
S
IP
CH
TO
TA
PO
Lb 890
KRAUT

Fore Quarter

lb.694

Hind Quarter

Lb.

Leg
Loin
4ASC%
S

tall -16 oz.

Wishbone-Italian, French, 1,000 Island

09

Teenie Weenie

Lb.

17 oz.

Pringles

Fields Sliced

BOLOGNA

$169

8 oz.

2/45°

Bush Chopped

2/4r
BEANS
2/45°
PEAS
2/45°
BEANS
2/45°
ORANGES 51b.bag
16 oz.

Fields Regular or All Beef

Bush Great Northern

WIENERS
Beef
iB ie lORT RIBS

Lb.

th.590

Swift Proten
Lb.

Krey Sliced

BOLOGNA

C
• IL

Plus Bottles
Or Deposit

15 oz.

Showboat Pork &

89

Lb.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
7Az Produce
•
•
•
•

Pepsi or
7-Up
9.

Showboat Blackeye

14/
2OZ.
1

ROUND STEAK

3

15 oz.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

15

/
16 in - 8 Bottle an

BANANAS
TOMATOES
CORN

'•
- .:1•1•4•••••••••80.,

No`oritiq

6 pack

5 pack
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Prices Good
thru
May 24

5/2 sirt
ite

t04a4
4,
Va

Reserke the ;27
1
To
177it

/7//fies

Owned & Operated by Charles Johnson

3/$100

Golden Bake Sandwich

BREAD

24 oz.

Del Monte French Style Green

2/490
WHOLE BEETS.160z. 2/490
CATSUP
39°
CARROTS
2/45°
BEANS

Martha White Self Rising Or Plain

MEAL

5 lb.

16 oz.

Stokely

Stokely

14 oz.

Stokely Sliced

16 oz.

Bakers Chocolate

CHIPS

12 oz.

Milk Maid Self Rising

FLOUR
DISH-ALL
Tern
TOWELS

25 lb.

35 oz.

59
Jumbo ‘

Del Monte Crushed Or Sliced

PINEAPPLE

Sealtest Cottage
In Own Juice

15 1/4 Oz.

CHEESE

Frosty Acres 12 oz.
't

ORANGE JUICE 49
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
Frozen Foods
•
• Frosty Acres Little Cob
•

• CORN
•
•
• Frosty Acres
BROCCOLI CUTS
•
•
• Frosty Acres Purple Hull
• PEAS

8 ears

20 oz. bag

89
67'

-",^

•

•
0.

•••••• ow,

•

59°

Armour

VIENNA SAUSAGE9oz59
Coupon k
Johnson!, t

4
COFFEE 25
Maxwell House

1 lb. Bag
Expires 5-24-77
Liirdt 1 Pet Cillstomer

16 oz. bag

12 oz.

Off Regular
Price •

Mountain
Dew

Plus Bottles
Or Deposit

1601.
8 Pack
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••
•

11
01
$
l
t
I\sovisk tiOvel

•
••
•
•

••5
•Ifb
•.•
•••

••• • •
•II• • •
•Io• • •
•
•
••• •

O

tork.r..-

We

Store Hours:

Halal, Ili. Qahhhes
12th
1.:Ish‘t
512 So.
10
We
Reserve the

7-9 Mon.-Sot.
12-6:30 Sun.

Del Monte Pink

SALMON
894
DRESSING
994 JUNE PEAS
POTATO CHIPS
KRAUT
BEANS
PEAS
$149 BEANS

tall -16 oz.

$169

Lb.694

Fore Quarter

Wishbone-Italian, French, 1,000 Island

Hind Quarter

stsc4°

Lb.$109

Leg
Loin

Lb..

Fields Regular or All Beef

WIENERS

Lb.

890
890

8 oz

Teenie Weenie

Lb.

Fields Sliced

BOLOGNA

Lb.

17 oz.

Pringles

9

16 oz.

Bush Great Northern

15 oz.

Lb.59

ROUND STEAK

2oz.
1
14/

Lb.

ORANGES

Krey Sliced

BOLOGNA
3

Is

Pepsi or
7-Up
Plus Bottles
Or Deposit
160!.-8 Bottle Ctn.

15 oz.

Showboat Pork &

Swift Proten

2/45C
°
75

Bush Chopped

Showboat Mackeye

SHORT RIBS

49°

2/49C
2/45°
2/45°
2/45C
lb. bag

890

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
Produce
•
•
•

••
•

BANANAS
TOMATOES
CORN

0
'Lb'23
59°
59°

6 pack

5 pack
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Jo

g

•••
41a•
•r•
•••

•

••

We feciture

C.The

Prices Good
thru
May 24

• •

Itt1321
as seen on TV

Owned & Operated by Charles Johnson

Golden Bake Sandwich

Martha White Self Rising Or Plain

3PV" MEAL
BEANS
2/11r
CHIPS
WHOLE BEETS.160z. 2
/4r
FLOUR
CATSUP
39° DISH-ALL
CARROTS
2/115° TernlWELS

BREAD

24 oz.

51b.

Del Monte French Style Green

16 oz.

Bakers Chocolate

Stokely

12 oz.

Milk Maid Self Rising

•1

Stokely

25 lb.

14 oz.

35 oz.

Stokely Sliced

16 oz.

Del Monte Crushed Or Sliced

PINEAPPLE

Sealtest Cottage
In Own Juice

15 1/4 Oz.

CHEESE

Frosty Acres 12 oz.

ORANGE JUICE 490
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
:Frozen Foods
•
• Frosty Acres Little Cob
•

• CORN
•

8 ears

•
•
• Frosty Acres

BROCCOLI CUTS "

20 oz. bag

•
•
• Frosty Acres Purple Hull

• PEAS

16 oz. bag

894
674
59'

59
590

Jumbo

12 oz.

Armour

VIENNA SAUSAGE90z59°

Coupon
PrillawwwallallA
Johnsons Coupon

4
COFFEE 25
Maxwell House

1 Lb. Bag
,Expires 5-24-77
Limit 1 Per Customer

Off Regular
Price

Mountain
Dew

Plus Bottles
Or Deposit

160z.
8 Pack

950
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Funerals
Funeral Is Today
At Oak Grove For
Wilburn D. Spann
The funeral for Wilburn D.
Spann of Murray Route Four
is being held today at two p.m.
at the Oak Grove Baptist
Church, where he was a
member, with the Rev. Harold
Smotherman and the Rev.
Otis Jones officiating, and the
Church ('hoir providing the
music.
Pallbearers are Dale-,
Jimmy, Calvin, and Cecil
Spann, BoYse and Adolphus
Wilson. Burial wilrbe in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Ha' zel.
Mr. Spann, age 82, died
suddenly Monday at his home.
Born November 7, 1894, in
Henry County, Tn.: he was the
son of the late Thompson and
Fannie Wicker Spann.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Nitraee
Rowland, Murray: one son,
Enoch Spann, Leland, Ill.; one
sister, Mrs. May Hopper,
Murray Route Four; one
brother, Ruff Spann, Hazel
Route One; seven grandchildren; two great grandchildren.

Wayne Beale Dies
At Knoxville; Was
Former Murrayan

Sullivan
Reconsiders,
To Stay Here

Commencement
at MSU

Jimmy Sullivan, the golf
professional at the Murray
Country Club who last
Saturday submitted his
resignation in order to move to
Mckenzie, Tenn., to operate
an 18-hole course there, has
reconsidered and will remain
at the Murray club.
The announcement of
Sullivan's decision was made
yesterday by Tim Miller, a
member of the club's board of
directors and one of a threeman committee named at a
special meeting orthe board
.•Sunitay to deal with the
resignation.
DAN C. HUTSON II of Murray received a bachelor of
Miller said Sullivan, who science degree in business management, and also was
has been the pro at the club congratulated by Dr. Read. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
since 1962, told him that "his Dan Hutson,709 Olive Street.
heart wasn't in the move to
McKenzie" and that Murray
and the Murray club meant
.too much to him to leave.
A native of Paducah,
Sullivan came to the Murray
club in 1957, when the late
Louis Slushmeyer was the pro,
as an assistant. It was a ninehole course until 1969 when an
additional nine holes were
opened.
In McKenzie, he had announced that he had planned
to purchase an interest in and
- operate the Carroll Lake Golf
Club, an 1_0-hole public-private
layout.
. Others serving on the
committee with Miller were J.
D. Rayburn and Al Lindsey.

Wayne Beale, brother of
Mrs. A. G. Cannon and Mrs,
_Kelly Cromwell of Murray,
Prices of stocks of local interest at
furnished to the Ledger &
died Friday at ten p.m. at the nave-today
Tunes by 1 M Sunon Co are as follows
Parkwest Hospital, Knoxville,
§,6
Indus Ay
Tn., where he had been a
4
/
+3
33%
patient_ sine suffering a AircoMotors4.s unc
ANNE ERWIN, an honor graduate and daughter of Mr.
'Am
5:30
at
Thursday
35'. +
stroke on.
Ashland Oil
Mrs. Otis H. Erwin, 807 Doran Road, received a
and
+
654
T
a.m. at his home in Knoxville. A T &Motor
565.
Co
of science degree in political science with cum
Ford
bachelor
55 +'7
The deceased was 71 years Gm.Dynamics
recognition.
laude
+%
68%
Motors
Gen.
of age and was the son of the
285. -L.
Gm.Tire
29%late - L. h. -Beale- and- Nola Gagh'ich
77%
Oil
Gulf
He
Stringer Beale of Murray.
36 -%
Pennwalt
2344
had visited in Murray the Quaker Oats
2
/
31 -1
week prior to his illness and Republic Steel
22.44 *5.
Singer Mfg
unc
death.
Tappa.n
. 17% -i.
Mr. Beale is survived by his Western Union......
24 1-11.
Zenith Radio
wife, Mrs. Zelma Beale, one
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
James EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Mrs.
daughter,
by First of Michigan. Corp., of
r Nancy) Trammel, and two Times
Mrs. Vernon Shown.
Murray, are as follows
The Teachers and Ad- and
grandchildren, Buddy and lieublein Inc.
255, +
Carman Parks, president of
Calloway
the
of
ministration
+%
Jason Tramrnell, Knoxville, McDonalds Corp.
Education Association-,
unc
PonderosaSystems
County Education Association the
Tn.; two sisters, Mrs. A. G. Kimberly Clark
and said of those
46%
presided
held its annual dinner meeting
53 +is
_ (Velma) Cannon and Mrs. Union Carbide
persons who are retiring,
31% '
- 5.
13,
May
evening,
W.R. Grace
Friday
on
Kelly (Mary) Cromwell,
26'. -•-%
"These people are examples
dend paid tribute to the
. 55%
Murray; one brother, James General Elec. .
dedication, loyalty, and
-4
.
who of
system
the
of
GAF Corp. .
teachers
Beale, Nashville, Tn.
for the young people
. 29% unc
concern
Georgia Pacific
are retiring this year.
26 unc
Funeral services were held Pfizer
County and our
Calloway
in
33% +
Jun Walters
They included Mr. and Mrs.
Monday at two p.m. at the Kirsch . .
because those v):hom
. . 15% -4
country,
Edward Curd, Mrs. Dulcie
36% -%
chapel of the Mann Mortuary, Disney
they have taught are scattered
14% -x.
Franklin Mira
Douglass, Mrs. Mildred
Knoxville, with entombment
throughout this great land of
Geraldine
Mrs.
and
Lassiter,
in the Highland Memorial
ours. Our country has to be
Myers. Each of the retirees
Mausoleum at Knoxville, Tn.
better because of the many
was recognized and presented
years of work these five
a gift from the association.
LAKE DATA
people have rendered "
Miss Gail Srnotherman, a
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 359.4.
senior of Calloway
graduating
Below dam 300.9, down 0.7.
County High School, was
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.4.
The Community 'Theatre recognized for her excellence
Below dam 306.5, up 0.4. •
was
in education and
Sunset 7:59 p.m. Sunrise will hold a junior membership
meeting from seven to eight p. presented a check for 8100 to
.5- 46 a.m.
The Murray Civitan Club
m. on Thursday, May 19, in the be used toward her college
meeting room of the Public education. She had been will hold its second bi-monthly
chosen as Miss SAE for 1977 meeting on Thursday. May 19,
Library.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Those who join the junior by the Students Action for at seven p. m. at Seven Seas
Sirloscrimors wise have net
membership will become. Education Club at the school Restaurant.
received their home-dekveres1
Dr. Constantine ('urns,
charter members and. be and the check was presented
very of The Murray Ledger &
president of Murray State
Mrs.
Adams,
by
SAE
Sue
discounts,
fee
entitled
class
to
Times by 5:30 p.m. Menday.
University, will be the guest
news letters, and field trips. advisor.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. en Satyrplans to 'speaker.
senior
honored
of
The
for
1977
Dues
remainder
the
days are urged to call 753-1116
have been set at one dollar. enter Murray State University ' Reports will be given on the
between 5:30 p.m. end 6 p.m.,
Plans for the summer this summer.She is a member recent council meeting held at
Monday-Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
program will be discussed, of the Laker Annual Staff, Hopk insvil le.
end 4 p.m. Setwdays, to lasers
audition dates announced, and Beta Club, Pep Club, serves as
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
preregistration for summer second vice-president of the
must be pieced by 6 p.m. weekFHA Chapter and has Federal State Market News Servc c May
classes will begin.
days or 4 p.m. Sattudays to
State it, 1977
her
All school age children are received
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Mar
guarantee delivery.
welcome to attend, a Homemaker Degree.
Report Includes 8 Buying StationAct. 405 Est. 600 Barrow
Speakers for the occasion Receipts
.
spokesman said.
Gilts .75-1.00 higher Sows .50-1 00 hiRher
included Dr. Jack Rose, US 1-2 200-2301bs . $43 75-44 00few 44.25
147 50-4375
200-240 lbs.
superintendent of Calloway US 1-3
14300-43.00
US 2-4 240-2601bs.
County Schools, and Kenneth US 3-4 260-280 lbs ..
842.25-43.00
Candidate For
C. Imes, state representative. Sows 270-350 lbs
$3,7110-360f
US 1-2
The invocation was given by US 173300-450 lbs.
$3r. 00-37.00
00-37
:ill few 38.00
$37
1-3 450-650 lbs.
Johnny Bohannon, and special US
1M1-35.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
CITY OF MURRAY
music was by Mrs. J.. W. Jones Boars 24.00-26.00
Democratic Primary May 24

Among the 1,126 ;tudents receiving degrees May 14
at Murray State University's 54th commencement
exercises were 144 from Calloway County.
Of these, four received specialist in college training
degrees, 30 received masrer's degrees, 77 received undergraduate degrees and three were awarded
associate degrees.
Pictured here are some of these local students as
they participated in the exercises, during which Miss
Rubie Smith, retired chairman of the Department of
Elementary Education and 1974 Distinguished
professor of The Year, was the principal speaker.
MSU Photos

DEVEEN M. PERRY of Murray was one of the local
students receiving undergraduate degrees. Shown being
congratulated by Vice President for Academic Programs
William G. Read, she received a bachelor of science
degree in radio-television. She is the daughter of Mrs.
Bessie M.Perry, 502 N. First Street, Murray.

-‘

Stock Market

Retiring Teachers Are
Honored; Check Given

Junior Membership
Of Local Theatre
Group Plans Meet

Murray Civitans To
Meet On Thursday

Hog Market

Melvin B. Henley
MAYOR

Progress With Fiscol Responsibi/ity
Political ad paid for b)'comrruttee to elect
Melvin Ilenle . David Howell. Treas

Elect

James Ray Hamilton

SHERIFF
Calloway County
A Vote For me Is A Vote For
Effective And Respectable
Low Enforcement

ea

Eapt.rjeni ed

ua lified

Paid For Bs The Candidate

OPEN

10 AM-8 PM
Special Luncheon
Each Day
753-0303

Fabulous
Salad Bar $165

$150
Plenty of Free Parking

Gail Smotherman, (enter, was presented a her k for
$100 to use toward her college education bs Sirs. Sue
Adams, advisor of the Students Action For Education
Club at Calloway County High School, from the
Calloway County Education Association at the dinner
meeting of the CCEA. On the left is Carman Parks (([A
president. Miss Smotherman was recently named as
Miss SAE for 1977. '

EX-PUBUSHER GRADUATES—Former Murray Ledger & •
Times publisher lames C Williams listens intgptly to
Miss Smith's address during the commencement exercises. Williams, who is retired, received a bachelor of arts degree in foreign languages.

FDA Hearing On Saccharin Ban
Gets Underway Today In D. C.
WASHINGTON (,AP — Rep. James
B. Martin, R-N.C., told the Food and
Drug Administration today that the one
significant benefit of saccharin is that
"it helps people stick to their diet."
The statement was immediately
disputed by a spokesman for Ralph
Nader's Health Research Group.
Martin and Dr. Sidney M. Wolfe,
director of the Nader group, were the

lead-off witnesses at a public hearing
called by FDA Commissioner Donald
Kennedy to -air testimony on the
agency's plan to ban saccharin as ah
additive to foods and beverages but
permit its sale as a nonprescription
drug.
Martin, an early and outspoken opponent of the FDA proposal, said if
saccharin causes cancer "it is so

Coed Fined Over $400
For Part In Tavern Ruckus
A Murray State University coed
accused of starting a riot at the Big
Apple Tavern last Month was given a
suspended jail sentence and fined more
than $400 in Henry County General
Sessions Court Tuesday.
Candi Belger, pleaded guilty to
charges stemming from disturbance at
the Big Apple Tavern, where 202 persons were arrested April 1.
General Sessions Court Judge Ardelle
Cole reduced a charge of inciting a riot
to malicious mischief and suspended an
11-month and 29-day jail sentence.
Authorities claimed Miss Belger
started the ruckus when she interferred
with the arrest of a companion for
public drunkenness. Police then
arrested Miss Belger, who subsequently kicked out a patrol car
window, and assaulted an officer,

Horse Show...
(Continued From Page I)
construction.
At the ground-breaking ceremonies,
then Gov. Ford, from whose capital
construction budget the appropriation
for the Center was authorized, said it
"represents a step in the right direction
on behalf of state government toward
meeting the responsibility to promote
the agriculture industry to the best of
its ability in Kentucky."
Immediately prior to the dedication
and the evening's performance of the
horse show, a dinner will be given by
the university at the Center in honor of
the special guests. In addition to
Senator Ford, others expected.to attend
include: Senator and Mrs. wietuiston,
Mr. and Mrs. Pryor, Mrs. Vinson and
William Sho*, secretary .„.,of the
Development Cabinet in Frankfort and
a personal representative of Gov.
Julian M.Carroll.
Dr. James Thompson, chairman of
the Department of Agriculture at
Murray State, will serve as the master
of ceremonies at the dinner, which is by
invitation, and E. B. Howton, retired
chairman of the same department, will
give a brief history of the Center and
the circumstances leading to its construction and development.

J:4„--.!.

-a-A;iegaf.14kaigIttitrite‘L

authorities said.
A number of other Murray State
students were involved, polite'Mid, in
throwing rocks, cans and bottles at
officers. Before the disturbance was
under control, 52 officers and 27 patrol
cars were called. Everyone was
arrested, most on disorderly conduct
charges.
A majority of the group arrested
agreed to pay reduced court costs of $18
in return for the district attorney's not
prosecuting the disorderly conduct
cases. Thirteen pleaded innocent and
lost their case before Cole. Eleven have
appealed and will receive a circuit
court trial on July 7.
In the Belger case, Judge Cole
dismissed a charge of destruction of
public property upon the payment of
$369, and court costs-. Miss Belger was
also ordered to pay $25 and court costs
for assault and battery on a police officer and $10 and costs for interferring
with an officer.

weakly carcinogenic that there is no
evidence it has ever caused cancer in a
human being."
Martin said the Canadian study that
indicated saccharin caused increased
bladder cancer in rats may have well
have been defective because the high
doses fed the rats could have caused
other abnormalities that resulted in the
bladder cancers.
He asked Kennedy to delay institution
of the ban for at least six months or a
year to give Congress time to amend
the so-called Delaney Clause that
prohibits use of any food additive shown
to cause cancer in humans or animals.
Kennedy said at the outset of the
hearing that the Delaney Clause was
not a subject for discussion today
because the FDA would have acted
anyway against saccharin on grounds
that it is unsafe as a food additive.
Wolfe testified 'that "no scientific
evidence cxists".to support claims that
saccharin is important for weight
control.
He cited what he said is the only
published scientific study on the issue
that found saccharin users on diets
experienced n'greater weight loss than
a comparable number of dieters who
did not use the artificial sweetener.
Animal studies indicate, Wolfe said,
that-low doses ofsaccharin lower blood
sugar and thus increase appetite, which
would make it more difficult for saccharin users to stick to their diets.
Wolfe endorsed the FDA's proposed
ban as a necessary step toward
eliminating what he called one of the
many environmental causes of cancer
in the United States.

Soil Stewardship Week
Observed In County
Bogard, Milton Walston, Charles
Soil Stewardship Week, a nationwide
Guthrie, Paul Blalock, and Thomas
observance which emphasizes man's
Armstrong.
responsibility to protect and conserve
The district, upon request, will
soil, water, and _other natural resources, is being observed May 15-22 this •-provide local churches with a reference
booklet, bulletins, bulletin inserts, and
year, Albert Wilson, Chairman of the
other materials designed for this year's
Calloway County/ Conservation District,
observance. The m.,terial was
has announced.
prepared by the Soil Stewardship
"This year's theme,'When We Care,'
will help each to examine his own -Advisory Committee of the National
Association of Conservation Districts.
motives and actions in the conservation
The advisory committee is composed of
of God's manifold gifts," said Wilson.
churchmen of various faiths.
Local events scheduled for the week
This is the 23rd consecutive year that
include special radio programs.on the
the National Association of Conlocal station.
servation Districts, along with almost
"We hope," said Wilson,"that during
3,000 local Districts throughout the
Soil Stewardship Week, millions of
nation, has sponsored Soil Stewardship
Americans will pause for a moment to
Week. The custom of setting aside
consider their responsibilities for the
special "Rogation Days" for this
protection and prcper care of the Lord's
purpose began more than 1,500 years
'earth."
ago in France, when French peasants
Members of the Calloway County
prayed for help after crop failures had
Conservation District Board are:
brought widespread hunger.
Albert Wilson, Clifford White, 0. A.
4

T.:norm

PAULA LYONS, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Paul Lyons, Jr.,
1407 Henry, is congratulated by Vice President Read after receiving a bachelor of science degree in nursing.

COOKING CORNER

Good Frierid'l cls Plan And Cook Together

•Cal
ing
ms
ace
Ars.

Mix dry ingredients and
Chicken soup
union juice. Add cold oil and
L2 onion, finely chopped
1 small can chopped pimento, vinegar alternately starting
with the oil. Beat 20 .minutes
drained
1 c. grated American cheese until the dressing becomes
slivered thick like honey. This dressing
c.
two-thirds
Almonds, crisped in the oven will not separate.
Mary Moore and Ellen first
1L-2 c. crushed potato chips
Combine, all ingredients made this cake when Ellen
except cheese & chips. Place was 12 years old and has
in greased casserole and top become a special favorite.
Ellen's English
with the chips and cheese
Pound Cake
Refrigerate overnight or at
least 12 hours for flavors to 1 c. softened butter
c. sugar
meld. Bake in 375 degree oven
fro 20-30 minutes or until 5 large eggs
cheese is bubbly and nicely P2 t. vanilja
c. sifted flour
browned.
'4 t.. salt
Fresh Fruit Salad
With Honey-like Dressing 'a t. baking soda
Chill mixed,fresh fruit until 1 t. cream of tartar
needed. Ella Mae and Mary 1'2 t. lemon juice
Moore like to use com- Confectioners sugar to finish
binations of grapefruit &- cake
Beat butter, sugar, salt and
orange sections, with peaches.
pears, bananas, strawberries 1 egg until well mixed. Add
and pineapple, whatever is in remaining eggs one at a time,
beating well after each adseason.
dition. Add flour and vanilla.
Dressing:
Beat until spongy. Add lemon
Juice which has been mixed
L2 c. sugar
with Cream of Tartar and
1 t. salt
I t. dry mustard
Soda. Blend. Bake in bundt or
1 t. celery seed
tube pan in oven which has
1 t. paprika
been pre-heated to 400
1 t. onion JUICE
degrees. IMMEDIATELY
1 c. WESSON OIL„,chilled
reduce heat to 300 degrees and
OWENSBORO, Ky. ( AP) —
bake 50 minutes or until it
c. vinegar
The Kentucky Commission on
Human Itights said it will hold
a public hearing Thursday on
charges of national origin
discrimination filed against
the Wooico Store here by a
man of Japanese ancestry.
Mike Matsumura claimed
that because of his national
origin, he was .refused Consideration for a position as
credit manager by the store.
The commission said this
will be its first -public hearing.on a complaint involving
origin
national—
discrimination.

Johnny Quertermous and his
soon loses enthusiasm.
By ANN I.:DDBERG
wife, Dana, are also
lovely
home
a
Moore,
on
eating
Mary
the
For years
Wells Boulevard has been economics major in college, is interested in _collecting
outstanding due in part to the a traditional or as she tells it a 'recipes from Ella Mae and
creative talents of Ella Mae "sentimental" cook. She Mary Moore. Dana and
Quertermous and Mary Moore enjoys sharing her recipes and Johnny are planning to return
Lassiter. They are usually in prefers those with a history or to Murray to live in a few
the midst of the neighborhood at least an amusing antidote years.
At this time of year the
dinners, showers, luncheons, connected with them.
The Murray Woman's Club ladies feel an ideal menu that
the annual New Year's breakfast, quail dinners, crappie Cookbook is one she highly they would serve for a luncheon would include their hot
!inners, and countless other recommends for .0ose in
fresh
,salad,
'vents revolving around good terested in trying new recipes. chicken
The ladies, and their asparagus, hot rolls, and the
friends, food and special
husbands, Dr. John Quer- fresh fruit salad for dessert.
•ccasions.
and Judge James They share their recipes for
recipe
termous
collects
Mae
Ella
books, which can be found in I.assiter frequently travel these dishes with us today, as
almost any room of the house, together, • having visited well as some that find their
not just the kitchen. She has a Colonial Williamsburg way into almost every
reputation for having tried at recently. Of course they gathering in the neighLeast one dish out of most of collect recipes, menu ideas borhood.
Hot Chicken Salad
them. She does have her and books during these trips.
recipe for 25)
(triple
other
of
The
appreciation
The
"stand-bys:"
favorite
Boston Cooking School Cook cultures and other times has .4 c cooked chicken, _cubed
Book by Fanny Farmer and found it's way into the next 4 T. lemon juice
34 C. mayonnaise
Out Of Kentucky Kitchens by generation.
Ellen, Ella Mae's daughter, 1 t. salt
Marion Flexner being the two
most used. However,Ella Mae is preparing for a study '2 t. ACCENT
feels that the secret of lear- program in Spain this summer 2 c. chopped celery.
ning to be a good cook lies with by learning all she can about 4 hard boiled eggs, sliced
an appreciative audience. Spanish cuisine. She is 34 C. undiluted Cream of
encouragement, working on her masters
Without
computer
in
interest, and loyal support degree
Human Rights Group
even the most creative cook programming at Vanderbilt.

pulls away from the sides of
the pan, slightly.
Remove the cake from the
oven and let it rest in the pan 5
mm. Turn the cake on wire
rack and dush with confectioners sugar when ready
to serve.
Corn Light Bread
2 c. plain white corn meal
1 c. sugar
L2 c. flour
1 t. salt
t. soda
2 c. buttermilk
4 T. bacon drippings
Mix all ingredients well.
Pour in well greased loaf pan.
Bake in preheated 325 degrees
oven about 1-11x hour or until
brown.
Hush Puppies
(serves 6-81
1(2 c. corhmeal
L2 C. flour
2T. baking powder
2 eggs
2 T. sugar
IT. melted shortening or

itution
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ELECT
DAVID
BALENTINE
SHERIFF
"THE MAN THAT KNOWS
YOUR PROBLEMS AND
Kt DO SOMETHING
ABOUT THEN"
poid for by David Bolentine

*•
t .1
(Free OM Werppit&
ofcoves)
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Disieiand
Shopping Center
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Your family's between-meal snacks should be wholesome
and fresh. Not candy, but a sensible snack that goes with milk.
That's new Choco-Diles cake from Hostess!
And here's a sensible offer. 25C off on new Choco-Diles
cake. See how your family will love the moist golden cake with
creamed filling inside and delicious chocolaty flavor outside.
New Hostess Choco-Diles already cost less than most
candy, and now with this special coupon. you save even more!
That's why it makes good sense to say "Goodbye
Candy...Hello Choco-Diles!"

COUNTY ATTORNEY
May 24 Primary
Calloway County Needs An Experienced
Prosecutor

El
El

Received B.A. Degree from Kansas State University: Received jure. Doctor Degree from Washburn
University School of Law.

Practicing Attorney for 11 years: Practicing Attorney in Murray and Calloway County Kentucky, for 9

City Prosecutor lor Ogden, Kansas, for 2 years: City Prosecutor for the City of Murray. Kentucky for
years.
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recipe. And with these delightful bowls,the recipe's in
the soup as well. How deliciously simple! Sparkling
white porcelain ramekins go from
oven to table — cleverly designed
." handles cool quickly white
soup stays pipin' hot. One
tint capacity. Set of four.

to try the sensible
new snack from Hostess.

DONALD
A.
JONES
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WASHINGTON (AP) —Sep.
Wendell Ford, D-Ky., has
pitcked Nick ,Nicholson, a
native of Winchester, as his
new executive assistant.
Nicholson, 29, will succeed
Bill Wester, who is leaving
May 27 to become executive
director of the Democratic
Senatorial Campaign Committee.
Educated at the University
of Kentucky, Nicholson served
as administrative assistant to
the state parks commissioner
from 1972 to 1974 and the
following year, he was elected
national vice president of the
Young Democrats of America.
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SOUPS ON! The secret of great onion soup is in the

the

Nicholson Named

y that
eased
e well
?. high
aused
in the

The mixture, when ready.
should slide right off a
teaspoon. Slide Hush Puppies
off spoon into hot grease. Cook
until brown, drain well antl
serve hot.

Goodbye Candy...
Hello Choco-Diles!

, Jr.,
at-

is no
!i• in a

bacon drippings
t. salt
14 C. milk
4 T. finely chopped onion
Mix all ingredients well.
Refrigerate several hours.

El
El

Former Assistant Professor of Law in the School of Business at Kansas State University; Former
Associate Professor of Law in the School of Business at Murray State University.

11 years experience with criminal and civil trial practice.
Licensed to practice in the States of Kansas and Kentucky- Before the Federal District Courts of Kansas
and Kentucky: and Before the 6th Circiit Court of Appeals and the 10th Circuit Court of Appeals in
the federal Courts.

El
El

Familiarity with and experience in working with law enforcement officials and procedures_
Experience in dealing with the juvenile offender Former Honorary Probation Officer and Member of
the National Counci of Juvenile Court judges.

FOR YOUR NEXT COUNTY ATTORNEY, VOTE FOR A MAN WITH EXPERIENCE AND BACKGROUND IN DEALING WITN CRIMINAL
PROSECUTION.

25< coupon
good on the
Family Pack.

t
r25
OFF
on Choco-Diles
Family Pack
from Hostess.
4

25

25e

254i
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Eastern/Central Time
3:30/2:30 p.m.
TEACHING
CHILDREN TO READ No. 8
4:00/3-00 SESAME STREET

Ashland
BoMing Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington-Richmond
Louisville
Madisonville
Morehead
Murray MaYillsid
°wanton

5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM•
PANT
6:00/5:00 ONCE UP(11)1 A

Re-elect

WIMPY JONES
JAILER
The Qualified Candidate
Your Vote 4 Influence
Deeply Appreciated''
Political Ad Paid for by the candidate

ELECT
BENNIE
JACKSON
SHERIFF

WKAS 25
WKGB 53
WCVN 54
WKZT 23
WICHA 36
VVKLE 46
WKMJ 68
WKMA 35
WKMR 38
WKMU 21
WKON 52

TRANSLATORS
Barbourville
Boston-Sinter
Cowag.Creek -Eolia
FalmilLth
Louisa
Pineville
Whitesburg

CLASSIC "Hijack" A ruthless
teenager kidnaps three children
and forces them on a wild ocean
voyage adventure. (Captioned)
IR. from Sat.)
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES "Math
VII. Graphs"
7:30/6:30 CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN Growing potatoes. .
8:00/7:00 THE PALLISERS
Now Prime Minister, Plantagenet
heads a coalition government
formed to resolve England's dire
economic troubles.
9:00/8:00 THE AGE OF UNCERTAINTY John Kenneth
Galbraith hosts this 13-part ser_ies providing a penetrating and
witty tour through 200 years of
economic and political turmoil.
MASTERPIECE
10:00/9:00
THEATRE: POLDARK Ross
prevents a man from beating a
young urchin, who turns out to
be a young girl, Demelza. (R.
from Sun.)

FRIDAY,

For honesty and dependability

ELECT BENNIE JACKSON SHERIFF
Democratic Primary

Tuesday, May 24

Pod for by C'
, ,,ons To El.'*ono. Jackson Donald Cr ow-ford Treasure'

MAY

20

Eastern/Central Time
SONG BAG/
3:30/2:30 p.m.
MAGIC PAGES
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA AND
YOU
7:00/8:00 PESTS, PESTICIDES
AND SAFETY Labeling and federal pesticide legislation. (last in
series)
7:30/6:30 COMMENT ON KENTUCKY
WASHINGTON
8:00/7:00
WEEK IN REVIEW
8:30/7:30
WALL STREET
WEEK
9:00/8:00 AGRONSKV AT
LARGE
WOMAN "DES
9:30/8:30
Daughters and Sons" Conclusion of a two-part look at the
effects of the drug DES.
10:00/9:00 DOCUMENTARY
SHOWCASE "Kitty Hawk to.
Paris" The 'development., of
flight from the Wright Brothers
to Lindberg's transatlantic flight.

SATURDAY,

Here are some things I will do if elected your
sheriff: treat all people alike; rich, poor, black or
white; that is, to be fair and'equal to all citizens of
the county. I will be in the Sheriffs office during
regular working hours and ready to assist you when
needed at any time. I feel that the Sheriff's office
should be cared for in a business manner with upto-date records to support all cases. I will work with
other law enforcement officers - city, state, and
surrounding counties - in order to better serve you.
Elect a man who will keep the sheriff's office open
on Saturday's during the tax season.
I will put forth much effort in collecting
delinquent taxes in all areas of the county. I will be
firm, but understanding with the youth of our cornmunity4trying to keep respect for the law rather
than using force. I will attend all fiscal court meeting
sin order to keep abreast of the wants and needs of
Calloway Co. I will use what funds that the Fiscal
Court allocates to hire qualified men to patrol the
county at night or whereever needed at any given
time. If elected Sheriff, I will have a radio dispatcher
who may assist you at any time day or night in order to have the sheriff or deputy on the scene as
soon as possible. I will work with all agencies and
organizations on drug and alcohol problems in our
community trying to control them. To sum it all up,
I want to make your county a better place to live.

WKPI 22
WKSO 211

Pikeville
Somerset

MAY

21

Eastern/Central Time
TEACHING
8:00/7:00 a.m.
CHILDREN T(1 READ No__9
8:30/7:30 TEACHING CHILDREN TO READ No. 10
9:00/8:00 HUMAN
RELATIONS AND SCHOOL DISCIPLINE No. 9
9:30/8:30
HUMAN
RELATIONS AND SCHOOL DISCIPLINE No: 10
10:00/9:00
CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNING DISABILITIES No. 9
10:30/9:30
CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNING DISABILITIES No. 10
11:00/10:00
ITS EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
11:30/10:30 TEACHING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE
EVERY12:00/11:00
IT'S
BODY'S BUSINESS
CHUST
FOR
12:30/11:30
FANCY s
1:00/12:00
NEW SHAPES:
EDUCATION
1:30/12:30 PBS MOVIE THEATER: ITALIAN FILM FESTIVAL "Umberto 0" Vittorio de
Sica's classic story of an old
man and his dog and the universal problems of old age.(R from
Tues.)
3:00/2:00 CINEMA SHOWCASE
3:30/2:30
BOARD
THIS
SHALL COME TO ORDER A
look at the complexities of
merging the Louisville School
District and
the Jefferson
County Board of Education.
4:00/3:00 BLACK PER6PECTIVE ON THE NEWS
4:30/3:30 COMMENT ON KENTUCKY (signed) (R. from Fri.)
5:00/4:00
"The
NOVA
Tongues of Men" Conclusion of
a two-part program about the diversity of the world's languages,
and the consequences for mankind of that diversity. (Captioned)(R. from Wed.)
6:00/5:00 THE WAY IT WAS
"1964 Stanley Cup: Toronto
Maple Leafs versus Detroit Red
Wings"
6:30/5:30 THE 1977 STATE
MUSIC CONTEST
7:30/6:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Heidi" Heidi is left
with her grandfather in the first
episode of this children's classic.
8:00/7:00 LOWELL THOMAS
REMEMBERS "Benito Mussolini"
8:30/7:30 THE BEST OF
ERNIE KOVACS The last full-

12
64

9

66
10

e

TieclitasscLanklit Story]

length appearance of Kovacs'
famous character "Eugene" is
made on this show. (R. from
Wed.)
9:00/8:00 MOTHER TERESA
OF CALCUTTA Malcolm Muggeridge, writer and philosopher,
tells the incredible story of
India's Mother Teresa.
10:00/9:00
SOUNDSTAGE
-Dizzy Gillespie's Bebop Reunion
11:00/10:00
MONTY
PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS

SUNDAY,

MAY

The old four-room frame homestead had seen much in its many years.
but never quite what It experienced that day in 1972 when Carol and Dick
Thomas
began converting it into a modern restaurant

22

Eastern/Central Time
2:00/1:00 p.m. THE AGE OF
UNCERTAINTY
3:00/2:00 IN SEARCH OF
THE REAL AMERICA "Black
Progress" A hard look at the progress of black Americans over
the past 15 years. (R. from
Tues.)
3:30/2:30 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL -This Britain: Heritage of the Sea" Story
of a sea-faring people rich in tradition. (R. from Tues.)
4:30/3:30 BLACK JOURNAL
"A Visit With Alex Haley"
5:00/4:00 MOTHER TERESA
OF CALCUTTA
6:00/5:1p CROcKETTS VICTORY tARDEN Rose gardens
6:30/5:30 GRIEAT PERFORMANCES: HARD TIMES Second
in this four episode adaptation
of Charles Dickens classic. (R.
from Wed.)
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY MAGAZINE
8:00/7:00 PREVIN AND THE
PITTSBURGH
Jazz
pianist
Oscar Peterson joins Andre
Previn.
9:00/8:00
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: POLDARK After a
passionate encounter with Elizabeth, Ross drinks far into the
night, and Demelza, now 17 and
an attractive' young woman,
tries to comfort him.
10:00/9:00 ONEDIN LINE

MONDAY,

MAY

Workmen swarmed over the venerable stnicture. installing the latest
equipment, facilities and conveniences—a modern, efficient kitchen , •
ail conditioning . even indoor plumbing' Almost overnight. it seemed.
the three new dining rooms and salad bar began to bustle with happy guests who
had come to discover the delights of the Brass Lantern Restaurant

They must have liked what they found. because the original 76 seat
capacity was soon found to be inadequate Stage two was begun in 1973
The seating capacity was now doubled by the addition of a spacious
two-level dining area, a unique !wry area, and a bakony dining room
overlooking the large fireplace Rough rustic cedar paneling—accented by
red shag carpet—and our unusual wagon wheel chandeliers, and elegant
antiques combined to produce a dramatic new dimension in the area
But by the end of 1973, it was time for further expansion again

1

The Brass Lantern was created to be an unforgettable dining experience We
truly hope you enjoy your visit, and that you will come back again soon and often
Bon appetitl
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Western Kentucky's Most Unique Restaurant

The 'Blass GLanteffi

24

RESTAURANT

3:30/2:30 p.m.
TEACHING
CHILDREN TO READ No. 9
4:00/3:00 SESAME 'STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 STUDIO SEE A visit
with fourteen-year old pilot
Bubba Hutson.
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES "Math
VIII: Angles"
7:30/6:30 THE CAPTIONED
FRENCH CHEF "The Hollandaise Family"
8:00/7:00 THE KEY TO THE
UNIVERSE This science special
focuses on a string of recent
breakthroughs in man's quest
for an understanding of the
basic ingredients of all matter.
(Two hours)
10:00/9:00 PBS MOVIE THEATER:
SUPERNATURAL
FILM FESTIVAL "The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari" Emotion-packed
drama centers around an insane
asylum headed by a madman
whose sleep-walking assistant
kills while under a hypnotic
spell. (Filmed _ in Germany in
19191

WEDNESDAY, MAY

But thetrue appeal of the Brass Lantern is in its kitchen, where Carol and Dick
personally preside over the preparation and presentation of every Brass Lantern
specialty—from the unique salad bar to the U S choice beef loins carefully
trimmed, cut, and charbroiled to your liking . to their satisfying grasshopper pie
and desserts

23

Eastern/Central Time
3:30/2:30 p.m. HUMAN RELATIONS AND SCHOOL DISCIPLINE No. 9
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM-PAN Y
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
•
6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA AND
YOU .
7:00/6:00
FIRING LINE
8:00(7:00 DECADES OF DECISION "The Making of a
Rebel" dramatizes the decision
made by George Washington to
actively support the Rebel
cause.
9:00/8:00 COMMONWEALTH
CALL-IN -Water Safety"
10:00/9:00 CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT "The Skin You're
In" Skin care treatments and
products.
10:30/9:30 BOOKBEAT "Paul
Robeson" by Dorothy Gilliam

TUESDAY,
MAY
Eastern/Central Time

In 1974 the "Garden Room" was added The new dining room with its rough
cedar beams, ancient cobblestone bricks, antiques and personal mementos and
many varieties of plants created a whole new tri-level dining environment

11_ ROR k. ti)

cnieGBasscLanteat

INVITATIONAL DINNER CLUB
Meet Me At The Brass Lantern For...

OUR SPECIAL LET'S GET ACQUAINTED OFFER
aiser Tj1 BasscLanteM,

c

All items on our regular menu
are included in this fabulous
once in a lifetime offer including

.4ppetiaers
Chilled Tomato or Change Juice ...50
Crimpy French fried Wiishrootna . .. 1.25
Forme./Herring in sour cream . . 1.25
Shrimp in herb butter
1 Off
Extra Special.Steaks
From or
u Charbroiler
Served with het bead,salad bar
amd baked plate
Filet Mignon • Our Specialty
The %Memel steak if all We Ivy 11104 Peke
webers pale-lid %Modems,unholy trim sit all
M saner
um fat aad thee cif each steak by head.
bars
each sleek is shaped diffetently, nee
*mph each eme is weighed la amen paper size.
The.irm it incomparable and there's net as weca el waste.
Ile Queen Sia minces
6 75
The ling Tem Owns
9.75
Ai year wartrim fer a Wegner el
Onion limp
SO
Boneless Strip Sirloin
1190*Gain Wades strip MN we trimmed aid
''"N cif by heed le pm* tea anus el siting bi-

25

Eastern/Central Time
3:30/2:30 p.m. HUMAN RELATIGNS AND SCHOOL DISCIPLINE No. 10
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:,30 ELECTRIC COMPANY el

ATTENTION
POLITICAL CANDIDATES

MO NON IT WOKS
A Yew $15.95 yearly membership entitles you to
dime once. ma% for a fulmar,eintrong ttre hriest
Iona. service and atmosphere anywhere, comphments of the house You'll enpy The Brass Levi
ters's superb service, choice of menu and be
treated as an honored guest as a dinner Club member at The Brass Lenten
B The is a kmited membership age being made to
famidente Western Keeteckfs residents with the
excellent menu and service offered at The Brass

In order that we at The Murray Ledger & Times can
be completely fair with all candidates, we will not
publish any political advertising that contains new
charges or allegations against a candidate after our
Friday edition.

*emit "Strips" are net as Mader as "filets",
bet may steak expects prefer this cid
700
Now nog a side order if whole
Mushrooms in Gravy
100
Double Thick Pork (hop*
Tem,
sestet cart perk cheps-art charheisted le the peeper degree, as these inch-thick
chepswilbsjscya.dlil.fflawr
ISO
Neal bap bib are delicious on yew baked meats
25
Tenderloin Too...
Cheats if %Meg*tee small lob, called steaks
P late these delicious eettees...served with list
bread sad salad bat
Tetimb Slush Kabob
575
Cubes if bederlem, marinated in a 1119-1•4
net %editing and charbroiled as a skew with
mien, bons, grip pepper and M111111•0111. St(
led with rise.
Steal Siena,
525
Tiede pens if Het Angrier charbroiled amil
cembined with green peppers mid nentrielms in a
Mina% sad wine saws Send with rice.
BAP Nememeade Lampe .......
3.75
Lantern There are absolutely no gimmicks or hidden
features Your membership entitles you to dine at
The Brass Lantern once each month for a full year
and your dinner is free when accompanied by a PlIrtl
dinner of equal value so two cline for the price of
one And yes you can mix or match any dinners
even if one is tug* in price in this instance you
simply pay for the higher priced dinner
C You will receive a personalized wallet sire membership card entitling you your Mar& or business
associates to the 12 deluxe dinners at The Brass

Filled with ler meaty Mice maktrith Braes Lan
lens mead teederleie. Sewed with Freed beat
Sleakbergit Dow
3 50
On-third peed if greyed liedideim la a sesame
bee with Freed fries mod salad bat.
Gonna., Corner
hest
7 50
One-half crispy rousted mem deckling semi with
a tasty sauce
Chicken Amen
550
leneless stiffed chides breast 'tried ceder
varies' aliases - Cerise Bleu, A L1 lien, and ethers
mull'bey.
Sheep in Herb lifter
6.50
Mile peeled shrimp swimming is milled bulb,.
beefed with terry sad garlic. Served with rice.
Lobster Newberg
$50
Nice Ulster Peels in a creamy sherry sauce
nummm. Served with rice.
Tempting tasty.
Ma caste
tned
mnomeas
Onisa
50
Whet.
si gravy
100
Preach fried pebfees
SO
gated petite
50

van admit

Lantern and mu 00'0 men SbOul your dinner card
_until after dinner has been served Yes The Brass
lantern's two tot the price of one dinner club where
you'll copy 12 of the most memorable betimes out
imaginable
() This is definitely a limited membership offer,
When pour telephone rings, you will find a cheerful
local mice ready to completely explain this fabulous
once a a lifetime offer from The Brass Lantern

Yes, you are invited to enjoy 12 tabulets dinners for only 5)595 as part of
OVf special lets pt mquented offer by pining Invitational Dinners(limited
membership) offer at The Brass Lantern Western Kentucky s most unique
restavrant All items on our Menu are included in this fabulous offer where
you dine two for the price of one

Tjp Tfass GLanteffi RESTAURANT

Any advertisement containing new charges or
allegations against a candidate must be submitted to
the newspaper office not later than noon Thursday,
May 19.

AURORA KENTUCKY

Don't be disappointed. . . We won't be able to call
everyone... to be sure that you will receive your dinner
club membership, call 753-9445, 753-9418 or 753-9411
right now,as this is definitely a limited membership offer.
•
•a

Open at 5 p.m.
Open 7 Da yn/Week
Jurw. July. Aug.& Der.
(Armed Mon. St Tues,

April, May,Sept., Ors. St Nov.
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summer
saving

1111

11111111111111111111111111111111111111110011111111111111111111111111

Contact Capsules

Wella
Balsam
Shampoo

11 111"111

12-Hour Relief

Say-Rite's
Low Price

8 oz. $2.25 Value

CONTA

99

c

Save 96'

S.

44

:
OCreg

Save

The First Name
In Foot Care

$144
I Save

-On
Foot Powder

Say-Rite's
Low Price

Say-Rite's
Low Price

I

'1 oz. Reg.
$2.09 Value

Aqua Velva Musk

•

$14

Say-Rite's
Low Price

$128
Save
81e

28c

40

Say-Rite's
Low Price

Hon-Aspirin - 100's

patril

$2.38 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Billets Stainless Steel
Double Edge Blades
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Team-up In
Baseball Sweepstakes!

Reg.
Unsc.
Quick Dry

Say-Rite's
Low Price

*email-6ry-011y

Extra Strength

99

*Reg.
•X-Body
•X-Cond.
7 oz.
$1.99 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Nice 'N Easy
111110

when you buy any 4
of these fine brandsirom
Clairol Inc./Bristol-Myers
Products*
• oe atm store
•

TM( NIGHT TIM( RAIN RE LIE LE
Al

Vitalis

•

*Regular
*Super Hold

$1 44

Say-Rite's
Low Price

Save 86`
1,:&•/
-•.10
7

81*

*Regular
*Ult. Mold
*Unscented
8 oz.
$2.56 Value

$1.08
The Pump
Non-Aerosol

k‘;

Its, '4
1
)
10.0.

rum

$178Save
$1.59 Value
78'
gl_k Save
83* re.•

'

••

••

r.A'" •
..,47
4

The Squeegee

",

Black with Gold Line 5x7
Black with Gold Line 8x10

Si 18 save

Non-Aerosol

78 Save$

Say-Rite's
Low Price

,

Final Net

$2.86 Value

Nrcr

TRi 1111110 ST10111111111 1/1IS Cliii III

.‘• 2.
•
•

Conditioner

Nair Color
Shampoo

Excedrin PM. Excedrin
P.M. Excedrin lbo's
$2.30 Value
C $1.51"'sValue

ird

'

Save
Say-Rite's
86` Low Price
$1 7.Save 78'

.s-Excedrirt

;

Short & It
Sassy (,

12 oz. $2.56 Value

Save 60'

Save 52`

Savo $1.24

erbal Essence
Datril 500 Shampoo

$3.00RF IND
Save 56°

86

Clairol

50's $1.85 Value

$178

OLIO,OR•
ROLL.ON

••=.>4?
'

Made of Durable Acrylic

QOc
each

001101111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111110111101111111111111101iiiiim oiNhii,

Aeroxon Fly Catcher
No Fuss - No Muss
No Bother

Only 74c

Leaves Surfaces
Sparkling Clean
Our Price

93
2

.
• •• .
••

Touch 'N Spray

Irar
DISCOINT DRUG CESTERS,
:

Garden House
Norzle

111 111h.

93c

...._•••(•••••••••••IR
.

Savo 43'

15's $3.10 Value

,I I

Datril

1•11••• •••••••••

5's $1.20
Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

77'

Win a try lot two to born Wood Series
PIUS hunch eds
U S and Japan
ol prizes Acpy Velva's Pete Rose
World Series Vacation Sweepstakes
Details on package
.

1.5 oz.
$1.52 Talus

Tour Choice

Save 36*

96c
Save
536

1

Regular-Menthol
3 oz. $1.14 Value

Savo Us

Ban No11.0.

Certificate Frame

Save 22s

'

66C

1

•

Say-Rite's
Low Price

ICE BLUE

Wcvt-WwerriPiett

Afdd

Say-Rite's
Low Price

I

Lectric Shave

Save 95`

Say-Rite's
Low Price

4 oz.
$1.55 Value

AQUAyEtvA Aqua VelvaT'Gillette
I
SUPER STAINLESS
PETE ROSE 4 OL $1.49 Value
•
'•""milir7ww"'"_

4 oz. $3.00 Value
Good toward your next purchase
Look for the Lectric Shave
package won the 30c Ott coupor.

Non-Aerosol

2-504 Value

Good News!

_

Lectric
Shave

Desen
ex
Spray

Razors

t•

Bpi mai

3-it $188

••••••

Final Net

Good News
`wv tk.*

musk
A SPECIAL
. „. 1. ...
30t OFFER ON ..
Id!

C

6 oz.
$2.39
Value

1111011011

5 AOUA YE Lod

Low Price

Save
5T*

1000""'

ii iii

111111111111111111111 I

Absorbine 4 oz.
Jr. $2.09 Value
Antiseptic Soy-Rite's

88

Save 666
Save 38c
11111111111111111111

Say-Rite's
Low Price

BE NICE Ti TON FEET:

9

/
.
1
40
47

We Carry A Complete Line
Of Dr. Scholl's Products.
2 oz.
$1.45 Value
Say-Rite's
Low Price

5 oz. $1.15 Value
Reg.-Mint Flavors

17d

Ili

•X-Body
8 oz. $1.65 Value

Crest Toothpaste

Say-Rite's
Low Price

Where Your Health
Is Concerned, The
Best Possible Care
Is Needed... Depend
On Us.
Our Pharmacy
Is An Important
Link Between
You and Your
Physician.

Wella
Balsam
Condi
tioner
*Regular

EF

10's $1.95-Value

111111111 111

'
.44 ••

▪ •• •
• • ••
▪ •• • •
• ••• •
II • • •• •
• • •• •
• •••
••
•

•

STORE HOURS:

Auto Sponge

11
9 Sunday
Dailynd yy

Large Durable
Sponge...

1•1-fir Shopping Confer
Phone 753-1304

1111111111111
••• •-•"

Pt

r

•-•t•

I•;Vdtv„ittd.L.
„"-RHE4i.lrt•
•••.j...r,....r.1.7.P.
'..EAPP.

lui°1‘

101111"111

Ideal For Curved
Surfaces and
Recessed Areas

Say-Mite's Low Price
z.vet"
. -"ttr4

it

-s••.',t47,7"=.7iwr-rivtr.7",-

•
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Dear Consumer

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,MAY

Detvi-04611.

cli

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

Student Complains
About School Vandals

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Tor%
You grasp ideas easily, see
benefits to be gained where
others only note the obstacles.
Use your instincts NOW — and
go forward!

Buren
By Abigail Van
P V News SOd Inc

44:g

19, 1977

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) n!•Aic.
Pull down undesirable
barriers; recognize real obstacles to your progress. With
everything in clear focus, you
can plan your strategy more
effectively.
SAGMARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
With your personality and
persuasiveness, you can be an
effective influence in areas
where stumbling blocks have
been raised. Your spirit of
- enterprise stimulated.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
Avoid tendencies toward
haste, emotionalism. Study
proffered plans, proposals. New
advances indicated, but don't
lose interest in current projects.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You will face competition
now, but it won't stymie you.
Rather it will prove a
stimulating challenge. Get in
there — and win!
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some Complications indicated
in personal and (or) money
matters. Don't let false pride
keep you from asking advice, if
you're unable to cope.

TAURUS
67
(Apr. 2110 May 21) 6°
.13o not *age the actioris—df
others lightly — or with
- -suspicion. Study all factors
carefully and you will arrive at
in about all the more reliable conclusions.
DEAR ABBY:[am writing to compa l.
schoo
rotten things that go—on at oil? high
hall near study GEMINI
First, somebody broke the faucet in the
are just leav- (May 22 to June 21)
they
so
it.
did
who
hall, and they don't know
Your inherent foresight
.
drink
a
get
ing it broken. Now, nobody can
always places you in an
so
nearly
ooms,
bathr
the
Also, Some kids have been smoking in
us position. Put
tageo
advan
toilet
idual
indiv
now all the doors are removed from the
ts to work now,
though
best
your
dy!
any and all
outwit
rooms, and there is no privacy for anybo
can,
you
and,
should everyope
•-• I don't-think that's fair,.do• y,ou? Why
ition.
compet
kids do?
have to suffer because of what a few
BUGGED CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
s can't
ritie
Make no important decisions
autho
the
But
fair.
not
It's
ED:
DEAR BUGG
they
mid-afternoon. Too many
who
until
know
don't
they
se
becau
punish only the guilty
essary doubts and
will
unnec
ones
guilty
the
ing
figur
are, so they punish everyone,
ies could cloud peranxiet
are.
they
who
W
KNO
be punished by their peers—who
ceptiveness during the early
yesterday, and hours.
DEAR ABBY: I called on some friends tmas tree up?
Chris
their
had
still
LEO
would you believe they
a fully decorated (July 24 to Aug. 23)
Naturally I couldn't very well ignore
so
,
room
living
their
You can make unusual
eight-foot Christmas tree standing in
iful now as it was progress in Many. areas now.
beaut
as
just
is
tree
your
"My
I said,
long do you plan Get your mind clicking early,
when you put it up last December! How
and in tune with present trends.
on leaving it up?"
we
"Oh,
face,
ight
.stra
a
with
me
The lady answered
VIRGO
down. We've grown (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RP
haven't even thought about taking it
be
won't
es
needl
the
. Pay no attention to those who
accustomed to it. And it's plastic. so
express jaundiced viewpoints or
falling."
a
have
to
people
those who obviously nurse
Then I said, "It's quite unusual for
should call the
CounChristmas tree up in May. Perhaps you picture of it." unwarranted grudges. innate
a
teract ill wW with your
press and have them come,out and take
stion, and then good humor and sense of logic.,
She didn't even acknowledge my sugge
thing else.
'some
about
talk
to
ed
start
nd
her husba
tree in May LIBRA
Now, Abby, I ask you. Does a Christmas ? It might (Set. 24 to Oct. 23)
press
the
call
I
d
Shoul
you?
make any sense to
Stretch a point where it will
perhaps_ I should ring
„.....zoake an interesting news item. Or
pay elf later. A vote of conin
men
the
send
to
up the state institution and as them
fidence iksoMetimes necessary
wIfite coats with their butterfly nets.
to secure the ceoperation you
ONA
ARIZ
NAMELESS IN
need.
a
g
ntlin
Disma
dy.
anybo
call
Don't
DEAR NAMELESS:
it's their tree and•
Christmas tree is no small task, and since
until next Christtheir home,it's their right to leave it up
mind.
mas—which may be what they have in
a man who has
DEAR ABBY:lam considering marrying
both in our midbeen married before.(I have not:) We are
years and love
dle 30s, and have gone together for two
much should I
How
ion:
quest
My
.
much
very
each other
age?
marri
r
know aboutdfis forme
divorced, and he
When we first met he told me he was
ct again. I've held
has never made reference to that subje bring it up again.
off asking him any questions, hoping he'd
of my business.
I don't want to know anything that is none
nych is that?
Hout_
d.
shoul
I
as
much
as
know
to
but I want
CTJRIOUS
1977 by The Ch.cago Tr,bune

Foundation Planned
To Aid Consumers
By the Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health, Education and Welfare

enable
You the consumer have certain unali
e,
choic
of
right
the
n,
matio
to
infor
lights: the right
ts
lain
comp
the right to safety, the right to have
umer
satisfactorily resolved and the right to cons
education.
eduIn realizing the importance of consumer
with
),
(OCA
rs
Affai
umer
of
Cons
e
cation, the Offic
e
Stat
da
Flori
of
Mohr
an
Lilli
of
Dr.
tance
the assis
naa
of
University, recently proposed therxeation
to help
tional foundation for consumer education
etmark
the
in
y
ientl
consumers function more effic
tly
ligen
intel
e
more
cipat
parti
place and to help them
ss.
proce
ntal
in the governme

The foundation would as a catalyst to foster
e efforts
be a privately sponsored, .greater cooperativ
non-profit institution sup- by business, government and
ported by the educational educators.
The need for such a
community, government, labor and industry. The foun- foundation is supported by
the various surveys anddation would:__
• Function _ as A re- evaluations that point consource and clearinghouse to clusively to the insufficient
prevent wasteful duplica- development of consumer
tion -of consumer education education and the fact that
efforts and make informa- almost two-thirds of the
U.S. adult population pertion available so others can
ER — A man totes an umbrella in the rain past
build their programs on form less than proficiently RAIN WALK
ding
the
casca
courthouse plaza fountain at Dayton, Ohio.
done;
dy
mers.
been
alrea
consu
as
has
what
• Serve as -a referral
Consumer education enYOU BORN TODAY are en- center to disseminate appro- .compasses an 'understanding
dowed with a fine- mind; are priate information and ma- of consumer behavior, perterials and to link organiza- sonal economics and finance,
logical and keenly atutlytical in
your thinking. Because Taurus tions working on Va7ritus consumer issues and protec,?1* (!4+nsumer education. A private consumer
aspect, .
rules the throat, many noted
education foundation could
singers have been born in this
tion:
• Supplement ...existing Kovide for- the orderly dissector of the zodiac, and it
activities of -gthools, institu- persal of information tat
would pay.you to cultivate-your
voice. You would also make an tions.- Associations and com- will enable consumers to
achieve a greater self-knowlexcellent composer or a mercial enterprises engaged
edge and awareness of the
director in the operatic field. in con•urner education;
Writing appeals to you, but
• Conduct specific re- functions of the marketplace. It could also bring
whatever you wilt would be in search projects to fill in
a serious or Viilosophical vein where analysis and - experi- about behavioral changes,
— despite yotu• delightful sense. ence'demonstrate a lack of such as a reversal of the atof humor. Other fields in winich essential data and resources. titude .that the "system" is
you could follow a succesdul
Ti date, consumer edu- responsible for problems and
career: science (especially cation has been uncoordi- that only the Federal Govlaw,
the
medicine),
nated and _fragmented. OCA__ ernment can protect constatesmanship, agriculture,. feels that the jo¢ to "get it sumer interests.
education, publishing! Birth- all__ t,,izethwr" _can _best
.The ultimate _goal of a
Pol Ad Paid For Ely Conclodote
date of: Nellie Melba, world as:,umed by an adeiprately consumer education feanda.
ved
is
imprp
renowned prima donna
er,
howev
tion,
ific
scient
funded, credible
institution that would serve consumer welfare.

(led
BILL
BAILEY
JAILER

s that may
DEAR CURIOUS: Inquire only about thingHas he chilmarry.
you
d
shoul
her
toget
lives
your
rn
conce
ial responsibility?
dren? Is his former wife still his financ
they on friendly
Are
ce?
divor
for
ds
What were the groun
terms?
and you have a
This information is indeed your business
.
know
to
right
a personal
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For
Calif. 90069.
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A.,
e.
Enclose stamped,self-addressed envelope pleas

Murray Calloway Co. Park

SEASON POOL PASS
SALE!

lkaeoafsoumrusch as
2
1
/
ma

Passes may be purchased
now prior to pool opening

Family Pass -

$4504

Single Pass May Be Obtained At
Park Office10th & Payne St.

Spruce Up
Your Nest!

can
2lbs.of

•

bestThat's 120 delicious cups of coffee from America's
ks, smells
selling freeze-dried caffee:Taster's Choice." Loo
and tastes like ground roast.
Inn iiii
iiiii MI 111111111111110 MI
,UPON
CO
E
STOR
alt
;
cierzt
5t
vossiu
,WINS
1:10 fort
asocial

1 141

I
rooms look young
Fiat Wall Paint makes old
order Paint a
Spruce-Up Interior Acrylic
dries quickly, with no pointy
lly,
beautifu
Covers
again!
Complements mar
entertain in it that evening
up easily with
room in the afternoon,
Cleans
l beauty for years.
furnishings, retains its colorfu
little money can
the most beautiful paint a
soap ano water spruce-Up...

pa III 1410140011r0eastimef al purchaye
,a
dbollellosolkoodso Pisa a pintas
grataipsio to cow
saboa
tale.

I ELChellifedefitillit76.°164:liolte,dre
,.
iliiik ateroOrs Own ire.
o
'NNW and Kw/4so
I
mer

buy!

•

valve l, 1001 FOR REDEMPTION PIE

oe
i.Cd
'
uim
:
11R fruls
;::1°
TOd 0
a0:11.c:
'
me "
st
:
Itilem$e
Ile MOTU COMPMPE ME . P 0 Km
ism woof,.ii c 2498 cot i P GOOD

Save $2.50
Regular $8.99 per

gal.

NOW $649

MPANY
MURRAY LUMBER CO
PRONE 753.3161
104 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

I

OW TRU S A
GOOD EMU OR EASTERS NOICI

I

Fty/AC:11X

ICE'

TASTER'S CHO
7 ON ANY SIZE JAR OF
':97
'
rai 13(3:
100% FREEZE-DRIED COFFEE,
AUGUST
N
REGULAR OR DECAFFEINATED.
LIMIT ONE COUPON
PER JAR PURCHASED.
,. ...., gm .......,,..:51 161

504
II_ nu witel..._ • . , ., ....
brands.
s the leading nati'onal
h —
*I-ollowmg rccommended'servingdirection .ol

L

W,:riVitOg•P'Zgal

. ..-41.-”04111144110/0041~10e-i

'7

::"":777'

•
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Dress Code
En Courtroom?

BIG

"Kindly come back with a
necktie," said the judge to a
lawyer appearing before him in an
open-collared shirt: When the
lawyer refused to comply, the
judge cited him for contempt.
Was the judge acting within
the scope of his authority? An
appellate court held that he was
indeed.

11

ICI ,
iiiii&
G1
1•1C
1.1
l
.11:
_

5" x 7" OR 8" x 10"
"Historically," said the court,
"lawyers have been subject to regulation (tor judges) even in
matters so personal as the growth
of their beard or the cut of their
This doctrine is based on the
special role of lawyers as "officers
of the court." As such they are
axpected to show due deference to
the judge's standards of decorum,
90 long as those standards are
within reason.
Another case involved the flamboyant hat which a woman lawyer wore in court. Warned by the
judge, she returned the next day
wearing another hat,- equally
flamboyant.
The judge reprimanded her
ind, on appeal, his action was
ipheld by a higher court.
"There is no law on the subject
if women's hats," said the court.
'It is, *therefore, a matter that
vets within the discretion of the
ndividual judge."
There is some tendency bowwar, to go easier on laymen than
ni lawyers. In a traffic case the
lefendant was diked by the judge
to wear a tie and jacket. Even
hough the defendant could easily
lave done so, he refused as a
natter of principle.
And this time, an appellate
:court ruled that the defendant's
efusal did not amotint to conempt.
Pointing out that he had no
official role in the administration
of justice, the court said his
inconventional attire could not
airly be considered an obstacle to
he orderly processes of the law.
A public service feature of the
American Bar Associatims and
the Kentucky Bar Association.
MOM'S DAY HISTORY
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) —
14other's Day, first observed
lererin 1908, has origins going
lack to the ancient Greeks.
According to Hallmark remarcher Sally Hopkins, a
ipring festival was held annualy in Greece and Asia Minor
lonoring Cybele, goddess of naure and motherhood. This cusom spread to Rome about 250
3.C. as the festival of Hilaria,
('he three-day period of dancing
ind feasting began on the Ides
if March.'
Nowadays, Mother's Day is
:elebrated not only in the
Jnited States but in Austria,
:anada, Mexico, China, Japan,
lie West Indies, parts of Africa
ind in most South and Central
tmerican countries. To mark
he occasion, Americans are
mpected to send more than 200
nillion Mother's Day cards this
/ear.

Itorelco
Razor-Cut

--.
NO.

ii

,

, ..,

Electric Hair Trimmer

t,0-,)

-It's As Easy As
Coming Your Hair"

,

66

ti
$

Reg. 26.66 Sale

1

I

1

.

...,.....---

..

Features_ AM 'FM stereo ra,..: 0,
BSR !,
traok tape' plaver,I,3-spted.
cord changer .wti,h cue/pause ce trot, Diamond stylus and vol uri,
balance: tone controls.

Iiiti_
MODEL
FF354-V18K

GENERAL

(frA
Sport

FLIP
.4-. ,' -: g FLASH

11114'

' i
8 Fiji?ors
C3

Designed and
constructed of
high quality
materials and
workmanship to
take rough treatment

...Nip
qk...-• 4„,,,,

.

$433

,0.-s"

37

'

.
Oa'

,

PRINTING
CALCULATOR

80
0
REG.
99.00

'
1 memory; 10 digit.
"Canon touch" keyboard. AC only.

.---*R.."
,,- -. ..-..„,„.4.0,

CHARGER H

137
YOUR
CHOICE

•-

a

5

Ad Paid for by Candidate

Check
Your
Ad 1-0_, •

Wizard Everflash®
,.
INSTANT
0*

-

,2__,. ._.

,0

OlAiik,

,

.0

_..._

MODEL XF 1500

Allik :70-

Uses Polaroid SX-70 film. Built-in
electronic flash; electric eye controlled shutter. Automatic film advance and print ejector.

master maroe
. ....... .:

,

-

--2_4
1
1

.

HirsH .
SHELF

Model 409

-

=

lai-)
---- -

CAMERA

"'a'.iLl

37aEG8•

•

42.88

30
$666

Features
distance
finder;
electronic
shutter, silicon photosensor. A crank
easily ejects lir,rfree *onnts,

Model TB4002
8-digitidisr .i.. Automatic cons' '. Uses
.1aptor.
batteries. i
"Canon tci
'' keyboard'.

Highest quality all steel construetion, silver
pebble grain shelves, and grey parts, easy to
assemble.

brcither

-_,.

,
1.

i

. ,. .

IIMINCOMMII

----,-4,
• ..)

moDFL_

,,,

3t7,4. .4at..
4.,r

brother

•

,'

With 12" carriage and electric repeat keys.
Full 88 character office keyboard. Conven. ient tabulator, variable tine spacer. 2 color ribbon position and stencil selector.
--- Touch adjustment. Picalite type style. Separate moHed carrying case.
im

,
-FACADE L
3012

SEWING MACHINE
00
REG, 74.88
Speed, ease and .perfect
in one' Has
_o
drop-feed, built-in darner and light: hinged
pressure foot, and self-stop bobbin winder.

LADIES
MACRAME FASHION

,_,

88
$21

'
Twin lens system, standard lens for regular
shots, portrait lens for close-ups.

;
I ••

__

ppS
edLwIN
„,
G

cwNuar ats
I

.

5
hu r;_o
a nl
ed0reoipie
in er
r3s
,f:
7i , • i
'
c
l
o:Pl:i c::.:, :

,

Teens & Ladies size-. ,
.
,

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun. '' '

1E30 ____--INSTANT
rii

i

Twin-Lens
CAMERA

5977 ,,

KODAK EK4

I

Keystone

CAMERA

.

ar•
Adv•rt,sers
requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
corr•ction
Thus
newspaper will be
responsible for only
one incorrect nserhon
ANY ERROR SHOULD&
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
Y. SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTL Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

:,.

Replaces expensive flashbars. Less than
2¢ per flash iafter initial ro.rr riar••i .

..
FAi— .

88 14400

Compact manual portable with full size 84
character keyboard. Includes half spacing,
hand set margins and paper bale scale.
Has 2-color ribbon, plus stencil position. A
Convenient top lid included.

Check the
Qualifications
Then Hire a Vet

,

—

ELECTRIC
_-.-. TYPEWRITER
TYPEWRITER.°
- ..4,•tm...P.,-..e.,
_._
Ea -

.,A---

2497

FILM

88

brother

001-1

FOR
POLAROID
PRONTO

'

.... PALMTRONIC •
8S
CALCULATOR
LJWW.
CDUCIII
00CAN

- L-i-ght we4gIvt.„ handsome st yt-..
Maintenance-kee de.-. rim.
,
sign. 5 time functions controlled ty s-ingle "coMmalld
button. Eisv-to7read display.

electronic
flash

KODACOLOR
110-20 OR 126-20

Canon

Callon

'I 78.

i

ITT Magicflash'
i

_

t. .---

•

.,,0[DEL

V Kodak

i I nteed

DIGITAL
WATCR

.4J

..........filrn

. 1---

i
Is
''. ;1
-01
-'0--116
lit MODEL
10
1
P1010
...
N..-----

H

REG. 26.88
. -_
A time_ly gift! -. Assorted famous name
watches -for. your favorite student.
-

Noma..
Kodak film

F.;-.-..,_;. 1 '‘,-i

Flash array with eight q
flashes.

Ur

Am_ cw.owie...iew

ft 2100

, - ;.;.;
.ii.H...nir,

•- 1$1

.
'
t .

Bag

2.88

ViW1 .1[,1

Texas Instruments

WATCHES

.

ELECTRIC

.....
i\
--,.......

n

1

,.,

- i ----. -"roii)11 ,..1.;
:, 0
:::5---,10

8" x 10"

FAMOUS NAME
MENS & WOMENS

.?,

!;p
.
00
1_ . .

,...
,...
\ , i ,...
•r

227

_ .

%
,T-:.-•

All purpose will frames in Black or
Walnut. Die-cut easel back, built-in
'IangInci feature.

nic

with 2 SPEAKERS

. . . _ _ ,„ .- - -

1
if

_ _

STEREO

-*' -

%)...

YOUR
CHOICE

i ''

Efeciro

•_„

5" x 7.

FOR 1

$
2
1

Anatill

„
PHOTO
, FRAME

PHOTO
%
,
FRAMES o‘ '.'
4 . ,0

I\

-

753-8777

Equal Opportunity Employer
1.1mit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parkin i'

"'

BANKAMERICARD
,.,4,,,, 4.

l'
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COST CUTTERS

er

7
'
TER

COST CUTTER WINDED mia SPECIALS:
Whenever we get a special manufacturer's
allowance, we pass the savings on to you.
These reductions are usually good for =re than
one week

Shop when it's
convenient for you

MAT IDAdeliT15. 410 masa,. 16 AsI.Anessos bermI cosset ss no ortolan
ermined wirer substwer••csairumbhe brwr et •errs
CAIR1 kg the
rem fOu I
ervertesel sperr a4ter pric• 0,11/110 withal 30 dors ME GUAl= WHAT
IR Sall If yew me •ew
rweerhor ear•Itragar porriew Iwo esperie fa. a..in raker/ pa a...1
IN NAVE

U.S.Gov't. Graded

Ili. GOVT. GRADED 010Ia SONILISS

Choice

Flat Brisket

ROUND
STEAK

010IC1 LAMS

V.S.D.A. CNOICE

Leg 0' Lamb

A T0041
.
YOU.Li Ai wArys

Sliced Bacon
Pork Sausage
KROGER BY TIN

$128
LB. •

krotor Jambe

LB.$1 79

DINNER
FRANKS

U.S. GOV'T. GRANO (1101C1 MAHE T PAX

Cube Steaks
VIIIOU OA MANX MALI

INN Fresh Hams

LB 994
5L85.$195

Fryer Livers

lb.

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice

Hickory

Coonhy Style Sub

SHOULDER
ROAST

Fresh Ptak Style

CENTER-CUT
CHUCK STEAK

SMOKED
PICNICS

SLICED
BACON

PORK
ROAST

79c

$118

lb.

lb.

1 8

lb.

r

P'4

MOUNTAIN
DEW
DRINKS

i
f.
4

Pizza

ifEN

Beef Side
Forequarter

avg.S

155-1115 LBS.

Hindquarter

ALLOW 3-5 DAYS
FOR PREPARATION

!I:I[COST-CUTTER COUPON]
III VI
Quartered

KROGER
TEA BAGS

C

;

Plus Deposit

k

4
;
•

Doi53c

111111111II

$10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO ALL THREE COUPONS.

$1
/444‘,AA
SANDIMCN OS

u%

Hot Dog Buns

2

12OZ
PUGS

9.5

Kroger Rolls

This week's feature
54 oz. or
,$1
oniv AL.29

now semi
$1 Cheese Food

A74
ma -v

1601.•

3

$1

ROOM CRT

Green Beans
Vegetables

2.19
;

30SC
II $ 1 1

Waterproof fveready

.1
49w
5.,
alo n

COST CUTTER COUPON im MO Im

.
11 Regalia or Unscented
1 FINAL
NET

I

$.3129
0,..

with this coupon limit on.

I, iipires May 24th

IMported Fancy

WHITE
GRAPES

88`

BOAKO FOAM

r.....•

a

la 01
CANS

AdemilallY

I
I

-6

Red Ripe

A
•
IL •
•o

.• 47 Telles For EU Price of 40

$
se.

0

2n 4
u7

Vio 111 LCOST CUTTER C0UPE:1E4MM:

1 302.
MEG.

77c

794 r PILLSOUR

6

Candy Bars

Ls.
FLOUR
11111111111111111145
n1

aksSAG
min_with this coupon Limit one
pi
Exres
May 74i

ASSORTED IMMO
PAK$ 1

7

O
17.1
09
4
3

P IPAIrCOST (UTTER COUPON11111110

•

OIL MONTI

Golden Corn

WORTH 30' OFF

toward the purr hose of 17 or con of
ILICI1K PERI

we

Roston, Remeine Of

CALIFORNIA
ARTICHOKES

RED LEAF
LETTUCE

MAX PAX COFFEE

this coupon limit one Expires May 24th
:111111111111.111.11II

•

I:if:cost cuiTIF couPoN]lillie
ASSOITIO VARIETIES

-.10frff HEINZ
...RELISH
iMeM with
this

3

mi
e

NM

Yu. oi 41 al•
Expires
.1An

coupon limit one

May
?iIIIIIIuIIIIIuIIuuu
24„
i145

u $1 67

FLOATING
LANTERN

7

M

*se. PLAIN OR SELF•RNNIG

2ts1 3f.sl 3 $1 CIP

I

ma t EAST

I.5 02

vat

CALIFORNIA
BROCCOLI

PAIN KUM

Geritol

7

Fancy

SHORT & SASSY, $129
CONDITIONER "b:1:
1
ITI OF
100

3

M

7n4 Oxydol Detergent ":011$1 45'

124: 99' Glazed Donuts

MR with

Garden

Nog. or With Body

:
LA my
/

41: 654 Totino Pizza

ritroger

HOME & FAMILY NEEDS

.
2 70c

ASSORTE
BA
DRIUM

KROGER MI110

Vienna Sausage

P4.

MOIR

3s.$1 Margarine

502.
CAIIS

BANQUET
POT PIES
‘441011.

csnsW
WED AMMAN

KROGER

IL 0,
0
"

Del Monte

17 ot

DOUR 01511 051

Salad Mustard

Asserted Moat

3

oz.$1

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL
irft
GARDEN
PEAS

-

BROWN & SIM

Americana
Glass Containers

11111

lpftly .

`%A

cons

1=1

MN

411.1411.„,„ 0>-A,
PORK &
- HUNGRY JACK&
BEANS IgA2 .1 BISCUITS
Kroger

EGGS

Ice Chest

11E111

_Ns

111011,1111

Medium

Ban Roll-On

ONE
IME
IMM
ERN

KRAFT
PARKAY

-1r
-

01000RAFIT

30
t55 $26
95
All FOR

MN ....
mm..
100 ct.
'
IMII me
box
Mil
i
;kilt
1 with this coupon and '10 00 purchase'excludingitems prohibited b 8.1.
ME 11
11111
.
min == with this coupon and '10 00 purchase exciudirg
items prohibited by .1.1 ilm with this coupon and '10 00 purchase ticketing items prohibited
in low and in oddition to the cost of coupon
chondise Subiect to En .111. law and in addition to the cost of
coupon merchondis• Sublect to
opplicoble foxes limit one Expires May 24th
OM law odd in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Subleci by
to
applicable
taxes
limit
one
Expires
May
24th
M
appricoble totes limit one Expires May 24th
m
m m
m
MI

1 1 1
,i.

Hair Color

BONUS
BUNDLE

%.854
Pb. 75
i1.954

150-1110 LBS.

leg. oriced

EMI
MIN Es
=RI so
=II um
MN ...
--,..=

STOCK THE FREEZER I

5 LBS. ROUND STEAK
5 LBS. PORK STEAK
5 LBS. GROUND REEF
.5 MS. FRYER WARMS
LBS. KROGER WIENERS
'
5 LBS. SAUSAGE
(C.rtle 8 or Hunter I

320-360 LBS.

TURKEYS

79c

8.5 oz.
tube

08Bottles

Excedrin

each

FREEZER SALE

sdalIsn

IIECOST-CUTTER COUPONJIHL:

smo
(
ow.
41
im sr

'CliirEli
TOOTHPASTE

Celeste

10.14 Pb.

[COST -CUTTER COUPON]IIIL
I

120Z.

CIIIEVFE

.59c

lb.

Lunch Meats
U.S. GOV'T. GRADED

i

Fort
okly$

794
994

Le

IMOGIR ASSORT'',

Heater
MEAT
WIENERS

99c

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice

98c

Plea

Jumbo Bologna

U.S. GOVT GRADED CROKE BONELESS

Round
Bone

120,9 19

JIMMY DWI

ne
STEAK
1010o ,vw"_
4
diti
°.IS
"IR IIMOVED

omm Boston Roll Roast

Filimmilimium

LS.$ 1 59

006€R K.K.

FULL cGun
aEAR0
"outdo
T

lb.

COST-CUTTER COUPC7N311111110

Ls. 994

Shoulder Roast

28

USDA
CHOICE
WORTH $3 OFF
toward the purchase of either on lb conned
COUNTRY,,C,14,1B HAM
GLENDALE
'wBONELESS HAM

Except from
Midnight Saturday
to 8 a.m. Sunday

COST CUTTER "MB WEIII1 SPECIAL":
Each week deep-cut specials in all
departments, plus bonus coupons for extra
savings. Cost Cutter "This week's Special"
signs will locate these volues for you.

Prices effective through Tuesday, May 24th.
Quantity right reserved. Copyright 1977 The Kroger Co.

Cok9er

24 HOURS

Help Trim Your Food Budge

COSit

tO*

OPEN

(*

4.

,

SALAD
TOMATOES

m.59

atatateres OR

Bell Peppers
LS.

694

FOR
3 BOIS

'1

Asparagus

WORTH 254 OFF

toward the purchase of 1 lb bog

IM•
es6

CALIFORNIA

NIECOST CUTTER COUP0111111111

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE 'I'm
dm with this coupon limit
one Expires May 24th

CALIFORNIA GRIER TOP

Carrots
All KAROO

Mr. Juicy Drinks

Ci

Pr
o lECOST

•

10

-a-,

PLS.

2

MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

4

LA.
BAG

1:111
.
cosT curmt

894
r

/

FlANIINOTON SY MILO FANCY

Gold Delicious Apples

Li

SIIIMIST MKT tee SIZE

Juice Lemons

um

ll with this coupon limit one Expires Moy 24th

WRIST FANCY

Juice Oranges

the PurcPcsi of WI pot

ORANGE JUICE

FANCY CALIFORNIA

Avocados

toward

1111..12

cuni. couPoN]

WORTH 20' OFF

12

FOlt

48'

)

''

c0ur0v311111.!

WORTH 40' OFF

MEI

toward the purchase of 20th bog

um

RED POTATOES
with this coupon limit one Ewes May 24i.
1111111111111111111e
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NANCY

• Bail Jumping

PEANUTS

U./ELL
TRATS THE
FIRST SET
PARTNER.

(I BET YOU HAD _A BALL
AT IRMA'S BIG PARTY

'Reduced

LfOtiRE
PLAYING
VERY WELL

''vt IN
THE ZONE,
KID!

IF At? PARTNER,HECE,
DOESN'T BLAP AN' MORE
!

qOU'RE NOT 6ONNA SLAP
ANq MORE PUT-ALL/k?S,
AgE q0U,PARTNER ?

JP I WouLDN'T
y

•

By State

THINK

OF 7!

Bond System

BEETLE BAILEY

•

•

aan at an
hock far ya•
aw WI wor

19c
79'
99"

9c

Ps

amMle

II

WASHINGTON (AP)
A
.congressional subcommittee
has been told that bail jurn-.ping has been greatly reduced
In Kentucky since it state-run
,bail bonding system was instituted to replace commercial bonding.
Jefferson
County
Commonwealth's Atty. David
Armstrong told the panel that
98 per cent of those released
without the required financial
'deposittshave shown up for
trial, compared with a 25 per
cent rate before the Kentucky
'General Assembly revised the
system in 1976.
The legislature banned
commercial bail bonding
firms and gave judges greater
, flexibility in setting bail and in
releasing persons, either on
their own recognizance or
under supervision.
• Armstrong told the subcommittee headed by Rep.
Romano Mazzoli, D-Ky., that
another major reform was the
creation of an agency that
screens
individuals
to
determine how their pretrial!
release should be handled
Mazzolt's committeeS is
:studying bail bond reforms for
the District of Columbia.
"Thus far, only 6 per cent of
• those individuals who have
qualified for release on their
own recognizance or under
supervision of the pretrial
;agency in our circuit have
• been rearrested while on
bond," said Armstrong.
He added that only 13 ",bail
jump" indictments had to be
returned in Jefferson County
,for those failing to appear in
;felony cases.

I HAD A BALL AND HE
HAD A BRAWL

TelERE! MY
1,E6K
CLEARED
FOR ACTION!

ToiERE IONT
ANYTAIN6 ON
•fOLIR, AGENDA
FOR TODAY,

L'RAT IT.' IT* NO FUN \I
C.LEARIN6 MY PEEK
IF TWEE )*NT
ACTION/

Ulugi

-

1Q77 Un ie0 healur• Sru1.01e Inc

•

THE PHANTOM

BLONDIE
HONEY, 1M i-EAVING
TO GO SHOPPING
NOW

COULD YOU
SPARE A
TEN • SPOT'
,

•

[IL ABNER
THANK YOu,

SHE'S ONE OF NE 1../ORLD'S

LEADING AUTI4ORITiES ON
SPOT REstioviNG,

?2--514E5 PAY/W'1-10161200 Fo/c.

-/-11-/8-,7ERiiv(i0Y7-1/ 41EAL'-/FLL,67 -5a?-)
POLOYVLI75-75 711'LA5TOALC_- 41-/AW PAY fro'kv,i-11
577LL
WA5henfroN

TAP COFFEE-11300FO'
TiPP/N/1//M $5-bo

ACROSS
1 Betrayer
‘r
(slang)
-,•. 4 Grasps
, 9 The urial
'12 Goddess of
13 p(PPer
•'••14 Insect egg
,-.15 Surgical
saw
,
'-• 17 Bear

a

DOWN

1 Soak
2 Ventilate
3 Earthquake
4 Merry
5 Hurried

116110
,
1:

All At

WHOLESALE
.PRICES

Cameral Confer 753-18115

.„
WATKINS
FOR
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

.1A:.` Ti
gZb

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

HAVING A YARD Sale?
Pick-up free signs,
Murray Muffler, 7th and
Maple St.

ono canon nnn
nmnoo oononon
OMAA ROA
OMPIPMRO nnnno
MP APROH HAAR
nmn oonmn man

HMO MOM MM
nnunnrin
mai Uouu
HUOPEIMO MAAR
fiSh
7 Real estate WIPP MAMR0 RPP
Map
OOP 015100H non

WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDL1NE, 7538333.
BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray,Ky.
Call 753-1272.

25 Wise
40 Venetian
persons
rulers
26 Wear away 42 Ethiopian
28 Note of
title
scale
44 Trial
29 Ireland
45 At this place
32 Run off
46 Greek letter
33 Compass
47 Wheel track
point
48 Number
36 Eagles
49 Man's name
nests
60 Knock
38 Decayed
53 preposition

FLEA
MAIKET
Saturday, May 21, at
Martins Chapel Church.
Sponsored by United
Methodist Women.
JESUS STATES in
Matthew 24:13, 14. "But
he that shall endure unto
the end, the same shall
be saved. And this
gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all
the world for a witness
unto all nations and then
shall the end come." For
further
information
consult your Bible, for
assistance call 753-0984.

United Feature Syndicate. nc.

Re-elect

Howard
Koenen
(Manager Starks Hardware)
For

Murray City
Council
_
(Ward B)
Political Ad Paid for by Candidate

3

TV Towers
Rotors
Antennas

•

6 Cyprtnoid

8 Surgical
thread
witness to
- 19 Insane
9 Scoffs
'fr'20 Retail
10 Pronoun
, establishmer 11 Unit of
' 21 Frame of
Siamese
currency
mind
23 Greek letter 16 Cushion
' 24 Pertaining
18 Jogs
to Norway
20 Peaks
•, 27 Be mistaken 21 Intended
'• 28 Heavy
22 Command
23 Majority
•
volume
30 Former
Russian
ruler
•
-1_ 31 Paid notice
32 Discharge
34 Proceed
35 Approach
37 Weary
38 Crimson
39 Walk on
41 Symbol for
tellurium
42 Flower.'43 DisturbanCei
45 Chapeau
46 Crouch in
fear
•2•48 Canopy over
bed
1.:
..51 Tint
.:52 Chemical
. corn und
54 Gui 's high
note
55 Possessive
pronoun
56 Rock
57 Pinch,
Distr. by

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
z 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

Til Service
Center

LJOIR CIFJUHALI

•

2 Notice

$200 REWARD for information leading to
recovery of the items
mentioned stolen from
pickup truck at Wildcat
boat ramp recently.
Model 70 Winchester,
220 Swift Rifle with 8
power, Baush and Lomb
Scope, Model 39A
Marlin, 22 caliber rifle
with 4 power scope. 290
-Colt CB 40 channel. Call
Calloway Sheriff, or 6536404.

THO5E THREE
I SAW THEM,
ON THE RATH.

5-1

; Crossword Puzzler

45
114

Hurry in now during
our once-a-year
"Wake Up to Value Days"
Biggest mattress savings
event of the year! Exact
same Sealy with these quality
features sold daily at higher
prices. Hundreds of twice-tempered coils and exclusive torsion
bar foundation add firmness.
Beautiful decorator cover luxury
quilted for lasting comfort. Great
buy at these reductions!

HOUSE OF THOUSANDS, Murrays only
complete needle craft
shop Fox Meadows
South 113th Street. 753:1855
15
per cent
discount to Senior
citizens
LOSE

WEIGHT safe,
fast, easy with the
Diadex plan available
without prescription at
your drugstore. Dale
and Stubblefield, Rexall
Drugs.

Was $219.95

4 In Memory

PLATE LUNCHES
AM - 3 PM

5

11:

•

EVERYDAY EXCEPT SATURDAY
*Meat
02Vetetables
$1 95
oliread
Your Choice Of

1 MEATS, 6 VEGETABLES, 4 BREADS

We're headquarters for the best

St

SEALY POSTUREPEDIC
Featuring the Unique Back Support System in a complete choice
of comfort,firmness and modern size. Designed in cooperation
with leading orthopedic surgeons for firm support without
sacrificing comfort.
-cat

.King 3-pr set

THE NEW
•

•

tl

I‘V Cil
FAMILY RESTAURANT

Under New Management 5-Points

Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!

•
at

1 II
151 11 1 1 1.11,/,,

Sit Ii

IN MEMORY of G.W
iGuias) Tidwell, a
husband, daddy and a
grandpa. One year ago
on May 18, 1976 we
watched as you 'slipped
away from us, out of this
walk of life.- It hurt but
after all that humility
possibly was done. We
realized that God knew
best. The love you
showed for us is still so
real. May we live one
day at a time as you did,
may we be as happy and
cheerful to the very last
as you were. Thank you
for the kind and encouraging words you
always had for us. You
spoke of us as your little
family, you will always
be missed by us. Wife,
Aildie M. Hanelinei
Tidwell, Daughter,
Bronzie N. Coleman and
_family; '
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1.11 melt.
5 Lost And Found

6 Help Wanted

EXWANTED
short
PERIENCED
order cook, 2 exwaitresses.
perienced
Steady work. Above
average pay. Ky. Lake
LOST BLACK and white
Lodge Restaurant in
spotted puppy. Named.
Aurora, Ky. Call 474Alfred. Approximately
2259.
30 lbs, approximately 6,
months old. If you see
him or have information
please contact Nancy or
Charlie Carpenter, 710,-2
Poplar, call 753-0893,
home, 762-3735 office.
LOST BLACK and gray
frames. Glasses cut
hexagon. Call 435-4302.

SALESPERSON

6 Help Wanted

HELP WANTED
Women or College
girls for full or part
time telephone work.
Good pay pleasant
surroundings, absolutely no experience
necessary. Apply in
person Wed., May 18,
10 a.m.-5 p.m. Miss
Hickey, Suite 111,
Holiday Inn.

Full time, 5 day
week. Excellent
working conditions. Good fringe
benefits. Apply at
Brights on Court
Square.

PEOPLE SEEKING
OPBUSINESS
PORtUNITY. A good
business with a good
income. No risk. For
appointment call 7533763.

10 Business Opportunity

WANTED
Owner Operettas, reliable
people with Namable tractors. Top isponaers make in
@cress el $50,000 per year.
Call Yawn Transport lac.,
Paducah, Ky. 443-1731

IS YOUR
BUSINESS
FOR SALE?

15 Articles For Sale
USED AIR conditioner.
Call 753-9104 or 753-1551,
Dill electric.
SPRING SPECIAL
PAINT SALE. Hanna
first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
sale $6.00 per "gallon.
Hanna semi-gloss
enamel regular, $10,
sale, $8.00 per gallon.
Lumber
Murray
Company,753-3161.

For Fast Confidential Service
Call 471-1930 or 471-4021
Or Write

BYERFINDER
SYSTEM

GRASS HOG cuts grass
and weeds with fish line.
Power by gasoline
engine. Only $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

Sikeston, Mo.

16 Home Furnishings
14 Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. Call 7539232.
BURLEY TOBACCO
plants. Call 489-2711.

DESK WITH chair, $30.
Early American couch,
$50. Male end tables,$55
set. Couch and chair,
$50. Chrome dinette set,
$35. Macrame plant
hanger, $3.50 and up.
Call 492-8469 or 492-8307
after 6.

20 Sports Eq uipment
SUPER SLICK, low
profile new 1977 Apollo
6
jet boats. Call 527-143
days or 5274814 nights.
ds
Located at Edwar
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
Benton, Ky.
2 H.P. Johnson for sail
/
11
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
rnotor..35 h.p. Evinrude.
Call 7534127.
22 Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Poet Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
BALDWIN 9 FT. concert
grand piano used.. Have
other new and used
Grand Pianos. Baldwin
Pianos and Organs.
Lollard° Piano Company, across from Post
Office,Paris,Tenn.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball am!
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

17 Mobile Home Sales
1974 LAFAYETTE 2
bedroom, 12 x 65. With
washer and dryer. See
at Riviera Cts, or call
753-3280.

72
x
12
1973
2
TOWNHOUSE,
bedrooms, 1 bath, living
room, den with bar,
kitchen, all large rooms.
Extra nice. Must see to
appreciate. Call 436-5455
after 5 p.m.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 703
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 yeast
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-3475457, Puryear, Tenn.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
all house furniture. $45
month. East of Almo.
Call 753-6791.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

37 Lioestoci4

Supplies

PERFORMANCE tested
Va and % blood Slim
mental and MaineAnjou bulls. Only the
very best performance
bulls. Selected from
over 1,000. Cows are
being offered for sale.
Broad Bent Farms,
Cadiz, Ky. 42211. Call
day 235-5182, night 2355170.
38 Pet, Sip:..
FOX
MINIATURE
Terrier puppies. Excellent family pets. Call
7534505.

AKC
MINIATURE
Poodle pups. White 1
male and 1 female. Call.
436-2745.
FEMALE REGISTERED
Walker Coonhound. Call
436-5650.
GERMAN SHEPHERD
puppies. AKC. Blacksilver. From $75-up. Jim
Diggs, Paris, Term. 1901-642-9200 or 1-9014424724.

312,
43 Real Estate

43 Real

OWNER SAYS SELL"
Income property. . . 2
story frame house near
university, 2 apartments, central gas heat,
2car garage... Make an
offer. Call LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS now!
753-1492.

Wilson

[

• war..-4,V,
.4404,..mor ...rarer:mom,"•

Kelley's Termite
81 Pest Control
14*

;.",-**wo

41 -rrAr veres.m. •.
_'
•

1.2 WA Oh km,
Plum 153-3363

PROFESSIONALLY
4DECORATED
oom, brick and
'bedr
MINT CONDITION - 3
masonite, 2-story home.
frame,
bedroom
Located in a peaceful
fireplace, dining room,
y setting on Ford
countr
electric heat, screened
juit a shorl
Road,
porch.. Well landscaped
distance SW of Murray
with many shade trees.
city limits. Has many
Close to shopping
es that accent the
featur
centers. Low 30's.
tfulness of the
though
Waldrop Real Estate
and lay-out. Call
design
Agency, 206 South 4th,
Nasal Realty for an
75S-5646.
appointment. 753-3744.
Multiple
Member
Listing Service.
FURNISHED 2-bedroom
lake area cottage.
Unbelievably low priced
South 12th at *censors
at $6,750. Approximately
TELEPHONE 7531851
2 blocks from Kentucky
Lake, on a shaded lot.
Must see to appreciate.
CRAPPIE HOLLOW Owner lives out of state
double lot on 280 and
and is unable to utilize.
Lakeway Shores plus
Phone 753-3744, Stinson
mobile home. Excellent
field,
Realty Co. Member
septic
well. 200'
Multiple Listing Serwide driveways. Nice
vice.
trees. Good business
potential. $7800. By
PANORAMA SHORES owner. Call 436-2538.
We have listed a 2
bedroom 10 x 52 mobile
home furnished with
ODOM IIIALTT CO.
1375,Pep,Desesa.ty.
electric heat, electric
517-1451
fireplace, and air
arm Cadistruy Cleft
conditioner. This mobile
437-4051
home is underpinned
and has a concrete
porch with wrought iron
RETIRED AND looking
rails and sidewalk.
Or
for a place to live?
Priced at st,eoe.Call-for
are you looking for
details about these lake
Look
ty?
rental proper
properties, or come by
no further! Consider this
Majors Real
Boyd
two
d,
painte
recently
N. 12th, 753105
,
Mate
bedroom, house on
,8080.
Priced
.
Street
Mb
South
for any pocketbook,
under $10,000.00. Call
today for an apWALDROP REAL ESTATE
pointment. John C.
2s6 5.46 Wrest
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
753-S644
or
Main St., 753-0101
Ow Wing faseded.
Brice Ratterree 7535921.

WOULD LIKE to buy SEARS ,1 '..BROWN
lady for
naugahyde couch and
registered wire haired
BARBER WITH styling NEAT,MATURE
afternoon
permanent
chair. $75. Call 753-3604.
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
experience. Call The
31 Want To Rent
ished
establ
with
n
positio
ah
9.
of
Paduc
753-566
Mans World
39 Pau.ty, Suppl,es
sales
firm,
s
y
Cleaner
Murra
11 Vacuum
for interview, 443-1807.
S to rent
LE
WANT
COUP
ring
answe
counter,
FEATHERBEDS
2 bedroom house or
23 Exterminating
phone, writing orders,
ELECTROLUX SALES
PAYING top price. Call
'HELP WANTED
PEAFOWL FOR sale.
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We are proud of our
Dad and want to wish
him the Best of luck in
District
3rd
the
Magistrate Race.
&fie, Bucky 8 Terri

Billy Erwin
Political Ad Paid for by his farnily

Free - Fre* - Free - Fro* - Free - Free - Free - Fre*
Receive

•

Off!
On Any Purchase Of
$30.00 Or More With
The Coupon below.
Expires May 25, 1977

"The-;ft
IIMA10111L111319011111 "-of,
Root Corartry Carson

0

°°

f i With This Coupon)

°•'.4

On Any Purchase Of $30.00
Of more.
Also receive Free $9.00 Belt with this
coupon and a $30.00 or more purchase.
Expires May 25, 1977

FREE/I" Belt
With this coupon and a '30•• or more purchase. Choose a genuine top grain cow hide
belt from a select group. Comes in brown,
black, navy and white.

Our Merchandise is
already reduced
up to 50%
Name Brands:
Acme,Dan Post,Dingo

Co
753 9788
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
"Boots& Shoes For Every
Activity Under The Sun."

AM 83 ME MINIM,Ky.,LINER& TIME, Wednesday, May 16, 177

W___4%aM

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

NEW LISTING at 804
QUIET
COUNTRY
Sunny Lane. Nice 3
LIVING in East Y
bedroom white brick,
Manor. A white brick 3 attached garage, large
bedroom ranch home on
living room and den.
large lot. Has electric
Newly decorated. Shady
baseboard heat, carpet, lot.
Only
$32,000.
nice kitchen and family
Galloway Realty, 505
room, refrigerator and
Main, phone 753-5842.
built-in range. Paved
driveway and paved
NEW
ANOTHER
basketball court. A nice
Lovely 3
LISTING.
comfortable home at a
14 bath home
reasonable price. bedroom,
at 1312 Kirkwood Drive.
$29,500. Contact Guy
A pretty den with
Spann Realty, 901
fireplace that opens onSycamore, 753-7724.
to a redwood deck. An
excellent buy at only
$30,000. Phone Kopperud
Realty, '753-1222 for
more information. We _
Murray's fastest S./J'
are
Tem.
Paris,
House,
Every Friday night, 641 Auction
0 enUnurd
realty.
growing
This week another load from St. Louis. Glass;
else.
what
telling
dishes, furniture, antiques, no
44 lots For Sale
Mrne see.

A PLACE TO SWIM. You
would open the doors to
comfortable, private
casual living with your
own 20 x 40 fenced
' swimming pool and 3
bedroom home -located
close to shopping centers. This is the first
time offered and price is
' in the low 30's. Don't
miss out on this one!
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222, for
an appointment to see
this fine home.

#247 Auctioneer

Notice
The

- Downtown
Barber Shop
will be closed this Friday and
Saturday. Will reopen Tuesday
May 24.

JIJST LISTED-801 MINERVA Attractively
arranged 4 bedroom, 2 bath brick veneer on
beautiful Corner lot. Large sunken living room,
dining room, den, electric heat and air. Master
bedroom has large walk-in closet and built-in
Vanity. Approximately 1800 sq. ft. of living area
With 2-car garage and extra large patio for outside activities.

Lovely 3 bedroom brick veneer home on large
well-landscaped lot in East Y Manor. This
quality home has central electric heat and air,
large den with fireplace,separate diningroom,2
baths, carpeting throughout. Buy for less than
replacement cost. 835,000.

1612 LOCH LOMAND Quiet, beautiful 4 bedroom
home in excellent residential area one block
from Robertson School. Large family room with
custom bookshelves, newly decorated kitchen
and utility area with abundant storage, central
gas heat, central electric air, double garage,and
private patio overlooking beautifully kept back
lawn.

BOYD-MAJORS
REM ESTATE
-The Professional Office
with the
Friendly Touch.'
MS N. 12th Street

. 7453-8080

I

753-9036
Aedre Moody
7534136
Berbera Erwin
753-7519
Moser Miller
baba,Me•er • • • • 753-9036
753-2387
ILL Neck

REALTOR'

MEMBER WM111.11111
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19711 CADILLAC Sedan
control,
DeVille, cl
AM-FM
r
cru
and
tilt
ster ,
telescoping steering
wheel, and all power
$750.00. Call 1-354-6217.

GLASS WORK, mirrors,
aluminum store fronts,
auto glass, plexiglass,
plate and.window glass.
M and G Complete
Glass,753-0180.

AERIAL APPLICATION
L & M Blacktopping, seal
- Fertilizing, seeding,
coating and repairs. For
and
herbicides
estimates call 753-1537.
pesticides. Battles Ag.
Service. Call 489-2414 or
WILL MOW yards. Call
901-642-0712.
- 753-9210 after 4, or 753-

YOUNGBLOOD
ROOFING, or roof
repair. Call 436-2712.

LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small.
Call Jimmy and 1.. W.
(Dub) Lyons, 474-2264.

1974 MAZDA RX 4 station
wagon, excellent condition, 4 speed, radial
tires, must sell. $1850.
Call 965-2818 or 965-4263

d•CSIG..K
,
SY

1976 BUICK SKYLARK -4
door, V-8 automatic
transmission. Console
shift. Air, AM-FM.
Power windows and
locks, bucket seats,
color dark gold, white
interior. Very good
condition. Call 753-2501.

"HOORAY, HOORAY,'THE CAR
EA4155ION BILL HA5 BEEN DELAYED"
WOODED

LARGE
in
lots
lakeview
restricted subdivision on
Ky. Lake near Hamlin.
For information call
Robert A. Morris 4362473.
45 Farms For Sale

NEW BRICK home,
efficient.
energy
Wooded 3 acres, 12
Of
minutes North
Murray, 641. Call 5271087.
46. Homes For Sale
SEVEN ROOM house, 4
acres land, by owner.
$30,000..Lynn Grove,4354240. Leaving area.
HOUSE IN COUNTRY
nearly finished, 900 sq.
ft.--on 3 wooded acres.
Large garden, well
septic tank, all utilities.
6',2 miles SE of Murray.
810,000. Call 436-2173.
LOVELY LARGE old
home, 3 bedroom,
spacious living room,
den and kitchen. Half
basement, utility porch
and garage. Six rental
rooms upstairs. Provide
half to two-thirds
monthly payment. Nice
yard and large garden
spot, already prepared.
Convenient to schools
and 1 block from
campus. Low 30's. Call
753-4182.
BY OWNER - Custom
designed quality built
home. Formal living
room and dining room,
velvet drapes, Strauss
crystal chandelier,
kitchen with built-in
appliances (oven in
brick wall), den with
large
fireplace,
bathroom with 10 ft. of
cabinet space. Master
bedroom (14 x 16) with
full bath, 14' closet,
velvet drapes. Two
smaller bedrooms, each
12 x 14 with 12' closets.
Extra large utility room
with outside entrance.
Could be used as 4th
bedroom or office.
Single car garage, all
paneled, large patio, 90
x 160 lot size, central
heat and air, lots of
extras. Call 753-2290.
NEW FOUR bedroom
deluxe home, with 24,2
baths, dining room, den
with fireplace and
garage. Located close to
schools. Call 753-3903.
THE PRICE is right on
this clean, neat, 3
bedroom house with
•carport. Can be seen
anytime by calling 7533903.

ENJOY THE COUNTRY LIFE Only 3 miles
west of city just off Hwy. 94 West on blacktop
road. A quality,spacious 3 bedroom brick veneer
home with entry foyer,formal living room,large
den with fireplace; 2 baths, central electric heat
and airs Large double garage with storage
Situated on 2 level acres. A real buy in the low
50's.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

1957 CHEVY,2 door, drag
car, high performance
parts. $1,000. Call 7530356.

AUCTION SALE

Shorty McBride

3101.3

M

BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, fully shag carpeted, baseboard heat,
freshly painted, large
lot. Paved drive. Call
now to see,753-7835.
EXCEPTIONALLY
NICE house for starter
or retirement. Enjoy
country living, 2 miles
from town in this 2
bedroom brick with
large yard, big kitchen,
spacious living dining
room with fireplace.
Central heat and air.
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

46 Homes For Sale
MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,
close to lake with
stove,
fireplace,
refrigerator, wall to
wall shag carpeting.
Reduced to $14,500. Call
762-4288 or 753-6274 aftv
5 p.m.

1974 PINTO SQUIRE
wagon. Call 753-6848
after 6. Must sell.

1973 OLDS
Custom
Cruiser. Six passenger,
air condition,full power,
radial tires, power tail
gate. Call 753-5115 after
6 p. m.

1974 FORD SI IPERCAB
ranger, 7,900 actual
miles,-34 ton 360 engine,
air.
and
power
tranAutomatic
smission. Call 753-7374.
MINT CONDITION. 1954
Nash Farina,4 door with
46,000 original miles.
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.

4732.

LICENSED ELEC-TRICAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
HOME REPAIR, painting and brick work.
Free estimates. Call
anytime 753-5399.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
BY
GUTTERING
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
awnings, roofs sealed,
and Alcoa aluminum
house siding & trinNall
Jack Glover, 753-1873
after 5 or weekends.

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707.
ELECLICENSE
TRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
54 Free Column

SERVICE HALF ST. Bernard, 10
QUALITY
months old. Needs good
Company Inc. , Air
home. Call 436-5604.
condition sales and
service. Modern sheet
metal department. SIX LONG haired.kittens.
Larry
Wisehart, Call 436-5650 after 4 p.m.
President. Phone 753PART LAB-BIRD dog, 9
9290.
months, spade pup.
Needs country home.
HANDSOME FIELDCall 753-1495.
STONE delivered for
walls, fireplaces, patios, TWO PUPPIES half
rock gardens, etc. Also
Beagle, males,9 months
free estimate on stone
old. Call 753-7249 after 4
work. Call 753-0122.
p.m.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

BY OWNER - brick, 3
bedroom, large living
room, kitchen-den,
FENCE SALES AT
utility, I bath, deck, gas - 1963 CHEVY short bed 1 2
ton truck. Call 753-6901
SEARS now. Call Doug
and electric heat, dishCHEVROLET
1971
before 3:30.
Taylor at 753-2310 for
washer, stove, air
Kingswood wagon, 9
_free estimates for your
condition, (or low
power,
Close
needs
to
utility).
1967 CHEVROLET step ' passenger,
steering, power brakes
University. May be seen
van, 30,000 actual miles.
and air. Needs value
anytime: Reasonable
Excellent condition,
ELECTRICAL WIRING job. $500. Call 753-9189.
'
price. Call 753-2498.
$2200. Call 436-5412.
home or industrial. "Call
Charles
Cooksey after 6
1971 DATSUN wagon,
p: m..,436-5896.
automatic air, new
1973 - CUTE ASS
47 Motorcycles
tires, good condition.
SUPREME, Good
K AND H REPAIR - 94
$1050. Call 753-8124.
Power
condition.
East. Phone 753-3323.
1975 INDIAN 100CC.
steering, brakes and air.
Lawn mower and small
running
Excellent
NICE
1973 Montego GT,
Maroon with White top.
engine. -1 day service.
condition. Looks sharp
factory air, power
Call 753-4015.
for a small bike. Knobby
&
brakes
extu
steering,
After 4:00 call 753-6103.
SMALL SIZE dozer - ideal
tires front and rear.
clean. Call 753-0698.
for spreading, leveling,
Asking 8250.00. Call 3541974 FORD van, E-200,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
8222 after 4 p. m.
50 Campers
27,000 miles. Call 753or 753-7570.
after 5 p. m.
WHITES CAMPER
750
HONDA
1975
KIRBY Carpet Care.
SALES located 4 miles
motorcycle. 3500 miles.
Steam clean one room at
CHEVROLET
1973
East of Murray, on
Windjammer and lots of
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
CheYene Super.
pickup.
Highway 94 toward Kenextras. Will sell or trade
will clean the hallway
Air and power. Red with
Lake. Authorized Fan
for compact car or truck
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
interior. Radials,
gray
and Star Craft dealer.
of equal value.-Call 75310 room would only be
Big block engine with
Clean used campers.
5267 before 5 p.m. 753$8.00. Call Mike HutGood gas
headers.
Open 7 days per week.
8721 after 5 p.m.
chens, 753-0359.
mileage. Call 354-8222
Call 753-0605.
after 4 p. m
1972 TRIUMPH 750. $850.
ROY HARMON FOR
1976 17,2 FT. Prowler
Call 436-2635.
Cabinets, Remodeling,
1964 FALCON, 2 door, 6
travel trailer, self
Mill work, Furniture
cylinder, automatic. 30
with
6,
contained, sleeps
repair, combination
Ferguson tractor, new
jacks and battery. Call
1972 HONDA CB 350,$450.
windows and doors. Call
bushog, plow, harrow
436-5359.
Call 753-1966 Wards.
753-4124.
disc. Call 247-5296,
Puryear.
13' SCOITY camping
1973 YAMAHA 100 MX.
CARPET ,,CLEANING
trailer, sink, stove and
Forward mounted
1974
very
CHEVROLET
experienced,
3. $650.
Sleeps
icebox.
shocks. Top end rebuilt.
pickup, 4 %sheel drive.
reasonable rates,
753-8124.
Call
New rear bearing. Seals
$3150. 1971 Chevrolet
references, free
dampers and tire.
Caprice, power steering 1965 16' Thunderbird
estimates. Quick drying
Preston Petty fenders
and brakes. Ale, AM-FM
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618
camper. Trailer self
and tank. Call 436-2742.
tape. $1150 Call 753contained. $650. Call 436PAINTING interior and
6148.
2516.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
exterior. Commercial or
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Also
residential.
F-600 DUMP truck and 3 CONVERTED Chevrolet
drywall
finishing
Honda 554 four with
for
3
axle trailer Call 436school bus, sleeps 5,
free estimate, phone
windjammer. Call 7532261.
burner cook top, com2226.
Atkins Painting, 437refrigerator,
pact
4534.
kitand
closet
MONTE
CARLO,
1974
couch,
48. Automotive Service
black on black on black.
chen cabinets. Has 2
LIME or
speed rear axle and 283 -WILL HAUL
Call 435-4429. Mayfield.
Call
sand.
or
rock
white
gate
and
POWER LIFE
V-8 engine. Price $1200.
Hutson,
Roger
753-6763,
for truck one ton and up. 1974 AMC jeep pickup. 360
p.m.
5
after
492-8149
Call
753-4545.
Presently installed on 2
3 speed, 4 wheel drive.
ton truck. Used very
51 Services Offered
AM-FM radio. Free
little - less than year old.
FOR A FREE estimate
wheeling hubs, Pioneer
Cost $2800. $1800 we
on all stump removal,
package. Call 474-2752. ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
install on your vehicle,
contact K and S Stump
conditioning, and
$1650 you take off of our
Removal, 435-4343 or
1968 CAMARO heeds
refrigeration, heating.
truck and install on
753-9490.
work. Call 767-2512 betyours. Call 753-4953.
Call 474-8841.
ween 5 and 7 p. m.
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
DOZER, LOADER,
of any kind. Phone 753backhoe work. Grading.
9753.
hauling, and bush,_
Free
hogging.
*PRESCRIPTIONS
HAVING TROUBLE
estimates. Call 436-2.382.
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
getting those small
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS.
white
plumbing jobs done?
DRIVEWAYS
Then call 753-6614.
rocked. Sand and lime
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
WET BASEMENT? We
753-8381.
make wet basements
work completely
dry,
WILL BABYSIT in my
- Call or
guaranteed.
home for infants 1 year
Conor under. Call 767-2555. write Morgan
struction Co., Route 2.
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky
CUSTOM HAY bailing
Phone day or
42001.
combining.
custom
and
night 442-7026.
Call 753-8090.

SUE:
SAYE:
20 We
Free Deliver
$425.00 op,floored, ready V. use. Aha Kean, yew bead, u
law so $310.00. 11: top 5.24 II 60 standard, bet will entre
any she needed. ley ON hest for less
CVST011 sill,POOTABLI DUILD0005 75341114

Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
-:. Stone Setting
j, Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry
753-2835

113 S. 4th

ATTENTION NOME OWNERS
Another year is going by and you are paying
those high utility bills for air conditioning and
this winter it will be heat bills Let us cut those
utility bills plus beautify your home with No. I
insulated aluminum siding We also do trim
work on brick homes

All Work Guaranteed
Products Guaranteed by Factory
YOUR ALSCO ANACONDA DEALER

MIDSOUTH ALUMINUM
CONTRACTOR
819 Paris Road
Mayfield, Ky 42066 • Tele: 247-6161

•

*Auction Sale*
Friday, May 20, 4 p.m. at the Charles
Thompson home. Second house on right off
of East 14th Street, on Dogtown Road,
Benton, Ky.
Will fell large lot of hand, garden, shop tools,
skill saw, sander, saber saw, edger, carpenter
tools, piles of lumber, birch and cherry, large
bottle collection, bed spreads, linens, like new 22
automatic rifle, 22 caliber pellet gun, Electrolux
vacuum cleaner, fancy iron bed, recliner, 1965
Olds 98, runs good. 1960 International pickup,
Sears Suberbion garden tractor, 40" mower and
trailer. Push mower, septic tank, blocks, brick,
barrels, post, old table saw, copper, pipe. Lots
more good items. For information call

Chester and Miller
Auction Service
435-4128 or 435-4144
Lynn Grove

WALLIS DRUG

Notice

Buy Your Hi-Fi
Merchandise

Now Before The Rise In Price Effective
in June

Big Savings
At

THREE
BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-6434.

1975 VOLVO 164, sunroof,
22,000 miles. $5,700.
Paducah, 554-3342.

51 Services Offered

TV Service Center
Central Minter

753-5865

THRIVING CATTLE RANCH - approximately 718
acres South of Murray with year-around live
water, numerous buildings and 688 acres under
fence

Going Out
of Business
Prices Reduced from 15 to 25%

Groceries
15%
Health Aids
Hardware Items

25%

20%

Except Tobacco or Dairy Products

WALDROP REAL
ESTATE AGENCY

J. T. Wallis & Son
Grocery & Hardware

206 South 4th Street, Murray.
Phone 753-5646

ird end Maw
We Still Handle Seed' and Plan,
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FAMILY PAK

LYDEN FARMS

GROUND
BEEF

e ird` ' •°
-.
•
.
41

SPECIAL
ti

`IP

• '.!k'

FRENCH

No.

•
••••fffr;
I•
4."
•.•••0 •
4

0,41.

BIG
4 LB.
BAG

4

31b

OUR
USUAL HIGH
QUALITY
GROUND BEEF

or more

Lb.

/ER

U.S. CHOICE

ROUND STEAK

PKG.

"
$1

Lb

FRESH WATER

$ 1 19

CATFISH STEAKS

Lb.

RUMP ROAST . . Lb.

FRESH.SLICED

BEEF
LIVER

Lb.

U.S. CHOICE•BONELESS

49e

$ 148

U.S. CHOICE•STEAK BONELESS

U.S. CHOICE•BONELESS
'

U.S. CHOICE

HEEL OF ROUND
POT ROAST

BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP STEAK

Lb. $

28

DEL MONTE•151/2 OZ

TOWELS

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

WHOLE
POTATOES

SWEET
PEAS

A

2.89' 2 59° 2.79c
BUY
EARLY

_
111.

FLOUR
5 Lb.
BAG

LEMON-LIME
ROOT BEER
GRAPE

COLA
BIG
28 oz.
Bottle

194

NO DEPOSIT
NO RETURN

LIMIT
TWO

DEBBIE!,32 oz.

FOR

GOLD 1111.11111
MEDAL
SAVE: 30`

,AAL\
I COLA a

$168

DEL MONTE•151/2 OZ.

ROLL

LEMONADE 6 oz. can

Lb.

DEL MONTE•151
/
2 oz

59,

WHIP TOPPING
MINUTE MAID•FROZEN

$ 168

Lb.

JOB SQUAD

JUMBO

IGA•9 oz.

2
.89'

TOP ROUND

49c
59e
2/49c

STRAWBERRIES 10 oz

WIENERS

$109
Lb.

GA.FROZEN

ARROWHEAD
12 oz.

9

SAVE: 504

REELFOOT'S

SLICED

'4 SMOKED HAM

FRIES

V

or -

WE
HAVE

CANNING
SUPPLIES
CHECK OUT THE SELECTION

67,

OF CANNING SUPPLIES, NOW
DON'T BE CAUGHT SHORT
THIS YEAR!

HEINZ

B-B-Q
SAUCE

5 oz.
Can

49e

SALTINE CRACKERS 160Z.

3

Isomoso

$
FOR

MARTHA WHITE

CORN MEAL

A

5Lb.
BAG

CZ)
PEANUT
BUTTER

69

LIMIT
TWO

SAVE: 30`

12 oz.
JAR

PKG.

FABRIC SOFTNER
e)

VIENNA
SAUSAGE

CRISP'N
GOOD SNACK

16 oz.

DEBBIE•GALLON

KELLY'S

1E11,

CRACKERS

55c

DISH LIQUID

MARS•SNICKER'S

51"
69c

CANDY BARS sFI1;Z 1 Lb
KRAFT@ I POUND

WHIPPED PARKAY
IGA•16-oz LOAF

NABISCO •141
/
2 oz.• COOKIES

59C

CHIPS• A •HOY 894 NHEAT or RYE BREAD
FRITO LAY • ROLD GOLD

ICICLE

CRISP
ICEBERG

SPEC,

WFITE RADISHES

LETTUCE

3

‘,. . . . „ 2

8 oz.
PKG.

/ER
ONIONS
YELLOW

HEAD

GOLDEN•RIPE

BANANAS ... L lbs 4T.

LB.19

In THE TOTAL ON THE
TAPE THAT COUNTS!

-r—

29'

SOUTHSIDE

"New Store Hours"

MON.-SAT.
7 AM-10 PM

SUNDAY
12 Noon- 9 PM

894

PRETZELS

[DON BATHROOM

FRITO LAY • CHEESE PUFFS

694

CHEETOS

PRICES GOOD THRU
TUESDAY, MAY 24, 1977
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
WE ACCEPT USDA FOOD STAMPS

NORTHSIDE

SOUTHSIDE

6 AM - 10 PM
DAILY
Closed
Sunday

,

TISSUE
4 ROLL 594
PKG.

LIMIT

TWO
SAVE 30'

7 PM - 9 PM
DAILY
OPEN SUN.
10 AM - 8 PM

BANKROLL""'
THIS
WEEK'S
CASH
AWARD

-

NORTHSIDE WO"
LAST
WEEK'S
BANKROLL
DRAWING

SOUTHSIDE: s200.00

BUNE CATHEY
WON

NEVA GARGUS
WON

900

300

Al

